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ABSTRACT 
`Mechanical Clinching' or `Press Joining' is a novel technique for applying a structural 

connection between two or more sheets of material. Commercial cold-formed steel framing 

systems have been developed using the clinch as the primary method of structural connection. 

Design guidance for the use of mechanical clinching in structural applications is currently 

limited to recommendations from the work of past research programmes. 

In this research the database on clinching shear resistance is extended by shear testing of 

mechanical clinches using an Instron tensile testing machine. S-type and H-type clinches are 

tested in layers of two and three with variable steel thicknesses and at different angles of applied 

load. The cyclic shear resistance of single clinches is investigated by applying variable loading 

over 10,000 cycles. A clinch design factor of safety is proposed based on the static and cyclic 

clinch test results and analysis. Pop rivets, self-piercing rivets and self-tapping screws are also 

tested in shear and comparison is made with clinch shear resistance characteristics. 

Rotational shear resistance of groups of clinches is investigated in experimental and finite 

element tests by applying in-plane moment to groups of clinches in a range of steel thicknesses 

and at different group spacings. Moment resistance of clinch groups is also investigated in 

cantilever and H-frame cross-beam full-scale tests where groups of 4,6 and 8 clinches are 

applied to connect cold-formed steel components. 

Full-scale tests are carried out on 10 truss beams up to 6m in length, joined by clinching struts 

and ties to folded parallel chords. Strain readings allow forces in the clinches over the course of 

each test to be recorded. Simplified clinch shear deformation characteristics are applied in finite 

element truss tests modelling the experimental truss tests. In a theoretical finite element model 
for each test a truss with no shear deformation at the connection nodes is analysed. Comparison 

is made with a finite element model allowing shear deformation at the connections to isolate the 

effect of clinch shear deformation on truss elastic stiffness and peak load. 
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I INTRODUCTION 
An investigation of the behaviour of clinch connections in load-bearing applications is presented 
in this thesis. Clinching is currently used extensively in process and manufacturing engineering 

systems in light load bearing applications such as the connection of auto panels to auto frames 

and the fabrication of air-ducts. Clinching in load-bearing building components however is used 

only in a small number of building systems. Clinching in many cases is a better cold-formed 

steel connection method over existing methods such as self-piercing riveting and self-tapping 

screws. For techniques such as mechanical clinching much of the need arises from the 

requirement to industrialise connections as much as possible by factory manufacture, off-site 

pre-fabrication and modular construction. At present cold-formed steel design codes do not 
include guidance on the use of mechanical clinching and because of this mechanical clinching is 

often -overlooked in choosing methods of connecting cold-formed steel as there are many 

advantages in using the method. 

Cold-formed steel building components are often used in favour of timber members in low rise 
building applications where cold-formed steel building systems are available. The use of cold- 
formed steel building frame systems is widespread in the USA where patented systems such as 
Tri-chord compete against timber alternatives. 

Cold-formed steel building systems can provide advantages in: 

  Reduced building cost 
  Reduced energy usage 

  Implementation of systematic fabrication and building procedures 
  Reduced self weight 

  Increased connection ductility 

  Building response to cyclic earthquake loading with greater deformation capacity 
  Increased building robustness 
  Improved fire resistance 

  Greater structural integrity 
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As the trend to use cold-formed steel continues, more advanced cold-formed steel joining 

techniques such as mechanical clinching are being used in cold-forming fabrication. 

1.1 Connecting cold-formed steel 
To give a direct comparison of clinch shear resistance against the shear resistance of other types 

of connection a range of commonly used cold-formed steel connectors are tested and analysed in 

Chapter 4- self-piercing rivets, pop rivets and self-tapping screws. All types of connection have 

a connecting component with the exception of the mechanical clinches where the parent metal is 

interlocked to form the connection. Shear tests are carried out to establish shear resistance, shear 

deformation and shear failure mode characteristics of the connections for comparison with clinch 

shear resistance behaviour. 

1.1.1 Pop rivets 

Steel pop rivet connections were formed by applying a hand-held lazy tongues apparatus with the 

rivet inserted at the tip, to a pre-drilled hole in the plates. The rivet has a shaft diameter of 5mm 

and a 5mm diameter automatic drill is used to prepare a hole in the plates. An advantage of 

using pop rivets over other types of mechanical fastener is that a rivet can be applied to layers of 

steel where the rivet operator has access to only one face of the steel surface. A hole must be 

drilled in the parent metal before a rivet is applied. 

1.1.2 Self-piercing rivets 
Forming a self-piercing rivet connection involves driving a rivet component into the layers of the 

parent metal, piercing and clinching in a single operation, A hand held electrically powered tool 
is used to apply the connection and access to both sides of the surface being joined is required. 
Unlike the clinch the self-piercing rivet is circular on plan and dose not have a particular 
orientation on plan. It has a separate rivet component driven into the layers of the parent metal 
to complete the join, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

Figure 1.1, Cross-section of a self-piercing rivet 
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1.1.3 Self-tapping screws 

Self-tapping screws are commonly used to sew steel roof sheeting to purlins and to join cold- 
formed steel structural components. Battery powered drills allow screws to be applied by hand 

held tools. In the shear tests screw samples were clamped and joined using an automatic drill 

with a single self-tapping and drilling screw. 

1.1.4 Mechanical clinching 

Mechanical clinches can be applied to a number of layers of steel with a maximum combined 

thickness of between 4mm and 6mm, depending on the mechanical clinching machinery being 

used. The type of material that can be joined with this method can be metallic or non-metallic or 

a combination of both. For example, a thermal break can be incorporated into the interface 

between two sheets of steel being joined, by including a third layer of insulating plastic sheet 
between two outer steel layers. 

Typical applications for mechanical clinching include connections in white goods, fabrication of 
ducting for air conditioning and light load bearing applications in -auto process manufacturing 
such as clinching an auto side panel to an auto frame. In this work the structural behaviour of 
mechanical clinches in load-bearing components were investigated to give a better understanding 
of the structural performance of components joined by mechanical clinches, such as a lattice roof 
truss or wall stud in a building. 

The clinching process 
A two-phase mechanical process is used to apply the clinch. A punch and die component are 
positioned on either side of the sheets to be joined. In the first phase a strip of the steel layers is 

punched through by the punch shearing against two raised parallel walls of the die part as shown 
in Figure 1.2. In the second phase the head of the punch contacts the lower base part of the die, 
between the raised edges, and the steel layers are forced to expand laterally, locking the 
connection. 
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ML 

Figure 1.2, Forming a Clinch 

Clinching tools 

For rectangular mechanical clinches a different die tool hart must be used liar different 

combinations of' steel thickness being Clinched. The punch pýºrt generally remains unchanged. 
The clinching tool manufacturer supplies guidelines für choosing the correct (lie part, an 

information sheet supplied by Fckold [. td. flOr use with their machinery is shown in Figure I. 3. 

In Figure I. i the steel thickness on the punch side and the (lie side is matched on the sides of' the 

die serial number grid to show which punch type should be used fier a given combination cif' 

steels. If' the die that is chosen is too large for the particular combination of' thicknesses it will 

shlintcr the hardened steel tip of' the punch and the base of the die hart. It'the hunch tool is too 

snwll, the clinch will not deform the steel sufficiently in the second phase of' clinching and a 

weak connection will result. 

IIydraulic pressure setting was also adjusted, with the pressure required becoming larger for 

greater combined thicknesses of' material. Several tests were carried out with varying pressures 

on diflerent steel thicknesses to obtain the Optimum join shear resistance fier each sanmple. 
Figure 1.4 shows a series of six shear tests on the same thickness arrange ment --- two layers of 
I. 5mm thick steel on the outside of' a central I. 0mm single plate as shown in Figure 4.7 (a), 

connected by a single clinch. 
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Figure 1.3, Eckold die selection table 

Pressure used to apply the clinches was measured in bar jpretisure units. Six shear tests in Figure 

1.4 can he grouped into three pairs of two identical tests, one hair clinched with a pressure 

setting of' 400 Bar, the middle pair with a pressure setting of 450 Bar, and the last pair with a 

pressure setting of 500 Bar. It was clear Crony Figure 1.4 that the greatest initial stiffness and the 

highest hark load fier this arrangement of thicknesses was achieved by setting the optimum 

pressure of 450 ßß. The 400 Bar pressure setting produced a lower peak load in the shear test 

and the 500 Har pressure produced lower initial shear resistance in the Sample. 
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Figure 1.4, Pressure sensitivity shear tests 

the latcral spread of the [1ei01-med steel on the flit side oI tIhe sample as shown in Figures 1.8 and 

1.9 also gave an indication of' the efficiency of the join. 'T'here is an optimum amount ofspread 

that locks the connection. II' the spread is less than the optimum amount the connection will be 

loose. If the spread is greater than the optimum amount the clinching force is too great and the 

hunched part of the connection becomes thin, allowing failure to occur more easily by tearing 

and steel deformation. By measuring the width of the hunched part of the connection and the 

force applied to foram the clinch a high level cif' quality control can be achieved in the clinching 

process 

Applying clinches 

The machinery needed toi hold the punch and die harts and to react to the clinching force is 

typically a bench mounted machine shown in Figure 1.5, or a ceiling suspended tool that 

provides some tool manoeuvrability to the fabrication process, shown in Figure 1.6. Both types 

of'clinching machine need to he connected to a hydraulic pressure pump to he operational. The 

pressure pump part is typically an electrically powered device on trolley wheels, which can he 

UI_ -I U 
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connected to the clinching tool with hydraulic hoses, keeping it partly out of the way of the 

fabrication space. 

AWIT as 

Figure 1.5, Bench mounted clinching tool 

A hand held, mechanical tool, Figure 1.7, is also available using battery cell power to force the 

two stages of clinch production. The hand held tool is limited in the total thickness of steel it can 
be used to join, and is slower in applying mechanical clinches in comparison with hydraulic 

electrical units clinching in less than a second. 

Figure 1.6, Ceiling mounted clinching tool 
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Figure 1.7, Hand held mechanical clinching tool 

Types of clinch 

The rectangular clinch is commonly available in two similar types the S-type clinch and the El- 

type clinch. Figure LK shows the punch and (lie sides of an S-type clinch. The clinch type is 

defined by the punch and (lie sets used. "Ehe S-type clinch is sheared along the parallel 

rectangular edges, while the 11-type clinch is only partially sheared in the fabrication process, 

producing an airtight connection, illustrated in Figure I. 9. 

r 

I. , yL ýf 

1ýA 
qr 

" $ý 

Figure 1.8, The punch and die sides of a rectangular S-type mechanical clinch 
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PUNCH SIDE 
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IS' t5ýpe H' type 

DIE SIDE 

Figure 1.9, S-type and H-type clinch cross sections 

In atIkIitiun tu the rectangular type 1, clinch investigated here, a Circular punch and slic set is 

available (ör use with the same hydraulic tools. These parts produce an airtight axi-symmetric 

circular clinch. They are not used as commonly as the rectangular parts and the punch and die 

sets , ire more ctstly. Where the type of a clinch is not sped tiedI in this work it can be assumed 

that an S-type join is being investigatedl. 'hhc rosette clinch presented in [52,53j is a larger 

circular connection that requires a pre-drilled hole to be prepared betöre being applied. 

1.2 Advantages of mechanical clinching 

The choice cif the method oC connection in the design oC cold-formed steel building systems is 

influenced by many I11ctors. The type of connecting systems already installed and used at the 

place of lubrication will often be given prelcrence. 

('Iinching presents many advantages in coldI-formed steel l: abrication: 

  There is no connecting component in the clinch unlike rivets, screws and welding, the 

clinch is made from the parent metal with no external joining pail. 

  Cost savings can he made in fähricatiom pFojects requiring many thousands ot'cold-lormcd 

steel connections 

" Weight of colt-formed steel components is not increased by mechanical clinching 

" Clinching does not induce significant corrosion in galvanised coatings commonly used [irr 

corrosion resistance on mild sheet steel. Because there is no need to paint over mechanical 

clinches to rc-seal the galvanised coating the problems of'inhalation of funmes lions 

galvanised steel in welding procedures are avoid edI. Where corrosion occurs at a clinch 
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location experimental testing has shown that the shear resistance of the connection is 

increased by a small amount 

  It is generally necessary to repaint welded areas of galvanised steel 

 A stronger connection is provided by mechanical clinching in many cases 

  Clinching is suitable for bench process manufacturing systems. A bench can be set up to 

fabricate multiple cold-formed steel components, carrying out cutting, folding, positioning 

and mechanical clinching operations, producing standardised cold-formed steel components. 

  No pre-drilling of measured holes is necessary 

  Tools can be assembled to apply more than one clinch in a single clinching operation 

" The formation of a clinch under hydraulic pressure takes only a fraction of a second 

  Circular and H-type mechanical clinches can be air and water tight 

  Clinching can be carried out by semi-skilled operatives 

  Energy efficiency is high in comparison with other joining methods 

  Automatic quality controlling devices are available for use with mechanical clinching 

machines 

1.3 Clinching in cold-formed steel building systems 

Cold-formed steel components are used extensively in domestic and industrial building 

applications. Typical uses for cold-formed steel in small-span building designs are: 

  Closed-box and c-sections for light load bearing lintels 

  Wall stud stringers and beams 

  Floor beam brackets 

  Timber pitched roof truss gang-nail connectors 

And in large industrial frame structures: 

  Roof lattice truss beams 

  Zed and channel sections for roof sheeting purlins 
  Closed-box and c-sections for vertical columns and stringers 
  Structural brackets supporting timber and cold-formed steel beams and columns 
  Cladding panels and cladding components 
  Support structures for curtain walling 
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Building systems have also been developed that use cold-formed steel for the entire structural 
frame and roof members. These systems often incorporate timber for floor and roof spans. In 

designing the frame system, the methods of off-site and on-site fabrication are integral to the 

design methodology of the building frame system. The most important aspects of cold-formed 

steel fabrication are the methods of cutting steel, folding steel and of joining folded components. 
The `Tri-chord' cold-formed building system in Figurel. 10 uses clinched cold-formed steel 
folded triangular sections. 

Figure 1.10, Tri-chord shear panel 

A detail of Tri-chord truss struts and ties clinched onto stringers is shown in Figure 1.11. This 

arrangement of truss clinch pierces and connects four layers of steel. The sections are connected 
to form lattice truss beams, stud stringers, timber holding brackets etc. making up a structural 
frame system. 
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Figure 1.11, Trichord clinch detail 

Tri-chord gave the following points as advantages of their framing system over standard steel 

structural framing systems: 

  Clinching eliminates screws or welds 

  Automated assembly saves on cost 

  Easier attachment and connection 
  Up to three times stronger triangular sections 

  Compatible with timber framing 

  Can be framed into a slotted steel track 

  Matches or exceeds wood's thermal values 

And advantages of Tri-chord over wooden framing systems include: 

  Compatible connections and hardware 

  Fire, rot, warp and insect proof 

  Consistent quality 

" Over 66% recycled content 

" Electrical, plumbing and HVAC install easily in the open webs and stud cut-outs 
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1.4 Research objectives 

Investigation of shear resistance characteristics of mechanical clinching in this thesis is an 

extension of established research work at the University of Edinburgh. Past research work gives 

a framework and reference for the continued investigation of mechanical clinching in load 

bearing building applications. 

Objectives of the current clinching research are: 
1. To understand established research data and methodology in the area of connection shear 

resistance and to provide more information to the current data on connection shear resistance, 

with an emphasis on the shear resistance of mechanical clinching in load-bearing applications 
2. Investigate the structural behaviour of mechanical clinches with individual connections and 

groups of connections as the primary connecting elements of full scale cold-formed steel 
frames 

3. Demonstrate the effect of non-linear clinch shear resistance characteristics on the structural 
behaviour of full-scale lattice trusses with numbers of clinches at connection nodes varied 
from under-strength to over-strength 

4. Provide test and analysis data on the structural behaviour of clinches as single connecting 

elements, multiple connecting elements in groups, and as cold-formed steel frame 

connections 
5. Investigate the moment-rotation behaviour of groups of clinches by testing groups of 

connections under loading conditions that apply moment to the connection group 
6. Use test results from shear tests on individual connections from this research and from past 

research in cold-formed steel to produce a comprehensive data base for the shear resistance 
and deformation characteristics of connections 

7. Compare the structural characteristics of clinches with other cold-formed steel joining 

methods 
8. Use finite element analysis to model the behaviour of groups of connections, individual cold- 

formed steel components and components joined in a system to show how the individual 

connection and the group of connections affect the shear resistance and deformation 

characteristics of the cold-formed steel component and building system 
9. Analyse experimental test results against current design codes 
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1.5 Research methodology 
Testing connections in shear and connection groups under applied moment produces from each 
test. In the case of shear tests the data is applied load and corresponding shear displacement. 

For clinch group moment testing the data is applied moment and rotation. Shear test data were 
used in the analysis of moment rotation tests and in the analysis of the full-scale truss tests, 

giving the essential shear resistance characteristics of clinch connections. 

1.5.1 Experimental testing 

Shear resistance of connections was investigated by shear testing in an Instron testing machine. 
Two or more strips of steel are connected and pulled apart in shear causing the connection to fail. 

Load and differential movement of the steel strips were automatically recorded at frequent 

intervals giving a full data curve for analysis. 

Consideration must be given to connections in components under cyclic loading where the 

connection can fail from fatigue while the peak design load is never reached. When a connection 
is considered individually in a controlled shear resistance test and then individually or in a group 
as a part of a component or system, the local elements that give global shear resistance to the 

system can more easily be separated and identified. Where cyclic tests are being carried out, 
load is applied in cycles of 10,000 between zero force and 50% of the peak force to cause failure 

of the connection in a static test. 

In addition to static and cyclic connection testing, the Instron testing machine was used to apply 
force and measure displacement in moment-rotation tests. Full-scale trusses up to 6m in length 

were tested in a rigid testing frame. Components of the trusses were connected by one or more 
mechanical clinches at the connection nodes. Load was applied by a hand operated hydraulic 
loading ram and a load cell was used to measure applied load. 

1.5.2 Finite element analysis 
Finite element models of the moment rotation tests and the full-scale truss tests were created 
using the finite element pre-processing program HYPERMESH. Finite element solution was 
carried out using the finite element program ABAQUS. In post-processing and analysis of the 
finite element output data, the FORTRAN 77 programming compiler, Microsoft Excel and 
ABAQUS POST were used. 
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Clinch group moment-rotation experimental tests were carried out using two c-sections back to 

back, joined by the clinch group under investigation. In the finite element simulation of the 

clinch group moment-rotation tests, c-sections were modelled with eight noded shell elements. 

Elasto-plastic material properties were assigned to the elements to allow plastic buckling of the 

c-sections to occur at regions of stress concentration. 

Shear deformation characteristics of the individual clinch connections were modelled in the finite 

element tests by using a connection element for each clinch with the stiffness properties 

established from the Instron shear tests. An orthotropic clinch stiffness model was applied in the 

finite element tests based on the orientation of the clinch in position on the c-sections. Force in 

the finite element tests at 0° to the short edge of the clinch was resisted by the stiffness 

characteristics from the clinch shear tests at 0° and force at 90° was resisted by the stiffness 

characteristics of the clinch at 90°. Finite element tests were non-linear - each test was carried 

out over several static increments, each increment applying more or less load to the system. This 

allowed full non-linear stiffness characteristics of the mechanical clinches to be applied in finite 

element tests. 

In the finite element tests modelling the full-scale truss tests, top and bottom chord components 

of the trusses were modelled using beam elements. Beam elements were suitable for modelling 

components where the cross-section area and the moment of inertia of the sections are known. 

Internal diagonal tension and vertical compression components were modelled using rod axial 

displacement elements, where no transfer of bending moments from the ends is considered and 

no external forces act on the length of the elements. The effect of clinch shear resistance can be 

fully evaluated when there is no buckling of the truss cold-formed steel members and the trusses 

fail when a clinch connection node fails. The use of beam and rod elements that do not account 
for twisting and buckling in the finite element models was appropriate in modelling truss 

experimental tests where failure of the truss occurred by failure of the connections. 

Special clinch connection elements were used for the truss finite element tests using the Instron 

shear test data to model the shear shear deformation at the connection nodes. A greatly 

simplified version of clinch stiffness using only four points from the clinch load displacement 
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curve was applied in the finite element tests, giving similar truss deflection readings to the 

experimental response. The simplified clinch load-displacement model was defined by: 

  The point of elastic limit 

  The point of peak load 

  The point where plastic deformation capacity ended 

  Maximum displacement at zero force. 

Buckling of the chords occurred before failure of the connections in some cases in the 

experimental truss tests. A second set of truss finite element models were created with shell 

elements modelling the cold-formed steel surfaces. The limits of applied axial force and bending 

moments were established with a bending moment and axial force envelope for the two 

thicknesses of chord and for the central and end unrestrained truss chord lengths. Buckling 

checks to BS5950-5 [7] were also used to analyse the chord buckling strengths under combined 

axial force and bending moments. 

1.6 Thesis overview 
Following the introduction to the research in this section, Chapter 2 reviews research papers on 

the shear resistance of connections in structural applications. Points of interest are the shear 

resistance of clinch connections under static and cyclic loading and the behaviour of groups of 

connections under applied moment and axial force. Previous research carried out at the 

University of Edinburgh into mechanical clinching technology and applications is reviewed. 
Research papers of other research programmes presenting data from experimental tests on 

mechanical clinching and other methods of connection in cold-formed steel and timber are also 

reviewed and summarised. 

In Chapter 3 properties of steel materials used in experimental tests are discussed. Material 

properties were obtained by testing steel samples in tension in the Instron testing machine. Steel 

material properties were used to define the material behaviour characteristics in the finite 

element tests where shell elements are applied. Chapter 3 also explains aspects of the Instron 

connection shear test set-up. 

Results from shear tests on connections are presented and analysed in Chapter 4. Types of 

connections tested are mechanical clinches, self-tapping screws, self-piercing rivets and pop- 
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rivets. Shear resistance characteristics of mechanical clinches are presented and analysed with 

regard to: 

  Types of mechanical clinch 

  Response to cyclic loading 

  Clinches joining two layers of steel 

  Clinches joining three layers of steel 

  Energy-displacement relationships 

  Effect of the orientation of the clinch to the applied load 

a The effect of varying the hydraulic pressure in the mechanical clinching tool 

  Variability of clinch shear resistance 

" Comparison with other types of mechanical connection 

The existing data-base of clinch peak loads established at the University of Edinburgh is 

extended with current results. By normalising clinch peak loads against the highest theoretical 

clinch shear resistance and carrying out a regression analysis on the resulting data, an expression 
for clinch peak load was established. Variables in the expression were steel thickness, steel UTS 

and angle of applied loading to the short edge of the mechanical clinch. 

The moment-rotation relationships of groups of four clinches were investigated in Chapter 5 with 

clinch spacing and steel thickness as variables. Finite element tests matching each experimental 
test were carried out and moment-rotation curves were presented and analysed for each 

experimental and finite element test. Forces in the individual clinch connections were analysed 

against applied moment. Comparison is made between the experimental test results and the 
finite element test results and the response of the finite element clinch stiffness model is 
discussed. 

Experimental and finite element truss tests are presented in Chapter 6. Load, strain and 
displacement data from the truss experimental tests are analysed to investigate the effects of 
clinch shear resistance on truss deflection. 2D Finite element tests matching each experimental 
test were analysed with emphasis on the stiffness behaviour at the clinch nodes connecting the 

components of the lattice trusses. Buckling and twisting behaviour of the chords in the 
experimental tests was discussed. A second 3D finite element model was created to investigate 
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the limits of stability of the chord section unrestrained lengths under combined axial force and 
bending moment. Buckling checks to BS5950-5 [7] were also carried out. 

Chapter 7 gives a summary and draws conclusions from the research. Experimental testing 

methodology is reviewed. Observations from the range of tests and conclusions from each 

chapter are discussed and summarised and suggestions for further research are made. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
With new cold-formed steel framing systems being made available to the building trades and an 

upturn in the use of cold-formed steel in housing developments, greater efficiencies in the cold- 

formed steel design cycle are currently in demand. The relationship between the various groups 

that create a need for and supply the demand for cold-formed steel structures is complex. The 

end user is concerned with cost and functionality. The building trades need a system that is 

quick and easy for semi-skilled operatives to assemble and also a system that is cost effective. 

For new framing systems to become successful, the housing designer, the framing systems 

engineers and the cold-formed steel manufacturer have to be aware of where competitive 

advantage is available to them in the form of new building technologies. All building designers 

need to be aware of their responsibilities to design safe and robust structures. When design 

guidance providing that assurance is not available for a new technology, the system is less likely 

to be used. 

Cold-formed steel framing systems for low rise and residential applications are competing with 

timber framing alternatives for a large global market. Timber prices are unstable in comparison 

with the price of steel and this fact alone has encouraged the steel industry to recognise the 

demand for advanced framing systems and new cold-formed steel technologies. Clinching is a 

cold-formed steel joining technique that has many advantages over methods more commonly 

used to connect cold-formed steel such as screws and rivets. 

Clinching also has great potential as an integrated part of new advanced light-weight cold- 
formed steel framing systems such as the Trichord [63]. Design guidance specific to mechanical 

clinching currently available to cold-formed steel designers is limited to research papers and 

reports. The following review of literature highlights the need for international design codes to 

give design guidance specific to mechanical clinching. This will have the effect of encouraging 
designers and builders to consider mechanical clinching and to apply the connection technique in 

new advanced framing systems. 
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2.1 Markets for cold-formed steel 

Nancy Solomon describes how the variable price of wood has caused the global market in cold- 

formed steel to increase in [72], given the relatively stable price of steel. The focus of the steel 
industry in the past has been on promoting cold-formed steel framing systems in the residential 
housing market to compete directly with demand for timber framing in residential housing. This 

has been carried out by establishing a framework of building codes, training programs, tools and 

a standardised network of materials suppliers in the USA to support the technology. 

The article outlines cold-formed steel housing beginning in the USA in the 1940s, with the first 

cold-formed steel design specification published by the American Iron and Steel Institute in 

1946. With some increase in use in the 1970s the market for cold-formed steel has increased 

significantly in the 1990s with an increase in the price of timber. Two methods of building with 

cold-formed steel are described: 

  Stick construction where cold-formed steel struts and beams are pre-fabricated and joined on 

site in housing units 

  Panelisation where panels are constructed off site and assembled on-site 

Advantages and disadvantages of cold-formed steel and timber construction are also discussed. 

The shape stability over time associated with cold-formed steel is an advantage over timber 

which can warp, shrink and decay. Cold-formed steel which has been galvanised has good 

resistance to corrosion. Parts of the galvanised coating that have been eroded or scratched away 
from cutting and connecting generally corrode very locally on the exposed area with the 

corrosion unable to spread over the galvanised area. The zinc coating has the corrosion resistant 

effect of being self-sacrificing - zinc will react with the water before it reacts with the steel. In 

severe cases however corrosion can occur. Such extreme situations are in marine coastal 

environments and instances where areas of cold-formed steel are left sitting in water. In 

buildings cold-formed steel elements are generally used in protected environments. 

Solomon compares thermal transmittal effects of cold-formed steel to timber. Where cold- 
formed steel is used in wall panelling cold-formed steel wall studs create a thermal bridge 
between the divided spaces. Methods of insulating against this effect with polystyrene foam 

products are discussed. 
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Solomon concludes that to cut into the market for timber framed housing, cold-formed steel 

construction needs to become cheaper in comparison with the timber alternative. Methods of 

fast and easy erection of cold-formed steel housing need to be established and codes of practice 

and guidance for designers needs to be broadened. A prescriptive method of design for cold- 

formed steel framing was developed by the NAHE and the AISI [2] in 1996 to allow steel frame 

housing to be designed without the advice of a professional engineer, as is the practice with 

timber design. This applies to small domestic scale buildings. As a part of the prescriptive 

method of design for cold-formed steel framing, cold-formed steel manufacturers agreed to 

standardise the dimensions of the framing sections to the same dimensions as the equivalent 

timber rectangular sections. A standardised system of labelling cold-formed steel components 

has also been established by CABO (the Council of American Building Officials). 

New innovations in cold-formed steel construction techniques are described by Solomon such as: 

  New saw blades for cutting that are smoother and produce less noise 

  Shot fired pins for connecting plaster board to steel frames 

  Hand held clinching devices that quickly join steel members without pins or screws 

Solomon also concludes in [72] that while cold-formed steel framing accounts for only a small 

percentage of housing being built in the USA, the market for cold-formed steel components has 

good potential for growth with new steel building techniques. 

Ken Slattery describes an increase in the use of steel in residential housing in an article [71 ] due 

to: 

  Increasing environmental awareness 

  Accelerating rates of new technology development 

  Evolving socio-economic conditions 

The market for steel components in residential building is described as becoming globalised with 

steel component manufacturers competing to produce products that stand out on their own. The 

article also outlines a downturn in the use of steel in auto and industrial manufacturing markets 
due to increased use of plastics and cheaper high tech materials, creating a focus on expanding 

existing steel building markets. 
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New steel building system designs are described which utilise coated and galvanised steel 

sections. Mechanical clinching is particularly suitable for joining coated and galvanised steel 

sections as there is little damage to the surface coating layer in the clinching process. 
Mechanical clinching is a suitable for application to building system designs on its own or with 

other joining techniques such as screws or rivets as used in the Trichord building system. The 

difference in the typical characteristics of steel companies and housing builders is described: 

Steel companies are typically large corporate organisations with large capital investment 

capabilities while residential housing builders are smaller companies whose main assets are 
human skill resources. 

Slattery suggests that for the steel industry which is used to dealing with large well organised 
industrial manufacturing companies to supply the smaller building contractors with the steel 
products and systems, a fresh approach is needed. Early attempts to make this link in the market 
have not produced good results and so new market research studies and a fresh approach to 

understanding the situation is needed. 

The steel supply chain in residential building is broken down in the article into the following five 

groups: 
1. Steel suppliers 
2. Building product manufacturers 
3. Building trades 
4. Builders 

5. Consumers 

The steel supplier in this supply chain does not have a direct link with the builders because the 
steel components are supplied to the housing builder by the building product manufacturers. 

Slattery describes how for the builder using traditional materials and building methods such as 
timber and brickwork to change to a modem steel framing system, the steel framing system must 
offer advantages in functionality, building efficiency and cost. The needs and issues specific to 
the steel framing builder are listed as: 
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" Cost 

  Overheads 

  Regulations 

  Marketing 

  Skills 

  Product availability 

" Quality 

  Technical support 

  Environmental impact 

The building trades companies are identified as the small sub-contracting organisations that 

implement the building systems. The efficiency of the building trades in erecting steel framing 

systems is important to the builders success in business and in the success of the framing system 

in general, and so the design of the framing system including the method of connection is 

critical. 

Issues affecting the building trades are identified as: 

  Technical support 

  Quality 

  Ease of use (speed) 

  Cost 

  Overheads 

  Availability 

  Adaptability 

Slattery describes how the world steel industry is interested in expanding existing steel framing 

markets and sees market opportunities due to pressure to reduce the cost and time associated 

with traditional building methods suck a timber and brickwork. The strategic response of the 

world steel industry to expanding the market for steel framing systems is to exploit the stability 

of the price of steel against the cost of timber. It is recommended that steel design codes and 

standards should be developed to adequately address needs of steel framing system designers. 

This will give assurance and clarity to those in steel supply chain dealing with steel framing 

systems. 
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Current design guidance on use of mechanical clinching in building framing applications is 

covered by general guidance on use of connections in cold-formed steel. Data and analysis in 

this thesis is an indication of suitability if mechanical clinching for joining of cold-formed steel 
framing systems. 

The potential use of mechanical clinching in steel framing systems is overlooked because of lack 

of information in international design codes specific to mechanical clinching in load-bearing 

building applications. Mechanical clinching in steel framing is a technique that can benefit the 
international steel industry if the technique is suitably investigated, documented and presented. 

2.2 Cold-formed steel technology 

Methods of connection are central to the design of cold-formed framing systems. Understanding 

the potential of new advanced cold-formed steel framing systems can be achieved by shear 

resistance testing of connections and consideration of the advantages and disadvantages of one 

method of connection over another. The following research publications focus on various 

aspects of cold-formed steel design and applications. Papers reviewed in the following sections 

are only a small selection of the wide range of papers published on cold-formed steel connection 
technology, typical references are quoted and the main aim of the review is to consider research 

on clinching. 

2.2.1 Work of Cramer, Shrestha and Mtenga (1993) 

The structural shear resistance of metal plate connected wood trusses was investigated by 
Cramer et. al. in (I 1]. The analysis procedures being used in America at the time were referred 
to as `The Current Design Analogue'. It recommended models to be formulated with frame 

members rigidly connected where wood members are continuous and pin connected where 
separate members meet. 

A computer program called the ̀ Purdue Plane Structures Analyser' -a plane frame program with 
a built in design oriented post-processor - was given as an example of a popular program in 
America that used the ̀ Current Design Analogue'. Methods were suggested to model rotational 
and translational stiffnesses with metal plate connectors by specifying special 3x3 stiffness 
matrices in the computer model. Of these 3 degrees of freedom the first represented horizontal 
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translational stiffness, the second represented vertical translational stiffness and the third 

represented rotational stiffness. After implementing the method it was found that predicted 

values were still not reliable due to the effects of member eccentricity. It was therefore 

necessary to include more beam elements in the chord members, with more node positions, 

allowing a metal plate connector to be represented in the computer model by two or more nodes 

with the eccentricity between them. 

The finite element program SADT (Structural Analysis of Diaphragms and Trusses) was used to 

apply connection eccentricities in the computer model. The non-linear metal plate connector 

stiffness behaviours that occur at large displacement were also introduced. Using this method 

the Foschi equation was developed and verified to define the rotational stiffness characteristics 

of metal plate connectors. This equation used three variables: initial stiffness, load, and tangent 

rotational stiffness, to describe the stiffness behaviour in terms of load and rotational movement. 

Cramer et. al. described a series of experimental tests on metal plate connected pitched-chord 

and parallel-chord trusses. A new analysis method was used which was similar to the Foschi 

model with joint eccentricities introduced. Comparisons were made of mid-span deflections 

from experimental data, data calculated using the ̀ Current Design Analogue' and data calculated 

using the new model. It was shown that the new model gave considerably closer and more 

consistent predicted displacement values. Pitched chord trusses tested were approximately ßm in 

length and parallel chord trusses were approximately 4m in length. It was concluded that while 
deflections were predicted satisfactorily, member forces did not appear to be accurately 

calculated in the new model. 

2.2.2 Work of Dubina and Zaharia (1997) 

Bolted connections in cold-formed steel were analysed for rigidity and initial deformation in 

terms of resisting applied moment in by Dubina and Zaharia in [21]. The experimental 
arrangement in this research typically involved two cold-formed steel building components 
connected at a right angle by bolts. Inclinometers measured the change in orientation of the less 

stiff member as moment was applied to the system. The steel thicknesses used were 2,3 and 
4mm. Cold-formed steel sections were c-sections arranged back to back as are the components 
described in the chapters on moment-rotation behaviour of connection groups in this thesis. 
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With two bolts resisting all the applied moment the characteristic behaviour is an initial shear 
deformation of the steel due to the clearance between the bolt and the bolt hole in the plate, after 

which there is a linear elastic moment-rotation response to failure of the connection. To describe 

this behaviour in a simplified way requires only a small number of parameters such as the 

rotation or displacement magnitude of the initial shear deformation, the initial stiffness in 

moment-rotation or in force-displacement, and the failure load or moment capacity of the 

system. While the experimental work in the paper focused on a moment-rotation failure 

arrangement of a simple two component system, the work was geared towards providing insights 

into the behaviour of fabricated truss beam building components which were typically used for 

roofing applications. 

Finite element analysis was carried out to establish the magnitude of local deformation at the 
bolt-hole local area in the steel. The analysis was in two dimensions using plate elements. The 

finite element mesh was a long rectangular plate with a circular bolt hole in the center. The bolt 

was represented by a rigid circular entity in the bolt hole that contacted the plate as the plate 

moved. Finite element analysis results show stress-power graphs that give close results to 

experimental work. 

It is concluded from the finite element work that initial shear deformation is caused largely by 

the deformation of the steel around the contact area between the bolt and the bolt hole and only 
in part by the clearance between the bolt hole and the bolt. It is also concluded that the rotational 
behaviour is limited by the triangular closed arrangements of typical roof trusses and that 
therefore concentrated forces induced by rotational leverage will in practice be at a minimum. 

2.2.3 Work of Toma, Sedlacek and Weynand (1997) 

Toma et. al. discuss the reasons for a designer to choose a particular type of connection in cold- 
formed steel and the actual connecting techniques are discussed with respect to economy and 
efficiency in the overall design in [78]. Connections and connecting techniques are grouped into 

mechanical fasteners, welding and adhesive bonding. The group containing mechanical 
techniques is most relevant to the research in this thesis. Within the mechanical fasteners 
category are bolts with nuts, screws, blind rivets and shot pins. Mechanical clinching was not 
considered. M5-M16 bolts with property classes 8.8 or 8.9 are recommended for connecting thin 
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walled steel components. Applications for self-tapping and self-drilling screws and the 

appropriate type of screws for each type of application are described. Blind rivets are described 

for applications where only one side of two or more thin sheets of steel to be joined is accessible. 

Current industrial usage of mechanical clinches in commercial framing systems is outlined in 

[78] and an increase in interest and usage of mechanical clinched building frame components is 

predicted. The increase is attributed to changes in the use of timber, which competes directly 

with cold-formed steel in many cases. Reference is made to Dedolph and Jaselkis [19] which 

describes a decline in the quality of timber, changing timber prices and limited potential for 

recycling timber as building components. Clinching technology is described being used in Tri- 

chord cold-formed steel framing with the mechanical clinches applied to close triangular box 

sections of chords on cold-formed steel trusses, as a part of the roll-forming process. 

Several types of welding are considered. Under the heading of `Open', welding, gas metal are 

welding, manual arc welding, TIG welding and plasma welding are discussed. Spot welding, 

seam welding and projection welding are also suitable for cold-formed steel applications and 

come under the category of resistance welding. Adhesives to connect cold-formed steel 

components include epoxy adhesive and acrylic types, both types can have a brittle shear 

behaviour and poor peening resistance while resistance to cyclic loading can be higher than that 

of mechanical fasteners. 

The sections ̀Requirements and Selection Procedure', ̀ Mechanical Properties of Connections' 

and `Background Studies' discuss the structural and non-structural aspects of connection 
techniques that will influence a designer in deciding which technique to use with reference to the 

old and the new Eurocode specifications [24]. In particular it is pointed out that EC3 [24] 

specified that the transition from thin walled steel to thicker members should be continuous. A 

procedure for obtaining a statistical evaluation of the behaviour of a specific method of joining 

cold-formed steel from experimental data using ECCS TC7 formulae [29] and a basic shear 
resistance function is outlined. A worked example follows for bolts connecting cold-formed 
steel where the statistical evaluation obtained from using the ECCS TC7 formulae is compared 
with the evaluation obtained from using the EC3 formulae. The EC3 formula produces a more 
conservative shear resistance evaluation. 
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This paper is concluded with the older and newer Eurocode procedures for evaluating the 

characteristic shear resistance behaviour of a connection technique under consideration. It is 

stated that with the newer EC3 recommendations, guidance for design in thin walled steel is 

closer to that for thicker steel components than it had been in the past. 

2.2.4 Work of Kermani and Goh (1999) 

While the materials and connection techniques being investigated in [35] by Kennani and Goh 

are different to those of this thesis, the methodology used to establish moment-rotation resistance 

characteristics for the ductile wooden truss system is relevant to the clinch connection group 

resistance investigations in this research. 

Research in [35] sets out to establish effects of connection rigidity on the load-deformation 

characteristics, ultimate shear resistance and failure modes of the multi-nailed timber joints. The 

type of structure being investigated in the paper was two members of a wooden truss beam 

arrangement overlapped and connected at the single common node by a 100mm x 100mm flat 

steel plate with punched nails. The experimental rig consisted of a holding frame and a loading 

ram applying load eccentrically to a beam to apply a moment at the node. The effects of initial 

deformation in the connection are significant and consideration was given in the shear resistance 
formulae for this with an initial deformation modulus being established. Each nailed plate had a 
fixed layout of nail positions, however not all nail positions were utilised in each test giving a 

variable nail arrangement for different tests. Different types of timber were also used. 

The effect of the number and position of the nails in the connecting plate on the moment 

resistance of the structure was analysed by calculating the polar moment of inertia of the nail 

group and plotting the value of inertia against the total number of nails used. The number and 
size of the nails was then considered. It was concluded that the stiffness of the joint increases as 
the number of nails increases at a constant rate up to 50% of the maximum number of nails used. 

The failure modes of the joint were categorised into bearing failure of the timber member for 
lightly nailed connections, development of plastic hinges in the nails for larger diameter nails 
and shear failure of the nails in the case of joints with densely spaced small diameter nails. A 

shear resistance formula was established using as it's variables a nail parameter, a timber species 
parameter, a gusset plate parameter, a displacement parameter, a time parameter and an 
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environmental parameter. Worked examples were then given to demonstrate how formulas in 

the paper were used to determine an appropriate arrangement for nailed plate timber connections. 

It was concluded that further research was required incorporating different species of timber. 

2.2.5 Work of Rogers and Hancock (1999) 

18 shear tests were carried out on two steel sheets connected by bolts by Rogers and Hancock in 

[70]. Results of the tests were additional to a series of test results on bolted connections in cold- 

formed steel. The focus of investigation was on bolted connections in thin strength-enhanced 

steel of thickness less than 0.9mm. The strength of the thin steel sheets was increased by cold 

reduction, a rolling and squashing process that hardens the steel with four important effects: 

  Grain of the steel was elongated in the rolling direction 

  Consistency of the thickness of the steel was increased 

  Yield stress of the steel was increased typically to 550N/mm2 

  Steel became more brittle 

Steel that was cold reduced to 0.42mm was referred to as grade G550 steel and steel that was 

reduced to 0.6mm is referred to as grade G300. The G300 sheet steels were annealed to a greater 

extent compared to the G550 sheets. Three types of cold reduced steels were used in the tests - 
G550 reduced from 1.0mm thickness to 0.42mm, G550 reduced from 0.8mm thickness to 

0.42mm and G300 reduced from 0.8mm thickness to 0.60mm. Of the four design codes - 
European [27], Canadian [9], American [2] and Australia/New Zealand [73], it was stated that 

only the Canadian design code could be used to accurately predict the failure modes for the bolt 

samples in cold reduced steel shear test failure modes. 

Shear test samples were tested in single and double bolt arrangements. The typical failure mode 

was piling of the sheet steel in front of the bolt. Tearing, cracking and necking of the steel 

around the bolts also occurred. Piling of the sheet steel in front of the bolt was observed in the 

shear tests on Henrob self piercing rivets in this research. Failure modes were categorised into 

three ultimate limit states - end pull out, bearing and net section fracture. All the G550 samples 
failed in bearing while the G300 samples failed by a mixture of bearing and pulling out. 

A design provision for bolted connections in cold-reduced steel was proposed. It was stated that 

- `Significantly unconservative predictions of the load resistance obtained for certain bolted 
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connection test specimens demonstrated a need for a gradated bearing coefficient which was 

dependant on the stability of the edge of the bolt hole'. The recommended design equations 

were: 
Gross yielding failure: Nt= Agfy 

Net section fracture: Nt= Anf� 

End pull out: Vf=te f� / 1.2 

where: 
Ag was the gross cross-section area 

fy was the yield or 0.2% proof stress 

A� was the net area of cross section 

f� was the ultimate steel strength 
t was the steel thickness 

e was the distance measured parallel to the direction of applied load from the center of a 

standard hole to the nearest edge of an adjacent hole or to the end of the connected part. 

It was concluded that the net section fracture of 0.42mm and 0.60mm, G550 and G300 sheet 

steels at connections could be accurately and reliably predicted without the use of a stress 

reduction factor based on the configuration of bolts and specimen width, as is commonly used in 

current design codes. The net section fracture resistance of a bolted connection calculated 
following the CSA-S136 design standard procedure, where the net cross-section area and the 

ultimate material strength were used, was adequate. It was recommended that the gradated 
bearing co-efficient formulation, the unreduced net section resistance, and the Eurocode method 
for end pull out be used in the design of bolted connections. 

2.3 Clinching 

While there is currently no guidance in international design codes specific to designing strong 

clinch connections in cold-formed steel, the following research papers investigate mechanical 

clinching shear resistance. In many papers equations for predicting the shear resistance of 

mechanical clinching were formulated based on experimental results and design considerations 
for using mechanical clinches in new framing systems were discussed. 
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2.3.1 Work of Bober (1987) 

Details of the mechanical process required to produce an `S type' clinch of optimum shear 

resistance in different thicknesses of steel were investigated by Bober in [6]. By examining the 
depth of penetration of the punch part through the die and the thickness of the part of steel 

sheared through and the width of the same part it was possible to recommend particular punch 

and die parts for different steel thickness combinations. In the investigation the pressure that was 

used to clinch the parts for optimum connection shear resistance was also investigated. Results 

of Bober's tests on mechanical clinches in different types of steel are listed in Table 4.15 in 

Chapter 4. 

The minimum overlap of sheets of steel being joined by mechanical clinching was established as 
15mm and the closest distance of a clinch to the edge of the steel was recommended as 5mm. 

When mechanical clinches were subjected to 10,000,000 cycles of loading it was found that a 

clinch could resist a third of the static peak load. A general relationship between mechanical 

clinches loaded at 0°, 90° and by pulling apart was given. The shear resistance of a clinch 
loaded at 90° was 0.7 times the shear resistance of a clinch loaded at 0° and the shear resistance 

of a clinch pulled apart by out of plane forces was 0.4 times the shear resistance of a clinch 
loaded at 0°. Clinches were also subjected to acidic corrosion and tested against control samples. 
It was found that there was no significant deterioration in shear resistance arising from corrosion 

of the connection. 

2.3.2 Work of Wieck (1989) 

In Wieck's dissertation [80] the focus of investigation was on the shear resistance of H-type 

mechanical clinches. In this type of clinch one or more of the steel layers was deformed but not 
sheared through generally giving an air and water tight connection. Shear tests on mechanical 
clinches indicated that the H-type clinch was approximately twice as strong as the S-type join in 

two steel layers 0.5mm thick. However the shear resistance of the H-type clinch in two steel 
layers each 2.0mm thick was slightly less than the shear resistance of the S-type clinch. From an 
analysis of the data compiled in the clinch shear tests, Wieck presented a formula for predicting 
shear resistance of H-type clinches, Equation 4.8 in Section 4.6.2. 
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2.3.3 Work of Gopfert (1993) 

Gopfert's research dissertation [30] described an investigation of the in-plane shear resistance of 
H-type, S-type and circular type mechanical clinches in steel thicknesses of 0.8mm in most test 

cases. The effects of different types of surface galvanising on the shear resistance of the 

connections was also considered. It was found that when zinc galvanised surfaces were in 

contact the shear resistance of the connections increased to a small degree. 

Analysis of the clinch shear resistance test results showed that the H-type clinch tested at 0° 

showed higher shear resistance in comparison with the equivalent S-type clinch shear resistance 
tests. This was consistent with Wieck's shear resistance test results in the lesser steel thicknesses 

of less than 1.0mm. When connections were tested at 90° the shear resistance of the connection 

was greatest for the circular connection type, with the S-type connection giving the least 

resistance to loading. Cyclic tests were carried out as for Bober's research with circular 

mechanical clinches being tested over 10,000,000 cycles. The circular clinch was found to have 

good shear resistance characteristics after the cyclic loading tests. 

The optimum tool part conditions for forming a strong circular clinch were investigated in depth. 

As for the other three dissertations from the Technischen Universitat Hamburg - [6,55,80], this 

aspect of clinch technology was important in developing mechanical clinching tools. Shear 

resistance from Gopfert's clinch tests are summarised in Table 4.17. 

2.3.4 Work of Mutschier (1994) 

The process of forming different proprietary types clinch was investigated in Mutschler's 
dissertation [55]. Three types of Eckold rectangular clinch - the R-type, Confix type and Tox- 
join were compared with the circular mechanical clinch. All connections were tested in 1.0mm 
thick steel showing that all types of clinch had similar shear resistances. With several 
combinations of punch and die part specifications used to test the connections it was found that 
the shear resistance from the tests was relatively insensitive to the types of parts being used. 

Further tests were carried out to investigate the effects of the incorrect alignment of mechanical 
clinching tools on the shear resistance of the clinch connections. It was found that in general 
small misalignments had no significant effect on the shear resistance of the connections. When 
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the connections were greatly misaligned however the optimum shear resistance of the 

connections was not reached. 

2.3.5 Work of Davies, Pedreschl and Sinha at the University of Edinburgh (1996-1997) 

Shear resistance of clinch connections in two or more layers of steel with different thicknesses is 

influenced more by the thickness of the punch side steel than the die side steel thickness. Tests 

results show this in [15] (1996) with results presented by Davies et. al. and for a matrix of clinch 

shear tests with different steel thicknesses on the punch side and the die side of the connection. 

This paper reported on an initial project with the main aim of demonstrating the feasibility of 

mechanical clinching in buildings. Research presented in [15] began with a discussion on the 

advantages of mechanical clinching and the applications and trends in industry in cold-formed 

steel joining techniques. It was pointed out that the current British standard steel design code, 

BS5950, did not give design guidance for using mechanical clinches. Results from a series of 

shear tests on mechanical clinches were presented in addition to the results of tensile tests on 

samples of steel from the clinch shear tests. Structural behaviour of mechanical clinches in shear 

was characterised by four characteristics of deformation: 

1. Loading stiffness 
2. Peak shear load 

3. Plastic limit 

4. Unloading stiffness 

Loading stiffness was the initial tangent stiffness of load divided by deformation beginning at 

zero load and zero deformation. Peak load was the maximum shear load over the full test. 

Plastic limit was the point of deformation where the line of peak load met the unloading 

stiffness. Unloading stiffness was the tangent stiffness of load divided by deformation of the 

clinch shear load losing shear resistance and falling to zero load, after the peak load. 

Variability of the shear resistance of clinching was investigated by calculating the coefficient of 

variation of peak load from shear tests on clinch connections. Peak loads of clinch connections 
in steel thicknesses of 1.5mm and 2.0mm and with the angle of applied loading to the short edge 

of the connection at 0° and 900 were included in calculating the standard deviation. The standard 
deviation for clinch connections in 1.0mm steel thicknesses were higher in comparison with 
standard deviation for clinch connections in 2.0mm thick steel. 
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Shear tests described in [15] were carried out on an earlier version of the Instron testing machine 

used to carry out shear tests in this thesis. In the earlier machine a proving ring was used to 

measure load and a 100mm demec gauge was used to measure differential movement of the two 

strips of steel connected by the mechanical clinch. The speed of the test was set to create a rate 

of shear deformation at the clinch of 1.0mm/minute. The demec gauge was used to measure 

shear deformation on the sample in place of using measurements from the Instron cross-head 
because cross-head measurements included shear deformation in the Instron clamps. Using a 
demec gauge involved gluing small steel marking grooves to the test sample 100mm apart. The 

demec gauge was then pressed onto the marked points at intervals to allow displacement 

readings to be taken up to an accuracy of 0.01mm. 

An Instron 100mm gauge length extensometer that connects directly to the Instron machine was 

used the shear tests presented in this thesis. The advantages of using the automatic extensometer 

are that readings are taken frequently with a corresponding reading of load and there is no 

physical interference with the test sample in the test. 

Shear tests were carried out by Davies in [15] in steel thicknesses of between 1.4mm and 2.0mm, 

and with the angle of applied load to the short edge of the clinch of 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°. 

Modes of clinch failure were illustrated and investigated. A `quasi plastic' response was 
described where at 90° applied load, one of the extended parts of the join was in tension and the 

other part was in compression. When the part in tension broke away the part in tension 

continued to resist shear load at a lower level until that part was also forced to break the 

connection. There was an approximately linear relationship between the angle of applied load to 
the clinch and the peak load achieved in each shear test. 

Clinch shear deformation behaviour observed in the shear tests was further investigated under 
several sub headings. Initial stiffness behaviour and plastic limit were discussed under sub 
headings in relation to the influence of angle of applied load, steel thickness and ultimate tensile 
stress. It was concluded that the shear resistance and thickness of the parent steel and the angle 
of applied load directly affected the shear resistance of clinches and that the initial stiffness and 
plastic limit of the clinch is greatest when the load is applied at 0°. 
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Tests on ten pitched roof trusses were carried out in [61] (1997). Zed sections 120mm deep were 

used for the chord sections and the bottom stringer and pitched chords were joined by different 

arrangements of clinch groups. In two initial tests internal members were used between the outer 
triangle components. It was found in the tests that this arrangement greatly stiffened the 

triangular form, preventing rotation at the clinch groups, and so the internal members were 

removed in the remaining eight frames. Groups of between four and ten mechanical clinches 

were applied at the connection nodes. With ten mechanical clinches at each connection node, 
failure of the frame occurred by buckling of the truss sections rather than failure of the clinch 

group. By placing strain gauges near the clinch groups it was determined in the analysis that in 

the combination of axial force and bending moment, the axial component of load was more 

significant than moment in deforming the mechanical clinches. 

Conclusions in [61] state that there was consistency in the clinch shear test results between 

different research programmes. The expressions for clinch peak shear resistance outlined in the 

paper were applicable to the test results obtained from research around the world. The highest 

standard deviation in a range of similar clinch shear tests was 4.45%. 

Research presented by Davies in the Ph. D. thesis [ 16] (1997) was a comprehensive investigation 

of the shear resistance of mechanical clinching connection techniques in structural applications. 
Shear tests were carried out on clinch samples in different thickness arrangements and different 

layer arrangements of steel. Comparison was made against research results of previous research 

projects and against other connection techniques in cold-formed steel. A generalised mechanical 
shear resistance equation, Equation 4.1 in Section 4.6, was developed and discussed. The 

equation was formulated from 136 of Davies tests and from the work of five previous 
researchers. Results from Davies's clinch shear tests in two layer of steel of equal thickness are 
listed in Table 4.12 in Chapter 4. 

From the results of the clinch shear tests it was concluded that 
  Shear resistance of mechanical clinches depended on the material strength, the sheet 

thickness and the angle of loading on the connection 
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  Shear resistances were at a maximum when the load was applied perpendicular to the long 

axis of the join and at a minimum when the load was applied parallel to the long edge at 90°, 

typically reaching only 60% of the greatest peak load at 0°. 

  Peak load varied linearly between these two extremes 

  Deformation capacity of the join increased as the angle of loading on the join increased 

  When dissimilar thicknesses of steel were used to form a clinch a greater peak load was 

reached when the thicker material was on the punch side of the connection 

A series of moment-rotation tests were also carried out on mechanical clinches in groups of two 

and four and six in [ 16]. The moment-rotation testing set-up gave adequate lateral support to the 

clinch group samples and steel buckling occurred at approximately 60% of the capacity of the 

cold-formed steel sections only in cases where groups of six mechanical clinches were being 

tested. In the moment-rotation tests described in this thesis buckling of the sections was a 

greater problem as less stiff restraint was provided by the moment-rotation holding frame. 

Full-scale tests were carried out on pitched chord roof trusses in [ 16] with spans of up to 6m with 
`Z' and `C' cold-formed steel sections. Large numbers of mechanical clinches at each 

connection node connected the sections. An increase of 38% of load capacity was reported for 

the clinched trusses in comparison with similar trusses with pin jointed connections. By 

increasing the number of mechanical clinches at each connection node it was possible to change 

overall failure modes from failure of connections to failure of cold-formed steel sections. 
Bending moments and axial forces calculated from strain gauge readings gave a good 

comparison with forces calculated from deflections. 

The focus of investigation in [17] (1997) was on the moment-rotation behaviour of groups of 

mechanical clinches. The experimental test set-up was a testing frame supporting two c-sections 
back to back in a simply supported arrangement. A screw jack applied load and a load cell 
measured applied load. A dial gauge extensometer was used to measure deflection. The clinch 
group under investigation joined the c-sections. 

Clinches were arranged in rectangular groups of two, four and six joining the c-sections with 
spacings between mechanical clinches of 15mm, 25mm, 30mm, 35mm and 50mm. Steel 
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thickness of 1.6mm and 2.0mm were used in the c-sections. The moment-rotation behaviour was 
discussed with reference to the influence of steel thickness and the influence of clinch spacing. 
The expression for peak force in [15] was discussed and a regression analysis was carried out 

using the moment-rotation test data giving expressions for initial stiffness, unloading stiffness, 

peak load and plastic limit in the moment-rotation tests. The regression analysis was based on an 
incremental method developed by Colson and Louveau in [10]. 

In the clinch groups with two mechanical clinches, one clinch failed leaving a single clinch at the 

end of the test. Where there were four mechanical clinches again three mechanical clinches 
failed leaving a single join at the end, and where there were six mechanical clinches, four outer 

mechanical clinches failed leaving the central two which failed with further applied load. Peak 

moments in the clinch tests were predicted by multiplying the lever arm distance by the clinch 
forces. Predicted moments in [17] in most cases were within 10% to 15% of experimental test 

results. The conclusions state that the moment capacity of a group of mechanical clinches was 
influenced by the magnitude of spacing of the group, the steel thickness and the orientation of 

the individual mechanical clinches. 

The paper [59] (1996) offers a review of the research results from Davies' Ph. D. thesis (16] 

summarising experimental work. In [59] a reference was initially made by Pedreschi et. al. to 

the current British standards in cold-formed steel design BS5950 parts 4 and 5 [7] for design 

guidance on cold-formed steel structures. The importance of methods of connection with 

mechanical interlock, welding and bonding in the design of cold-formed steel components in 

housing systems, single storey sheds and secondary support structures for cladding was outlined. 
A test programme was described with the aims of deriving basic data concerning the shear 

resistance of mechanical clinches, comparing the shear resistance of mechanical clinches with 

conventional mechanical fixing techniques and investigating the feasibility of making structural 
joints using standard cold-formed steel sections. The tests described in this thesis follow on from 

the work described in the paper [59]. 

The use of cold-formed steel components created on roll forming process lines for use in portal 
frame type buildings in the U. K. was outlined by Pedreschi et. al. in [59]. The use of zed and 
channel sections as purlins and sheeting rails was more common than timber and hot rolled 
sections in stud-framed housing, lattice beams, roof trusses and support structures for curtain 
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walling. The clinching process and advantages of clinching were described and the force against 

punch part movement of the clinching process was illustrated and explained. It was shown how 

automatic quality control was possible in mechanical clinching by using a device to monitor the 

force against punch part movement in the clinching process within a standard response envelope. 

Testing of mechanical clinches in shear was also described in [59] and test results were presented 

and analysed. Shear tests were carried out on an Instron testing machine using a proving ring to 

measure load and a demec gauge directly on the shear test sample to measure differential 

movement of the two parts. Reference was made to the expression for clinch peak shear load 

established by Davies in [15]. 

Experimental tests in addition to shear tests on single clinch samples included shear tests on 

multiple clinch connection nodes, shear tests on mechanical clinches in multiple layers of steel, 

moment rotation tests on groups of mechanical clinches, pull out tests on mechanical clinches in 

gusset plate arrangements, and full-scale tests on pitched trusses joined by mechanical clinching. 

6mm diameter pop rivets and 5.5mm diameter self tapping screws were also tested in shear, with 

screws bearing three times the applied shear loads in comparison with mechanical clinches and 

pop-rivets bearing approximately 50% greater shear. Shear tests on more than one clinch 

produced the equivalent shear resistance of a single clinch when the peak shear was divided by 

the number of clinches. 

The test set-up for the first moment-rotation tests in [59] was a cantilever with a fixed upright 

cold-formed steel c-section and a second horizontal c-section clinched to the upright with a 

specific arrangement of 2,4,5,7 and 10 mechanical clinches. Load was applied to the end of 
the cantilever, producing a moment at the clinch group. Deflection was measured by a dial- 

gauge extensometer. A second moment-rotation experimental set-up was a simply supported 
beam arrangement. The beam was in two parts, clinched at the central position by a third gusset 

plate component. Load was applied symmetrically at the central position by a spreader beam 

placing load on either side of the gusset connection. In this experimental set-up screws, rivets 
and mechanical clinches were tested. The moment-rotation test rig was a rigid steel frame 

providing simple supports to the test sample. Deflection of the c-sections was converted to 

rotation and applied load was converted to the equivalent applied moment. 
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From the clinch group moment-rotation tests in [59] it was concluded that the steel thickness and 

the number of mechanical clinches affected the moment-rotation resistance of the clinch group 

and that the orientation of mechanical clinches was critical to the moment-rotation behaviour. A 

mathematical model was described that was used to predict the peak moment in the moment- 

rotation tests. The model used an incremental process where the lever arm distance from the 

centriod of the clinch group to the position of the mechanical clinches was multiplied by the 

force in the mechanical clinches under applied moment to predict the rotation of the clinch 

group. 

Four full-scale tests were reported in [59] on cold-formed steel pitched chord roof trusses 6.4m 

in length. Gusset plates connected the components of the trusses with three different connecting 

techniques in the four trusses: two with mechanical clinches, one with rivets and one with 

screws. Load was applied at four positions on the top sloping chords of the trusses at positions 

away from the gusset plate nodes. Trusses were restrained against lateral buckling and the 

number of joins at each gusset plate node was designed to allow the sloping chord to fail in 

bending away from the connections. Failure of the trusses occurred by torsional buckling of the 

bottom tension chord caused by eccentrically applied load from the truss members above. The 

two mechanical clinched trusses achieved peak loads of 12. OkN and 12. lkN. The truss 

connected by rivets achieved a peak load of 10.7kN and the truss connected by screws achieved 

a peak load of 14.1kN. Conclusions included the point that the strength of full-scale trusses was 

similar irrespective of the type of fastener used. 

Full-scale beam tests using clinch group connections are also described and illustrated in [59]. 

The test set-up is a ̀ H' frame arrangement where a 3.35m horizontal cold-formed steel c-section 

was connected to two upright c-sections at either end by groups of four and eight mechanical 

clinches. The vertical c-sections are made semi-rigid by clamping blocks of wood to the inside 

of the channel. Strain gauges are placed at the top and bottom fibers of the ends of the horizontal 

beam near the clinch group and on the vertical supports to record the bending behaviour at those 

positions. Load is applied vertically downwards at the two third length positions along the beam. 

Substantial end moments in the clinch groups were recorded at the end positions of the beam. 

The same H-Frame tests were described in detail by Pedreschi et. al. in [62]. Finite element 
models of the H-frame test set-up are created and the procedures outlined in the paper [62] are 
discussed in Section 5.3.1 of this thesis. 
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2.3.6 Pedreschi's clinched light-weight steel beam (1999) 

The light-weight steel beam system design presented in [64] was developed by Pedreschi in the 
Department of Architecture at the University of Edinburgh before the research described in this 
thesis was carried out. The beam system used mechanical clinching to connect the cold-formed 
steel components and the application of mechanical clinching is central to the design of the beam 

system. The light-weight steel beam was designed and patented in an environment of increasing 

use of cold-formed steel in building construction. A series of full-scale tests was carried out and 
a cost study was outlined in the paper. 

The provision of a light-weight steel beam aimed to provide builders and designers with longer 

span cold-formed steel load-bearing components that could be safely used in floor and roof 
support positions. The beam was fabricated entirely from folded cold-formed steel sections with 
mechanical clinches joining the components. Savings in weight and cost by using mechanical 

clinches in place of screws or rivets in a connection intensive design were be significant. 

The profile had an `I' cross section with the top and bottom flanges formed from two folded 

sections back to back. The web had a series of rectangular corrugations 100mm in length 

repeated along the length giving resistance to buckling under vertical compression. The web and 
flange parts could be assigned different thicknesses for the optimum strength design. 

Mechanical clinches were applied at two locations on the beam - joining the two parts of the 
flanges together and joining the clinched flanges to the corrugated web component. All these 

clinches were applied at one side of the steel sections oriented in one plane. Gaps in the flange 

parts joining onto the web allowed for insertion of the mechanical clinching tool. 

In the experimental tests twelve full-scale beams 6 metres in length were fabricated and loaded 
to failure. Beams were simply supported in a rigid testing frame and loaded at the central 
position. Nine beams measured 300mm in depth, two were 450mm and one was 600mm deep. 
This gave a span to depth ratio of between 10 and 20 for the beams. Steel flange thicknesses of 
1.5mm and 2.0mm and steel web thicknesses of 1.0mm and 0.7mm were used in the beams. 
Destructive tests set out to establish the structural behaviour of the beams with different span to 
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depth ratios, with different component thicknesses and with holes cut out of the web part 

representing service openings. 

Experimental test observations showed that the 300mm deep beams failed by buckling of the 

compression flange at mid-span and the 450mm and 600mm deep beams failed by shearing of 

the mechanical clinches in the region of the end supports. The effects of reducing the steel 

thickness in the web and flange components was to weaken clinch connection between the 

components. By cutting a large hole in the beam web of approximately the size of two sections 

of web corrugations, the beam failed by buckling at the location of the hole and the strength of 

the beam was reduced by 35%. A smaller hole did not cause buckling near the hole but did 

reduce the strength of the beam by approximately 9%. 

In another series of tests the beams were loaded to a span-deflection ratio of span/360, then the 

load was removed and the beams were cycled again over at least three cycles. Elastic recovery 

was approximately 95% in all cases. The proportion of deflection arising from shear 

displacement was estimated to be 25% to 30% for the 300mm deep beams and 48% for the 

600mm deep beams. 

Estimated force in the clinches in the beams at failure was less than the shear resistance 

established in shear lap tests on the clinches. Flexural strength of the beams estimated by a 
bending moment equation was greater than the experimentally measured strength due to shear 
deformation in the clinches. Details of a cost study comparing the lightweight steel beam design 

and two different proprietary beam systems applied in a building system indicated that the 

lightweight steel beam was an economic alternative to commercial systems available at the time. 

The paper concluded that mechanical clinching was a suitable cost effective cold-formed steel 
joining method for modern construction. Failure of the larger 600mm deep beams was dictated 

by the shear resistance of the mechanical clinches and the possibility of introducing twice as 

many clinches at the same positions existed. The lightweight steel beam testing frame was used 
to test the lattice truss beams described in Section 6 of this thesis. Shear failure of the 

mechanical clinches in the lattice trusses near the upper and lower flanges and local buckling 

also occurred in the current tests. In the lattice truss beams overall geometric torsional warping 
and buckling is common and more comprehensive lateral and torsional restraint to the trusses 
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was required. Predicted shear failure loads of the mechanical clinches were closer to the 

measured shear failure loads in the lattice truss beams in comparison with data reported for the 

lightweight steel beams. 

2.3.7 Trichord clinch tests (1997) 

In [63] shear tests were carried out by Pedreschi and Sinha on clinched samples that were 

fabricated at the Trichord cold-formed steel factory in the USA. Samples were typical of the 

mechanical clinching arrangement in the Trichord framing system, with more than two layers of 

steel being clinched at each position. Two general arrangements of four clinched layers were 

tested. The first arrangement was composed of two central layers pulling in shear against two 

outer layers. The second arrangement was composed of four layers of steel, with each alternate 
layer pulling in the opposite direction as shown in Figure 2.1. Trichord clinch shear test peak 

loads are summarised in Table 2.1. 

Factors influencing the shear resistance of clinch connections were listed and discussed in detail, 

with reference to other current papers by the authors. Shear tests carried out and documented by 

Mutschier [55] and Wieck in [80] were analysed with special observations on the influence of 
the strength of the parent steel, the steel thickness and the orientation of the applied load to the 

clinch on the shear resistance of the clinch connection. The expression for shear resistance of 

mechanical clinches developed by Davies in [15] was discussed incorporating the angle of 

applied load to the mechanical clinch, steel thickness and ultimate tensile shear resistance based 

on over 140 shear tests on mechanical clinches. It was shown that in 80% of test cases the 

predicted peak load was within 15% of the peak load established in the experimental tests. A 

second similar expression was given for the peak load of mechanical clinches in three layers of 
steel. All three layers of steel were of equal thickness, and the shear in the connection was 
applied by pulling the middle layer of steel in the plane of the steel away from the outside layers. 
The expression was re-written replacing the steel thickness variable with the combined thickness 

of the three layers. Pei and Kinney in Florida carried out further shear tests [65] showing a good 
correlation between their test results and the results presented in the paper. 
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Layer arrangement A 

Layer arrangement B 

Figure 2.1, Layer arrangement of Trichord clinch shear tests 

Steel 
Layer 
Arrangement 

Steel 
Thickness 

Angle of 
Applied 
Shear 

Peak 
Load 

(mm) (degrees) (kN) 

A 1.13 0 9.81 

A 1.13 4`) 7. IU 
A 1.1"3 4' 7. iI 

A 0.93 90 3. '1 

11 0. ), 3 45 5.1. ' 
n 0. ') 3 4) 4. - 

AA 0.93 0 6. 'ý 
Iý 0.93 0 6. ')I 
!1 0.76 U 4. -, 
A 0. '10 
A 0.76 

0.76 45 3. ýý 
ý. 0.7E; 90 2. s}i 

f1 0.7tß 90 2.44 

li 0.9i 0 8.15 

Is 0.93 O R. UI 

Table 2.1, Trichord clinch shear test results 

Equations lür normalised peak load were given by Pedreschi and Sniha in [63] (1997) and 

compared against results from Trichord's own tests: 

P= Peak load / (UTS x t) 

where: 

was the normalised peak load 

his was the ultimate tensile strength 
t was the combined steel thicknesses. 
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From the research at the University of Edinburgh: 

P= (17.1 - (0.089.0)) . UTS .t (metric units) 

... Equation 2.1 

P= (0.67 - (0.003.0)) 
. UTS .t (imperial units) 

where: 
P was the clinch peak shear capacity 
0 was the angle of applied shear 

From the shear tests at Trichord: 

P=0.683 - (0.00288 
. 0) . UTS. t (imperial units) 

It was concluded in [63] that the shear behaviour of mechanical clinches joining four layers of 

steel was similar to the shear behaviour of mechanical clinches in two layers of steel. There was 

a linear relationship between shear resistance and angle of applied loading and the peak load 

could be predicted by a linear equation. An increase in shear resistance of approximately 20% 

for layer arrangement A (Figure 2.1) over layer arrangement B samples is noted. 

2.3.8 Work of British Steel 

A series of connection tests were carried out by British Steel including shear tests on mechanical 
clinches in a range of steel thicknesses. Comparison was made with peak loads from spot 
welding, self-tapping screws, carbon steel rivets and Henrob self-piercing rivets. Spot welds 
produced the highest peak loads. A summary of test results is given in Table 2.3 and peak shear 
loads from the clinch tests are listed in Table 4.15. 
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Connection Pe load 
Thickness 1. mm Thickness mm 

Buildex 22/7 steel, self 
drilling screw, hex head 7.66 9.75 
Special steel, self- 
drilling screw, hex head 9.33 13.00 
Advel 2011 carbon steel 
rivet, brazier head 9.88 12.18 
Resistance spot weld, 
(diameter 5x root t) 14.74 19.91 
Henrob high carbon 
steel, self piercing 
rivet 6.60 7.99 

Eckold press-join at 0° 3.88 5.15 

Eckold press-join at 90° 2.36 2.70 

Table 2.3, British Steel connection shear test peak loads 

2.3.9 Work of Kolari and Hakka-Ronnholm (1998) 

Kolari and Hakka-Ronnholm's research report [38] summarises and analyses the experimental 

results from a programme of testing on rivets, screws and rectangular and circular mechanical 

clinches in cold-formed steel. Static and cyclic shear tests were carried out. 

It was stated that mechanical clinches were generally weaker than screws and therefore more 

than one clinch should be applied to the connection in place of a screw in a similar connection. 
The testing arrangement involved several mechanical clinches joining two steel samples. 
Mechanical clinches were arranged at even spacings in a line along the line of loading. 

Mechanical clinches with the long edge parallel to the line of loading (90° clinch arrangement), 

clinches with the long edge normal to the line of loading (0° clinch arrangement), circular 

clinches, screws and rivets were all tested in shear and analysed. Superimposed load 

displacement paths from these tests in two layers of 1.5mm steel showed that clinches in the 90° 

arrangement had the lowest initial stiffness at approximately 2.5kN/mm per connection. The 
initial stiffnesses of all the other connections tested were similar at approximately 8kN/mm per 
connection in the elastic range. 

Kolari's research [39] aimed to examine developments in techniques for connecting light gauge 
cold-formed steel used in the construction industry in Scandinavia, and to study the applicability 
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of new joining methods. Shear tests were carried out on Attexor circular and rectangular 

mechanical clinches, screws, and rivet connections in light gauge steel under static and cyclic 
loading conditions. Special consideration was given to the resistance to corrosion of all the types 

of connection tested, with samples being left in partially corrosive environments for extended 

periods of time. Shear tests were carried out on samples after extended corrosion had taken 

place with no obvious loss of shear resistance arising from corrosion. Shear tests on groups of 

three, four and five mechanical clinches in a line parallel with the line of loading showed that the 

equivalent shear resistance of a single clinch connection was maintained in a groups connections 
in a line. Circular clinches in 1.0mm thick steel had a higher peak shear load in comparison with 

rectangular mechanical clinches with the load applied at 0° to the short edge of the join. Circular 

mechanical clinches in 1.5mm thick steel showed a similar peak shear load in comparison with 

the same rectangular mechanical clinches in 1.5mm thick steel. 

In the clinch cyclic loading tests the load levels were repeated and changed over three phases to 

simulate the estimated loading characteristics on a cold-formed steel frame. There are three 

cyclic loading levels, Fl was the estimated force on the clinch in a framing system supporting 

self weight, wind and snow loads, F2 represented self weight, wind and half the snow load, and 
F3 was half of F2. The samples were loaded through 5 cycles between zero force and F1,30 

cycles to F2 and 150 cycles to F3. The F1, F2 and F3 phases were repeated in series 100 times 

giving 18,500 cycles in total. Static shear tests were carried out after cyclic loading to obtain the 

shear resistance of the cycled clinch. Kolari concluded that ̀ cyclic loading had no effect on the 

subsequent shear behaviour of screwed and press joined connections'. 

2.3.10 Work of Lu et. al. (1998) 

Shear tests were carried out by Lu et. al. in [50] on circular and rectangular Attexor clinches in 

steel thicknesses of 1.0mm and 1.5mm, with the angle of applied load to the short edge of the 

clinch at 0° and 90°. Comparison was also made with the shear resistance characteristics of rivet 
and screw connections. Clinch failure modes were investigated and corroded samples were 
tested for comparison against samples with no corrosion. Shear deformation behaviour was 
plotted for all tests carried out and the thicknesses and peak loads were tabulated for comparison. 

It was concluded that the punch side thickness of two layers of steel being joined greatly 
influenced shear resistance of connection, with the die side thickness having less influence. 
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Tests on two clinches along the line of loading gave lower peak loads clue to the effect of one 

clinch failing betöre the other. 

Research presented by Lu, et. al. in [52] is focused on investigating the shear resistance of the 

rosette joint. In the paper methods of joining not more than two layers of steel with a rosette 

were described. Cold-formed steel sheets being joined were prefabricated with a circular hole in 

one sheet and a collared hole in the other. The collared part was placed through the plain hole 

and a special expanding tool head was passed through the center of both holes. To clinch the 

connection the head of the tool part was expanded, crimping the collar. This was a similar 

method to riveting with access to only one side of the steel sheets required. The rosette joint was 

described in the context of a joining method for highly automated frame panel and roof truss 

assembly systems. 

Shear tests were carried out on flat and fi)lded sections with a single 20mm or 22min rosette 

connection. A summary of the test results are shown in Table 2.2. Failure of the samples was 

initiated by local buckling of the sheet along the compressed edge ot'the hole and by failure of 

the collar. The rosette connections showed a higher peak load in comparison with clinches and 

other connection types described in this thesis. Additional shear resistance is offset however by 

size of the connection and effort prefabricating the hole and collar to the correct specifications in 

the steel sheets. 

i ý"ý irný. ýi }ýiF: rýý: ý:; ,ý Ir ,ýt rý"ii t II AierýýgFý 

Il" "If .irI ý', IIr Iý: i ct h1 i :: im uiu fll Ii i nnun 

(tent) (rnm) (kN) (kN) (kN) 
l'Lit 1.0 I. i ý;. U! (,. lt; 6.39 

tt 12 . 2o 10.69 11.39 
Fo lded H. 39 

Folded 1.5 ] .' 12. ')1 1.11 12.45 

Table 2.2, Rosette joint shear resistance test results 

An investigation of' the static stress concentrations around the rosette connection in the shear 

tests was carried out using the finite element program NISA and the finite element post- 

processing program DISPLAY III. Fight noded three dimensional shell elements with six 
degrees of freedom were used to model the plates. Spring elements were used to model extra 

stiffness provided by the collar. Steel material properties were given a plastic limit and the tests 
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were static non-linear with the load displacement curves showing a decrease in stiffness as the 

tests progressed. Experimental and finite element test results showed a close match. 

In a second series of tests samples of rosette connections in steel sheets were subjected to cyclic 
loading. In the first two tests the load was increased in steps of lkN at the beginning and in steps 

of 0.2kN to 0.4kN at load levels close to failure. A failure load of 12.5kN was reached after 
1240 cycles in the first test and 12. OkN in the second test. In the third test the load was applied 

at 70% of load estimated to cause failure. In this case no severe deformation was observed after 

7000 cycles. 

The method of analysis in the cyclic testing was to carry out experimental thermal measurements 

of the samples as they were being tested with a special AGMEA 900 thermovision thermal 

measurement system placed close to the rosette. Stresses in the samples were then calculated by 

establishing the stresses required to create the observed changes in temperature. A second set of 
finite element tests were carried out using the finite element program ABAQUS to establish the 

stress distribution around the rosette connections in the steel plates. 

The paper concluded that the experimental and finite element cyclic test results showed a good 

match and that the thermal imaging method of analysis used was a useful method for the 

verification of finite element models. 

In [53] the rosette clinching system investigated in [52] was implemented in a cold-formed steel 

pitched chord roof truss framing system. The truss framing system utilised modified top hat 

cold-formed steel sections for the flanges and nested channel sections for the web components. 
Web and chord sections were designed to be joined by two rosette connections in the framing 

system. The web and chord sections were initially tested as separate components under axial 
force. In the compressive tests on the web channel sections, the ends of the sections were cast in 

concrete to provide adequate end fixity and end rotational restraint. Channel sections were tested 
in single arrangements and in double nested arrangements. Web channel sections were 
approximately 38mm square with a steel thickness of 0.94mm. Lengths of web tested were 
between 660mm and 1060mm. When the double nested sections were tested the failure load 
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(average 75.6kN) was approximately equal to three times the failure load of a single section 
(average 25. OkN). 

In a second series of web compression tests the web section was joined at the ends to two lengths 

of chord section. The two chord sections were fixed at the ends. This series of tests investigated 

the behaviour of the web section in the simulated position of the web sections in the truss frame. 

From the second series of tests a web buckling wave length of half the web length was observed. 

It was concluded from this observation that an effective buckling length reduction factor Kb of 

0.9 was appropriate for design. The maximum axial force recorded in these tests was an average 

of 12.9kN from three tests. Compression tests were also carried out on the chord sections with 

the ends set in concrete in lengths of 1255mm and 1755mm. 1255mm length sections reached an 

average maximum axial force of 48. OkN with a standard deviation of 1.6kN. 1755mm length 

sections reached an average axial force of 34.5kN with a standard deviation of 0.14kN. 

Torsional flexural buckling caused failure in all chord tests. 

In the full scale truss tests two 10m span pitched chord trusses were tested. Trusses were 
fabricated from two chord sections, a bottom stringer section and 18 web sections of variable 
lengths - 75.5kG total in weight. The ends of the trusses below the eaves joint were simply 

supported. Web sections were joined to the chord sections with rosette connections. All steel 

thicknesses in the trusses were 0.95mm. Web sections were changed to an almost square 29mm 

open section design for the truss tests. The ends of the webs were positioned in contact with the 

chord sections in all cases to ensure that compressive force was transmitted directly from web to 

chord with minimal stress on the rosette connection. It was noted that the dimensions of the 

fabricated truss were within 5% of the design dimensions. Loading was applied at eighteen 

positions in the top pitched chords through hydraulic loading rams and distributed at each 
loading position over 420mm. 

Reference was made to the testing procedure in the Eurocode [28] where a three stage testing 

regime was employed. The first stage was an `Acceptance Test', the second stage was a 
`Strength Test' and the third stage was a `Prototype Failure Test'. The first truss passed the 

acceptance test but failed in the strength test because of manufacturing difficulties and 
insufficient detail in the truss design. The second truss failed in the prototype failure test stage 
with the rosette connections joining the two top chords failing. It was concluded that the 
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behaviour of the trusses was linear and predictable through the full-scale tests. The safety factor 

used for the design of the truss components was 1.1 and the safety factor used for the rosette 

connections was 1.25. While the truss design passed the requirements set by the European 

design standard a more refined truss system design was required for high quality manufacture. 

2.4 Review of existing clinch test data 

For the designer of a cold formed steel building frame or framing system considering the use of 

mechanical clinching as the method of connection in the frames, design guidance on the shear 

resistance of mechanical clinching can be found in many of the research papers in this literature 

review: 

The series of dissertations from the Technical University of Hamburg by Bober [6], Gopfert [30], 

Mutschier [55] and Wieck [80] investigate mechanical clinching as the clinching machinery is 

being developed, giving early results on clinching: 

  Cyclic loading of rectangular ̀H' type clinches over 10,000,000 cycles 

" An equation for predicting the strength of `H' type clinches 
  Comparison of `S' and `H' type clinch shear resistance 

  Analysis of the sensitivity of clinch shear resistance to machine settings 

Kolari in [38,39] investigated the shear resistance of clinching giving results for: 

  Static tests on rectangular clinches at 0° and 900 in two layers of 1.0mm and 1.5mm thick 

steel 

  Static tests on circular clinches in two layers of 1.0mm and 1.5mm thick steel 

  Cyclic testing of rectangular clinches at 01 in two layers of 1.0mm and 1.5mm thick steel 

with a complex cyclic loading pattern 

At the University of Edinburgh results from shear test and full scale experimental tests are 
reported in [15,16,59,60,61,62] including: 

  Shear resistance of rectangular clinches in similar and different thicknesses 

  Shear resistance of rectangular clinches at 0°, 45° and 90° 

  Moment rotation resistance of groups of 4 and 6 clinches 
  Shear resistance of clinches in full-scale pitched chord roof trusses 
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2.5 Aims of this research 

Following an examination of existing test data, this research aims to extend the range of test data 

currently available for clinching in different steel thicknesses and in multiple layer 

configurations. Data currently available on the shear resistance of clinches under cyclic loading 

is extended and testing of groups of clinches and full scale parallel chord trusses give new 
insights into how clinched framing systems are affected by the method of connection. 

  The S-type and H-type type Eckold clinch are tested and shear resistance characteristics are 

compared 

0 S-type clinches are tested in two and three layers of steel 

  Cyclic shear resistance is considered by applying loading to 50% of clinch shear capacity 

over 10,000 cycles. 
Equations for predicting shear resistance of clinches in [15,16 and 63] are reviewed and a 

new equation incorporating results in the extended database is proposed 

  The moment resistance and rotational deformation capacity of groups of four and six clinches 
is investigated in experimental and numerical tests 

 A series of full-scale parallel chord clinched truss tests are carried out. The force in the truss 

clinches is monitored and analysed against the shear resistance characteristics established in 

the Instron shear tests. The effect of clinch shear deformation on truss deflection is examined 
by carrying out finite element tests modelling the experimental truss tests and comparing 
finite element models with and without clinch shear deformation. 

t4ýý 
ýý 

t 

ý7 
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3 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY 

Steel shear resistance characteristics are applied in the analysis of the experimental tests and are 

used for input to numerical tests using the Finite Element program ABAQUS in the following 

Chapters. Tensile testing methods used to establish the shear resistance characteristics of the 

galvanised mild steel used in the moment-rotation and full scale truss tests are outlined in this 

section. Experimental testing procedures used in the Instron connection shear tests and the 

material tensile tests are described. The numerical methodology utilised in ABAQUS to model 

plastic steel straining and non-linear load-deformation control are also outlined. 

3.1 Experimental shear and tensile tests 

Mild steel galvanised sheets used for the cold-formed steel tests were supplied in four nominal 

thicknesses - 1.0,1.2,1.5, and 2.0mm. Steel used in the Instron shear tests was supplied in large 

sheets and was cut to size using an industrial guillotine. The thickness of all sheets was 

measured and measured thickness values were consistent with the nominal 1.0,1.2,1.5, and 

2.0mm thicknesses. 

In testing steel in tension samples were loaded to fracture and strain was automatically logged at 

regular intervals of approximately 5 per second during each test. Strain response was initially 

linear and after yielding fracture occurred at large strains of between 17% and 30%. Stress strain 
data from a tensile test of a 1.2mm thick mild steel sample is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 
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T 

3.1.1 Test samples 

k 

10 0m 

Extensometer 

Figure 3.1, Material testing arrangement 

fest samples were 250mm in length and 50mm in width. The Instron tensile testing machine's 

cress-head clamps that grip the sample at either end are 50mm length square surtäces, (caving 

I50mm clear length between grips to be strained. The I00mm gauge length extensometer was 

applied on the sample within the 150mm length between grips as shown in Figure 3. I. 

3.1.2 Strain and load measurement 

('rus, s-head displacement was used to calculate strain in the test sample in the initial tests. This 

method did not compensate für shear deformation between the grips and the steel sample and 

therefore did not give satisfactory test results. For the following tests it 100mm gauge length 

extensometer with a travel range of 50mm and an accuracy of' 0.01mm was fixed along the 

I50mm clear length of the sample as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Strain readings were taken at a 

rate ul' 3 readings per second, as part of' a data set with corresponding load readings from the 

Instron IOOkN load cell. Strain was calculated using the differential of' the displacement at 

points I 00mm apart, at either end cif the test sample. This procedure gave the average strain over 

the 100mm gauge length. All samples underwent considerable necking before fracture failure at 
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the center of the sample, between the grips of the extensometer. The I00mm gauge length 

extensometer proved to be the most suitable strain measuring device for the material testing 

application as it allowed enough clearance for the sample to narrow and fracture at the center, 

without damaging the extensometer. 

4lo 
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Figure 3.2, Material test on 1.2mm thick steel 

3.1.3 Instron testing procedure and test results 

"Ehe Instron load cell and I00m m gauge length extensometer were reset and automatically 

calibrated beI re each testing session. Each test was carried out at a controlled rate of strain in 

the sample of 0.05% per second. 

3.1.4 Young's modulus 

The modulus of elasticity of the samples was calculated by taking the value of stress at 

approximately 75% of yield stress in a sample and dividing by the corresponding experimental 

strain at that point. This was within the linear range of strain. The average value Of' Young's 

modulus was lX4Gha, as shown in table 3.1 - this value is used in analytical and numerical 
studies in the föllowing chapters. BS 5950 Part 5 [7] Section 3.3.3 recommends using it modulus 
of elasticity of'205GPa liar the design of cokl-termed steel thin gauge sections. 

05 10 15 20 25 30 
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3.1.5 Yield stress 

The plastic limit, or yield stress, of the samples was taken as the point on the stress strain curve 

where the elastic gunge ends and plastic deformation begins. This was characterised by the 

change from a linear elastic relationship to a variable plastic one. Yield stress is also listed in 

table 3.1 for a range of steel thicknesses. The average yield stress was 320N/min2 - this 

corresponds to mild steel grade `S 320 G, `Continuous hot dip zinc coated carbon steel sheet of 

structural quality', in Table 4 of ßS 5950 Part 5 [7]. 

3.1.6 Ultimate tensile stress 

The Ultimate tensile stress was the highest stress recorded liar a given test sample. This occurcd 

after plastic Cie 1,0rnlatloll and in the steel hardening phase. 

Steel 

Thickness 

Sample 

Number 

Young's 

Modulus 

Yield 

Stress 

Ultimate 

Tensile 

Stress 

(mm) (GPa) (N/mm2) (N/mm2) 

I' I 

Average 186 320 340 

1 'r; li 

I h, 

cl , ', 

Average 180 345 353 

i. ;l 

Average 182 309 346 

I 

1; 

ý. ' I. ' I 

Average 188 299 328 
Overall Average 184, 318 342 

Table 3.1, Steel tensile test data 
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3.1.7 Stress-strain curves 

Stress-strain diagrams f)r the material tests on steel thicknesses of' I. 0mm, 1.2mm, I. 5mm and 

2.0mm are illustrated in Figures A 1. l 
.1 to A 1.1.8 ut'Appendix 1. The stress-strain diagram for 

each thickness was plotted twice: 

  Within the large strain range of 40% in Figures A 1.1. I, A 1.1.3, Al. l . 5, A 1. I. 7 showing peak 

stress and steel hardening 

  In the elastic strain range below 0.3% strain in Figures Al. 1.2, At. 1.4, Al. 1.6 and A 1.1.8, 

sIunving characteristics of Iinear elastic strain and material yielding. 

3.1.8 Variability of material properties 

Six similar yield tests were carried out on steel samples in I. Omm thickness and 2.0mm 

thickness, to establish the coel'licient of' variation with regard to the yield stress values of' the 

steel used iiI the experimental work. Stress strain paths fair six tests on the I. 0mnn thickness mild 

steel SalI)I)Ies are illustrated iºI Figure A 1. I. I in Alpendis 1. Standard (Ic\ Tations are referenced 

in Chapter 4 as a comparison with variability of' failure parameters in connection shear tests. 

Table 3.2 lists the coefficient of' variation of' yield stress for the 1.0mm thickness and 2.0mm 

thickness samples. 

Steel Number of Average Maximum Minimum Standard Standard 
Thickness Samples in Yield Yield Yield Deviation Deviation 

Population Stress Stress Stress 

(mm) (N/mm2) (N/mm2) (N/mm2) (N/mm2) 4c 

u ; nß,, 5 X21. ', li. H tH 71 

Table 3.2, Standard deviation of yield stress 

3.1.9 Shear test set-up 

Instrun tensile testing set-up and data logging devices are shown in Figure3.4. Com icction 

samples consisted of' two strips of mild steel, 200mm long and 50nim wide, overlapped and 

joined by the connection under investigation, illustrated in Figures. 3. t and 3.4. 
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Figure 3.3, Instron testing frame arrangement 

The overlapped length In the samples was tiOmm, atluwiii I0mm clearance at each and Iür the 

It)Omm gauge length extensometer to grip the two steel plates. With this arrangement the 

displacement reading from the extensometer gave the diftercntial movement between the two 

plates, which was equal to the shear displacement at the connection, it' the strain in the steel 

plates is not considered. 

The strain in the plates between the I00mm gauge length of the extensumcter was not considered 
because it is small at the low load levels required to cause failure in the connections. For 

example, deformation over a I00mm length of' I mm thick steel of 50mm width with it modulus 

of'elastic; ity of I84GPa under an applied load of'5kN is 0.05mni. 
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/ 

Figure 3.4, Connection shear testing arrangement 

3.2 Numerical modelling 

In the IOOIlOwing chapters finite element modelling of experimental tests was carried out. The 

finite element program AEAQUS was used. A13AQLJS is published by Ilibbitt, Karlsson & 

Sorensen, Inc. USA and is a popular finite element program tin- non-linear problems in 

particular 

Two inctho k oi'numcricaii modelling are explained in this section: 

1.3D Modelling of cold-türmed steel shell sections 
2. Modelling of'notn-linear orthotropic clinch stillness in the plane cif'slwar displaicement of the 

clinch 

These niuthudologies are ref fenced in tixir instances in the following parts of this work: 
" Section 5.1.2, `moment-rotatjon Jmnitt' ['leint'nt tests': C-Sections in moment-rotation tests 

were modelled with shell elements and orthotn)pic clinch stiffness was modelled at ftmr 

Clinch IoCatiOms 

77 

  Section 5.2, 'Six clinch cantilever model': C'-sections in the cantilever tests are modelled 

with shell elements and urth4Jtruhiý clinch , tillhess was modelled at six Clinch locations 
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  Section 5.3, `Clinched S frame full-scale tests': A horizontal c-section component and a 

part of the upright supports of the H-frame tested experimentally by Davies in [16] were 

modelled with shell elements, orthotropic clinch stiffness was modelled at 4 and 8 clinch 
locations 

  Section 6.3.2, 'Truss chord finite element buckling analysis': Lengths of unrestrained top 

and bottom truss chord sections were analysed under combined axial force and bending 

moment 

In the 2D finite element analysis of full-scale truss beams in Section 6.2 cubic beam bending 

elements were used to model the stiffness of chords and internal components. Clinch shear 

deformation was modelled by a 0° clinch connection element - all mechanical clinches in the 

truss beam tests were oriented at 0° to the applied loads transferring from internal members to 

top and bottom chords and the orthotropic stiffness model was not required. A simplified non- 
linear model of clinch shear deformation was used and is described in Section 6.2.4. 

3.2.1 Steel material model in the finite element tests 

Average values of Young's modulus, yield stress and peak stress in Table 3.1 were used as input 

data for finite element models in the following chapters. Yield in the material occurs at the strain 

value of the yield stress divided by Young's modulus, 0.173%. The Ultimate Tensile Stress 

(UTS) was estimated to occur at 10% strain, defining the steel hardening characteristics. The 

Steel model had perfect plasticity after straining past the UTS at 10%. Finite Element steel 

material behaviour characteristics are illustrated in a sketch of the stress-strain relationship in 

Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5, Sketch of Finite Element steel stress-strain input (not to scale) 

3.2.2 ABAQUS shell elements 

Eight noded shell elements with five integration layers through the shell thickness were used to 

model cold-formed steel shell sections. This type of shell element was capable of modelling 
local plastic buckling at stress concentrations. There were four stress integration locations on the 

element plan as shown in Figure 3.6 (a), with five integration layers through the thickness, 

Figure 3.6 (b). The two outer stress integration layers are positioned at the outer fibers. This 

allowed the Finite Element program to detect the onset of plastic buckling following plastic 
bending strain at the outer fibers. Plastic straining began when Von Mises' stress at any stress 
integration point exceeded material yield stress. 
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Figure 3.6, ABAQUS shell element nodes and integration points 

3.2.3 The non-linear Rik's algorithm 

The non-linear IZik's algorithm option in ABAQUS was used to control the "()"-I i near 

application of' load on the Finite Element models in the static null-linear tests. The Rik's 

algorithm applies load toi the model in non-linear increments using an arc search technique, 

increasing the load in an increment if the model is stable and decreasing the load if'geometric or 

plastic buckling are anticipated. By applying a total static load of I kN downwards in the Finite 

Flemcººt models and controlling the 1 kN load with the Rik's algorithm, it was possible to read 

the load factor output From the Rik's algorithm in kN units. 

3.2.4 Orthotropic clinch connection elements 

In moil-tent-rotation rund h-frame experimental tests in Chapters 5, groups oI mechanical clinches 

were applied at each connection node. In corresponding Finite Element tests aller cold-formed 

steel components had been meshed with shell elements, special orthotropic Clinch elements were 

applied at each clinch location, joining components together and allowing shear deforniatioll ill 

the connections. 
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Clinch elements joining cold-formed steel components in finite element tests were assigned 

stiffness properties of clinches established in clinch shear tests in Chapter 4. Two sets of clinch 

shear test data were used for each clinch element -load-displacement data at 0° and load- 

displacement data at 90°. The full non-linear load-displacement response of the clinch - elastic, 

plastic and large displacement - were used to define stiffness in the clinch element, as shown in 

Figure 3.7. The clinch element was a non-linear orthotropic stiffness element and had a specific 

orientation in the same way that clinches in parent metal have a specific rectangular orientation. 

Figure 3.7 shows 01 and 90° non-linear stiffness data for the 1.5/1.2mm steel thickness 

configuration clinch element as an example of non-linear orthotropic clinch stiffness input. 

Average values from two shear test data streams were used to define orthotropic stiffness 

characteristics of the clinch elements. The positive load-displacement data set was mirrored in 

the x and y axes to give a similar load-displacement response to negative force in the clinch 

groups. 
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Figure 3.7, Clinch element stiffness input, 1.511.2mm punch/die arrangement 

Each clinch element in a clinch group at a connection node can have a different magnitude of 

shear deformation at a given loading increment, depending on the level of force at 0° or 90° 

resolved into the clinch element over each non-linear increment in the analysis. 
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Special nodes in the finite element models representing the positions of the clinches in the 

experimental tests were created using the auto-meshing facility in the HYPERMESH finite 

element pre-processing program, as shown in Figure 3.8. The two components in Figure 3.8 

have clinch nodal positions specified and clinch elements were mapped between the two 

corresponding positions on each component. 

Figure 3.8, Meshing clinch nodal positions 
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4 MECHANICAL STRENGTH OF CLINCHING 
By experimental investigation of clinching shear resistance characteristics in this Chapter and by 

making comparisons with other connection techniques, the current understanding of the 

structural shear resistance of clinching is reinforced and widened to include more test results on 

cyclic shear resistance and multiple layer connections. The focus of investigation is on in-plane 

shear capacity of mechanical clinching in cold-formed steel. In commercial framing systems 

such as Trichord [63], clinch connections join in-plane internal components. When framing 

elements are loaded, clinch connections are forced in direct shear from vectors of tension and 

compression in the frame. 

The current data-base of clinching research test results includes: 

  Static clinch shear and pulling out tests in similar steel thicknesses and a non-dimensional 

equation for predicting the shear capacity of H-type mechanical clinches from Wieck and 

other researchers at the Technical University of Hamburg [6,30,40 - 45,55,80] 

  Static and cyclic shear resistance from Kolari's work including load-displacement data and 

shear resistance analysis [38,39] 

  Static shear capacity data from past work at the University of Edinburgh including the shear 

capacity of mechanical clinches in similar and different combined steel thicknesses, in two 

three and four layers of steel [15,16,59,60,61,62,63] 

The range of clinch shear test results in this chapter was designed to extend the past research at 
the University of Edinburgh and from other researchers through investigation of. 
  Clinches in two and three layers of steel 
  Clinch shear resistance under cyclic loading 

  Variability of clinch shear capacity 

  Comparison with the variability of the clinch material and of screw connections 
  Comparison with shear test results on pop-rivets, self-piercing rivets and self-tapping screws 

Existing equations for clinch peak load from past researchers are analysed and applied. 
Equations for predicting the shear resistance of a clinch in two layers of steel have been 
developed by Wieck [80] and Davies [15] in past research. A new equation derived from new 
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shear test results and the existing data-base at the University of Edinburgh is presented. Test 

results are normalised against maximum possible shear resistance based on the resistance of the 

steel tension link in the short edge of the clinch. Width of the clinch is taken into account in the 

new equation to allow the size of different commercial rectangular clinch types to influence 

prediction of shear capacity. The new equation is investigated in section 4.5.2 and it is shown to 

give a standard deviation of 14% on predicted clinch shear capacity between limits of steel UTS, 

steel thickness and angle of applied load considered. 

4.1 Shear resistance of connections 
The Shear resistance of connections is obtained from shear test load displacement plots in 

Appendix 1 by establishing the first point at which a significant change in connection stiffness 

occurred in the shear test. An example of the point of shear resistance is shown in Figure 4.1. 

The ductile peak load is the maximum force reached in the connection shear test. In many cases 

the shear resistance and ductile peak load were coincident. However, for press joins tested at 

90° in two layers of 1.0mm and 1.2mm thick steel, the ductile peak load was reached after the 

point of shear resistance, as shown in Figure 4.1. 

The ductile behaviour of connections is characterised by the changing resistance of the 

connections with continued deformation after the point of shear resistance in Figure 4.1 is 

reached. 
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Figure 4.1, Shear resistance and deformation capacity 
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I)c., /o rn, uliun c u/)ucitº, is the total ductile shear deformation energy in the connection. It is the 

barer-displacement area beneath the lürce-displacement laths up to maximum displacement, as 

shown in Figure 4.1. Simpson's rule was applied in the connection shear resistance spreadsheets 

to establish the deformation energy in each connection, discussed in Section 4.4.3. 

In I'uII scale tests of' Chapter 6, chord and internal members of' structural load bearing cold- 

formed steel trusses are connected by overlapping layers of steel and connecting them at discrete 

overlapped positions. A typical connection position is between a diagonal tie in tension . uid a 

top or bottom chord. It is this type of overlapped connection loaded in shear that is critical to the 

success of a cold-firmed steel truss design. This is where clinches can he compared against 

other methods ol'connection in cold-loaned steel. 

4.1.1 Shear resistance of pop rivets 

Although the shear behaviour of pop rivets was irregular between similar samples, peak load 

generally increased with increase in steel thickness as shown in Figure A IA I. Peak shear 

capacity in comparison with other types of connection tested are low at between 2.5kN and 

Shear Resistance 

0123 
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3.75kN. Pop rivet peak loads are also shown in "Table 4. I. Shear deformations at Failure are 

small at less than I. 5mm. 

DESCRIPTION STEEL AVERAGE PEAK LOAD AVERAGE 

THICKNESS UTS PEAK LOAD 

(mm) (N/mm2) (KN) (KN) 

POP 1 
.' .'i, 

RIVET )H) 

/1.. O' l 

SELF U/ 
.1. 

(i 359 ý'.. l1 

TAPPING 39 3. U') 

SCREW /1.2 

HENROB 1.0 / 1. U 
SELF 

PIERCING 
RIVET 

. _.. 
0 / 

.. .0 
11 . 4t 

3! ýE, 11.11 ]1. 'l 

Table 4.1, Cold-formed steel connections in two layers - peak loads 

In the pop rivet tests samples t, ailed by the rivet head sliding down the rivet shall aller some local 

(ieIurmatloll, with the exception of the 2.0mm steel thickness where in some cases the rivet shalt 

Failed in shear. The external work-displacement graph in Figure A1 . 4.2 shows similar levels of 

displacenncnt energy being used to tail pop rivet connections in different steel thicknesses, 

indicating a Failure mode of'local rivet twisting and rivet deformation. 

4.1.2 Shear resistance of self-piercing rivets 

the I Icnrob scII-piercing riveting system is an advanced Fastening technology developed and 

patented by Flenrob Ltd. The system is available in the UK from Ilcnrob UK Ltd. Ilcnnºh 5nºm 

nominal stem diameter self-piercing rivet samples were tested in various thicknesses of steel. 
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The load displacement graph from the shear test on self-piercing rivets is illustrated in Figure 

A1.3.1 of Appendix 1. In a shear test when the parent metal begins to deform, the rivet 

component acts as a link between the shearing strips of metal causing local deformation. High 

peak load and ductility are achieved in comparison with all other join types tested. Initial 

stiffness was variable. Load displacement characteristics of the connection, as illustrated in 

Figure A1.3.1, were an initial elastic response up to approximately 50% of peak load, after which 
there was a non-linear large deformation range where the interlocking rivet and parent metal 

parts were pulled apart. 

In Figure Al. 3.2 force values in Figure A1.3.1 are integrated with respect to displacement to 

give external work used in the test in kN-mm at corresponding displacement stages. There was a 
large variation in the load magnitudes of load displacement graphs and a large displacement 

range of up to 5mm. Energy required to deform the connections was similarly high with a large 

variation between thicknesses of steel joined. 

4.1.3 Shear resistance of self-tapping screws 
SFS Stadler self-drilling and tapping screws serial numbers SD3-T16-6.3x25 and SD5-T15- 

5.5x25 were tested in shear. Characteristic failure modes for a connection with a connecting 

component such as a screw or rivet as illustrated in Figure 4.2 were: 
(a) Turning of the shaft component as the eccentricity ̀ e' between the layers of steel created a 

moment ̀ M' at the intersection of the shaft and the layers of steel 
(b) Bearing failure - crushing and tearing of the steel around the shaft 
(c) Shearing through the shaft of the screw or rivet 

Typical failure modes for the self tapping screw samples begin with a rotation of the screw as the 
load is applied followed by an irregular pulling out action, where the steel in the plates around 
the screw was deformed locally and dragged over the screw threads. This type of load 
displacement behaviour created high ductility but low initial stiffness, as illustrated in Figure 
A l. 5.1 of Appendix 1. 

The greater thickness of the 2.0mm steel layers gave resistance to the turning action caused by 
the eccentricity of the plates, shown in the significantly higher initial stiffness value for that 
thickness sample. The 2.0mm steel thickness caused shear failure of the screw shaft in some 
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cases. The displacement range of self-tapping screws was large at between 6mm and 15mm. In 

Figure A1.5.2 a wide variation of external work was required to fail screw connections among 
different sample thicknesses. 

- Regions of high stress 

M=F. 

M 

(a) Failure (b) Bearing (b) Shear 
by turning failure failure 

Figure 4.2, Screw shear test failure modes 

A series of six similar shear tests were carried out on screw samples in thicknesses of 1.0mm and 
2.0mm, to establish the standard deviation for the peak load values. The 2.0mm thickness 

samples had a standard deviation of 3.81% as shown in Table 4.2, which was higher than the 

standard deviation of the 2.0mm thick steel material test samples at 2.77% from Table 3.2 in 
Chapter 3. 

Peak loads of the screw shear tests in 1.0mm thick steel had a higher standard deviation of 8.05% 

in comparison with the standard deviation of 1.0mm thick material samples of 2.73%. Clinch 

standard deviation of 3.9% for the 0° samples and 3.49% for the 90° samples are also lower than 
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the self-tapping screw standard deviations in 1.0mm thick steel. In Figure 4.3, the load 

displacement paths of the screw shear tests became irregular after the initial elastic displacement 

range because the thinner I 
. Uºnm thick steel tore more easily as the screw threads dragged along 

the parent metal. There was also less stilihess in the thinner parent metal to resist local 

distortions. 

fý 
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Figure 4.3, Screw variability test load displacement paths in 1 . 0mm thick steel 

STEEL 

THICKNESS 

NUMBER OF 

SAMPLES PER 

AVERAGE 

PEAK LOAD 

STANDARD 

DEVIATION 

STANDARD 

DEVIATION 

() POPULATION (DEGREES) (KN) 

U. H 3.81 

Table 4.2, Standard deviation for screw shear test peak loads 
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4.2 Shear resistance of mechanical clinches 

When a single clinch was applied to layers of steel the greatest shear resistance of the clinch was 
in direct in-plane shear. A single clinch provided little resistance to in plane moment about the 

center of the connection - if a single clinch was twisted by applying an in plane moment the 

clinched parts began to separate and the shear resistance of the clinch was greatly reduced. By 

applying two or more clinches the applied moment was resisted by the coupled forces in the 

individual clinches in the group separated by a lever arm distance. When clinches were applied 
in groups of at least two the effect of concentrated moments being applied to individual clinches 

was avoided. Applying more than one clinch at a cold-formed steel connection node did not 

require additional fastening components as was the case with screws and rivets. By clinching the 

overlapped steel at the critical load bearing nodes with the force at 0° to the clinch the optimum 

shear resistance characteristics of the clinch were utilised. 

The highly non-linear two-step clinching process and the orthotropic state of clinches affected 
the response of the connection to shear loading. The shear resistance of the connection was also 
dependent on the materials being joined and on the degree of quality control applied in the 

process. These shear resistance characteristics were investigated extensively by Kolari at the 

VTT Building Technology Research Center in Finland [38,39] and by Davies et. al. at the 

University of Edinburgh. [15,16,59,60,61,62]. 

Analysis of clinch shear capacity characteristics in this chapter was applied in the following 

chapters analysing the shear resistance of clinches in cold-formed steel applications. The 

influence of individual clinch shear resistance behaviour was analysed in groups of clinches in 

Chapter 5 and the influence of shear deformation on the behaviour of full scale trusses was 
investigated in Chapter 6. 

4.2.1 Effect of material thickness 

Clinch shear capacities listed in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 showed that the peak shear load of a clinch 
increased with the thickness of steel being joined. The effect of steel thickness on clinch peak 
shear loads was investigated in detail in section 4.6, `Predicting the shear capacity of a 
mechanical clinch'. The thickness of steel was incorporated in Equation 4.6 to give an equation 
with correct dimensions to predict the shear capacity of a clinch. 
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4.2.2 Effect of steel Ultimate Tensile Stress 

Davies' clinch peak shear load equation 4.1 in Chapter 4 raised the UTS term to the power of 

0.98, suggesting that the relationship between steel UTS and clinch peak shear load was very 

close to linear. The Pedreschi Trichord equation 2.1 did not have a power term associated with 

the UTS which also suggested a direct linear relation ship. The UTS to peak load relationship in 

Wieck's equation 4.8 was less clear with a dillhrent lower term being applied to predict clinch 

peak shear loads at 0° and 90°. Constants in Davies' and Wieck's equations were derived 

statistically - they (Ii(I not use correct dimensions or reflect the (physical sheariii process directly. 

In Section 4.5 the steel t ITS term v, vas incurhOratCd into I qii ition 4.1 as a part of the clinch 

capacity normalising steps by carrying out a linear regression Oil the normalised clinch capacity 

data Over a wide range of results. 

4.2.3 Effect of orientation of mechanical clinch 

In-Plane shear resistance of clinches was aCfccted by orientation of (mice applied to the 

connection. When a fierce was applied to a clinch in the direction parallel to the long slits on the, 

the connection opened along the slits and U led in an in-plane pulling out mode. 

3U 

I. ý1 

Displacement (mm) 

15 

Figure 4.4, Shear tests on mechanical clinches in 1.2mm thick steel 
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Greater shear resistance was achieved by applying a force to the connection in the direction 

herhenclicular to the long slits on the sides of the rectangular join, where greater deformation of 

the steel was needed to cause I inure of the connection. In this case the failure mode was 

typically distortion and out of plane twisting ofthe clinch betöre shearing distortion of the steel 

connecting the plates caused Failure. Figure 4.4 shows the load displaceincnt response in shear 

tests on mechanical clinches in two layers of' 1.2mni thick steel. 
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Figure 4.5, The effect of the clinch orientation on the shear test peak load 

90 

The perpendicular orientation of' applied load direction to the long side of' the rectangular 

connection is referenced as 0°. When the applied load is parallel to the long side of' the 

rectangular connection the arrangement is relcrred to as 900. Arrangcºncnts of applied load 

direction to clinch orientation can also be interpolated to any value between U° and 90°. Figure 

4.5 shows linear regression Iincs from peak shear loads from shear tests on mechanical clinches 
in hur thicknesses uf'steel at angle orientations of'()", 45° and 90°. 

4.2.4 Clinch deformation capacity 
Figures A 1.2.1 toi A 1.2.8 of Appendix I show load-displacement paths and external work- 
displacement paths Iür shear tests on mechanical clinches at angles of 0°, 45" and 90°, in steel 

sheet thicknesses of I. Umm, I. 2i»m, I. 5mm and 2.0nmm. Iwo tests were curried out on cacIi 

Omm 

wn 

- ---- 1. ý mm 

--1. Onun 
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configuration. The characteristic load displacement response from a shear test on a clinch was 

an initial elastic linear force displacement relationship followed by a non-linear response as the 

applied load increased towards the maximum value, and ýº failure response as the parent 

components of the connection were deformed, as shown in Figure 4.6. 

I;, 

I,, 

F 

(a) 0° orientation (b) 90° orientation 

Figure 4.6, Clinch shear test failure modes 

4.2.5 Shear resistance of S-type mechanical clinches in two layers 

I'eak shear loads from clinch shear tests in two similar thicknesses o1' steel are shown in Table 

4.3. Clinches at 90° gave a more regular ddeliºrmation response in the large deformation range in 

comparison with mechanical clinches at 00, as shown in Figures A 1.2.1 to A1 
. 
2.8 of Appendix I. 

"I'his was particularly true liar the thinner steel layers of I. Umm and I 'minn. I'he 90° 

arrangement pulled apart at a smaller displacement and left small dclormcd parts of the 

connection in contact to he pulled apart tier complete Failure. 
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The data presented in the load-displacement graphs of Figures Al. 2.1 to Al. 2.8 is integrated 

with respect to displacement, to give the relationship between external work in units of kN mm 

applied to shear the connection. Figures A1.2.2 and A1.2.4 show that at a displacement value of 
between 1.0mm and 1.5mm, the rate at which energy was used in shearing the connection apart 

was greatly reduced for the samples at 45° and 90° orientations. Connections can be considered 

to have failed at this change in stiffness. 

Load displacement graphs and corresponding integrated external work graphs in Figures Al. 2.1 

to Al. 2.8 illustrate that mechanical clinches in the greater combined thicknesses of between 

3mm (2 x 1.5mm) and 4mm (2 x 2mm) had a more regular shear displacement response with 

greater deformation capacity. Applied load remained higher for a longer period over the 

displacement range and sloped off more gently towards failure at the end of the test. 
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DESCRIPTION ARRANGEMENT 

OF LAYERS 

ANGLE OF 

APPLIED 

SHEAR 

AVERAGE 

ITS 

PEAK I. nAD AVERAGE 

PEAK LOAD 

(PUNCH / DIE) (DEGREES) (N/mm) (KN) (KN) 
'S' TYPE 

PRESS-JOIN 

I. u u ui. 

. ýl. ' '. U9 

SIMILAR 

THICKNESSES 

1', 

1.09 l. il 

ýýv ll 

� 

. 
l7 

UN 

., 

'40 

00 
. 

/, 

1.00 

h) 

ut 

ll U 

3', 1 

H Ill 

3. 

Table 4.3, S-type clinch in two layers - peak loads 
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DESCRIPTION ARRANGEMENT ANGLE OF AVERAGE PEAK LOAD AVERAGE 

OF LAYERS APPLIED UTS PEAK LOAD 

SHEAR 

(PUNCH / DIE) (DEGREES) (N/mm) (KN) (KN) 

'S' TYPE I.. I. 0 

PRESS-JOIN 3, / 

DIFFEREN T / l 

THICKNESSES . l` / 
.. 

155 / 35'' 
.I 

359 

149 / 3', I 3.68 

1 3.19 1 1. il?. 
349 / t' I 1.31) s. Ul 

yýý 319 / i` 1 1 

l` 354 

354 
154 /i 

.I 
354 / 1I 

349 / 

349 / 35'5 

349 / 35`, .: '1 
349 / 35`, 

. 
'. i)" H. I' 

ýu 349 / 155 . 01 

149 

I. "" ýi 355 / )4H 2.: ''4 

55 /i l'' :23 1 
355 /3 I" 1. E39 
355 /1 1.87 l t; { 

'H i', ', /tI' l. 47 

0 lýl / 5' I 

1.19 

Table 4.3 continued, S-type clinch in two layers - peak loads 



DESCRIPTION ARRANGEMENT ANGLE OF AVERAGE PEAK LOAD AVERAGE 

OF LAYERS APPLIED UTS PEAK LOAD 

SHEAR 

(PUNCH / DIE) (DEGREES) (NIMM-) (KN) (EN) 

'S' TYPE 1. I. U (1 t'of / 349 

PRESS-JOIN ? fl 

DIFFERENT l. i, H 

THICKNESSES 1. -Ut 
i50 / 31ýf 1. I 

9/ 3d'ß I. '0 

ýý n 05 / t'-1 I. 1H 
5/ 

. 'I 
l 

. 
0] 1.1 i 

95 355 

355 / 0-1 t. '; t a9 

55 / 351 

ýi n 1', q / 355 t. L 

354 / 377 1.11 3.1 1 

54 / 3`. ', 1. l1 

474 / 57 1. '71 . ,. 

ýu 50 / 15. I 

359 / 0,. 1 . H3 2. £t l 

t54 /)7 
. off 

4 
Hll 

4 

7i t', 1/ 3', 't 2.17 

1/ i', ý 2. i7 3? 

Table 4.3 continued, S-type clinch in two layers - peak loads 

4.2.6 Shear resistance of S-type clinches in three layers 

Triple layer clinch samples were tested in two different layer arrangements as illustrated in 

Figure 4.7. Layer arrangement I was the typical arrangement of' three layers of' steel in a truss 

beam lie to chord connection in Chapter 5, where the tic forced the middle layer ut'steel against 

the outer layers in tension and compression. Steel thickness arrangements tier shear tests were 

chosen to provide clinch shear capacity data lift analysis ol'truss beam tests in Chapter 5. 

Failurc modes fir layer arrangement I three layer samples involved literal separation ol'outside 

layers, `t I' in Figure 4.7 (a), and gradual hulling out of the Middle layer, giving greater 
delornºation capacity in comparison with Iwo layer samples. Ill Figure 4.7 (a) lür layer 

arrangement I there was no eccentricity along the line of forces. 
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(a) Layer (b) Layer 
arrangement 1 arrangement 2 

Figure 4.7, Layer arrangement of steel thicknesses in triple layer samples 

Figures A l. 2.9 to A I. 2. lI of Appendix I show the load displacement Paths li)r shear tests on 

three layer samples, arranged as shown in Figure 4.7 (a). 'three arrangements of steel 

thicknesses of I . 0/ I. 0/ 1.0mm, I . 2/ 1. O/ 1.2mm and 1.6/1.0/1.6111111 were tested at clinch 

orientations of I1", 45° and 90°. Large displacement behaviour of' clinches in three layer 

arrangements can be seen in the peak load being sustained over ,º longer displacement range in 

ct)nºIr rison with that of two layer samples. The elastic range is not clearly defined with a 

gradual change from initial linear displacement to the curved plastic large LIC110cmatiun range. 

This effect is particularly evident liar the 45° and tM)° samples. Peak loads from shear tests on 

three layer samples are shown in Table 4.4. 
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Layer arrangement 2 had an eccentricity equal to tl + t2 in Figure 4.7 (b). Turning and peening 
in the Instron shear tests with Lay-up 2 was observed and the failure of the connection was 
initiated by local deformation from bending. This defines layer arrangement 2 as weaker in 

shear in comparison with layer arrangement 1. Steel thickness arrangements tested were chosen 

to give analysis data for moment rotation tests in Chapter 5, peak shear loads for the layer 

arrangement 2 test samples are listed in Table 4.4. 

4.2.7 Shear resistance of mechanical clinches in different thicknesses 

Shear capacity of connections with a connecting shaft such as a rivet in thin gauge steel is 

generally determined by the thinnest layer of steel being joined, assuming the shaft of the 

connector does not fail. In forming a clinch steel on the punch side is deformed into the steel on 
the die side. This gives steel on the punch side a more significant influence in determining shear 

capacity. Failure of the clinch is initiated on the punch side as the punch side steel pulls out or 
tears, as illustrated in Figure 4.6. 

Table 4.3 shows shear capacity of mechanical clinches in similar and different combination layer 

arrangements. Shear capacity of clinches in different thickness was more significantly 
influenced by thickness of steel on the punch side in comparison with the influence from the 

thickness on the die side. There is also a significant difference between the shear capacities of 

clinches in similar and different thicknesses, demonstrating an influence from the die side 
thickness in the shear capacities also. 
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DESCRIPTION ARRANGEMENT ANGLE OF AVERAGE UTS PEAK LOAD AVERAGE 

OF LAYERS APPLIED PEAK LOAD 

SHEAR 

(PUNCH / MIDDLE / DIE) (DEGREES) (N/mm) (kN) (kN) 

'S' TYPE 361 / rill / itl 7. -1 
PRESS-JOIN if, l / i'tt) / i,. I 

IN THREE li; l / 350 / i., 1 /. 00 

LAYERS, 161 / 350 I 

LAYER . I' 001 / 350 / .I . rn 

ARRANGEMENT 3ü1 / 350 / ''. I 

161 / 350 / li' I 

361 / 350 / 3i1 

361 / 350 / IýI 4. '. 

'. eil / 350 iI . I. II 
355 / 355 i 

355 / 355 0. V, 

155 / 355 

iu 355 / 355 

355 / 355 / 155 ýIýi 
155 / 350 / Z5'ß 1. II', 

355 / 350 

i"o 

5/ 3511 <' 

i' U 

U 355 / 350 

1'55 / 350 / +', ' 5.7 '" 
1 /5 / 350 

355 / 350 / 15' 5.110 4. 'ý. 

(55 / 350 

155 / 350 

(55 / 350 /5' 5. ll 

155 / 350 / 

nuI. ii (50 / 354 

(50 / 354 / {', u 
350 / 354 / 3"U 

I' 350 / 354 / 3511 
350 / 354 / 350 I'ý I 

u 350 / 354 / 350 

350 / 354 / i' s) 
155 / 352 / (5', 7. /It 
355 / 352 

055 / 352 

155 / 352 /,. 
. N. ' 

155 / 352 
0,5 / 352 / 1'. I. s. 1 

.. 
1.. 

352 / (5 
352 
352 

t'a'i / 352 / 1'. ' 1 

Table 4.4, S-type clinch in three layers - peak loads 
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DESCRIPTION ARRANGEMENT ANGLE OF AVERAGE UTS PEAR LOAD AVERAGE 

OF LAYERS APPLIED PEAK LOAD 

SHEAR 

(PUNCH / MIDDLE / DIE) (DEGREES) (NIMM) (kN) (kN) 

'S' TYPE I. U/I .0/i 
PRESS-JOIN 355 / 355 / i"'' 

IN THREE 355 / 355 

LAYERS, 3"" / 355 /. 

LAYER 355 

ARRANGEMENT / 355 

2 1 
. (1 i11 355 / ('ý', . t'" 

/ 355 

355 

5/ 355 
(US / "355 

Table 4.4 continued, S-type clinch in three layers - peak loads 

4.2.8 Shear resistance of H-type clinches in two layers 

. Ihr 11-type Clinch is an airtight connection that is Formel by a slightly 11,11-ower hunch hart In 

cýýnýharisýýn with the S-type Clinch. A cross-scctiun of S-type and I I-tyhc cliiichcs i, shown in 

Figure 4.9. In the case of the I I-type clinch only the slic component of the parent metal is fully 

sheared through. For the S-type clinch both punch and die parts arc sheared through. This 

arrangement generally gives the fl-type clinch greater initial stiffness and peak load over the S- 

type clinch, but with less ductility. 

Figure 4.8 shows linear regression lines for I I-type quid S-type clinches against angle (A' applied 

load in 1.0,1.2 and I. 5mm steel thicknesses. I I-type clinches showed a higher shear capacity in 

comparison with S-type clinches in I. 0mm and I. 2mm steel thicknesses and I I-type clinches had 

a significant shear resistance advantage in I. 2nu» thick steel. When a comparison Was made in 

2.0nnin thick steel S-type clinches showed a higher shear capacity. 

Regression lines in Figure 4.8 gave a nominally higher shear capacity for II-type clinches in 

I. 2mnº thick steel. I lowevcr this does not hold Ii)r the same comparison at 45" and 90". The 

Ii01-11u of' I I-type clinches with no full shear through both layers in Figure 1.9 gave it the shear 

capacity advantage in I. Onim and I. 2mm thick steel but not in 2.0mm thick steel. Ductility was 

also lower in general 1,01- 1 I-type clinclhes in Comparison With S-type. 
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Figure 4.8, H-type and S-type clinch - shear capacity against angle of applied load 

Figures Al 
. 
2.12 to A l. 2.32 in Appendix I show shear test load displacement laths For similar 

steel thickness configurations ol'S-type and I 1-type type mechanical clinches. In all cases where 

the hunch side thickness was less than or equal to 1.2mm 11-type mechanical clinches showed 

higher initial stiffness and higher peak load in comparison with S-type clinches. Where the 

hunch side thickness was greater than I. 2mm or was greater than the (lie side thickness peak load 

was similar in magnitude tier 11-type and S-types. In all cases the length of dlisplacement over 

which a load close to the peak load was sustained was less for II-type clinches in comparison 

with S-type, demonstrating greater def rmation capacity in the S-type clinch in comparison with 

the I I-type. 

Shear capacities from tests on I i-type clinches are shown in Table 4.5. In I I-type clinches, shear 

capacity in dilterent thickness was influenced primarily by thickness of' steel on the punch side 

or the clinch, as fier the Type clinch. In IN I. Onun thick hunch/die steel layers I I-type Clinches 

showed higher shear capacity at 0°, 45° and 90°. 
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DESCRIPTION ARRANGEMENT ANGLE OF AVERAGE UTS PEAK LOAD AVERAGE 

OF LAYERS APPLIED PEAK LOAD 

SHEAR 

(PUNCH / DIE) (DEGREES) (N/. ) (kN) (kN) 
'H' TYPE I 

.0 
Io l ', 0 

PRESS-JOIN , ', u 3', (1 )I ik9 

SIMILAR "15 3':, 0 / 350 
,.. I 

THICKNESSES U/ 350 
., 

111 

31,0 
.. 1>; 

I. / i I.. l/ 354 3. R5 

1/ 354 3.10 

ý,. I / 351 5d 1. /U 

354 / 351 '. 9H 

354 / 354 ?. 1/+ 

354 / /51 

U ii'l / 36L 

ll, l / 361 1. UI 

3.9/I 

1/ 361 .I ý. tl" 

'H I/ 361 1I 

/ 361 . 1' 

{il / 361 .. 
361 

''I / '"I 

Table 4.5, H-type clinch in two layers - peak loads 
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DESCRIPTION ARRANGEMENT ANGLE OF AVERAGE UTS PEAK LOAD AVERAGE 

OF LAYERS APPLIED PEAK LOAD 

SHEAR 

(PUNCH / DIE) (DEGREES) (kN/M2) (kN) (kN) 

'H' TYPE I 
.. ' /1. II l 

PRESS-JOIN ýI i ýI 2 I 

DIFFERENT q'ý i'"I iiýl i.? ', 

THICKNESSES 

-', I ;" SG1 lfi 

3t; 1 / 3S"I 3.032 1.1 

16! / 3' 4 2.688 

eil 1/I / i', -I 1[lý 
I/ 3a .I0ý 

13 

068 

33,1 1 333 I ý? 
3kß) 

... 
32 3 

3', 0 / ii I 

'u I- 1 

31 1/ 35U 2.0337 

353) 1.5330 

Table 4.5 continued, H-type clinch in two layers - peak loads 

4.2.9 Variability of clinch shear resistance characteristics 

A series ulclinch shear tests were carried out Oil clinches at 0 and clinches at 90° in l. 0mm and 

2.0n1m thick steel. Six ol'each conFiguratio n were tested tu examine the variability ot'test results 

on similar conligurations. Table 4.6 shows the average peak load and coefficient ol'variation for 

each set of six tests. 

STEEL 

THICKNESS 

STEEL 

YIELD STRESS 

PRESS JOIN 

ORIENTATION 

NUMBER OF 

SAMPLES PER 

AVERAGE 

PEAK LOAD 

STANDARD 

DEVIATION 

STANDARD 

DEVIATION 

(mm) N/mm2) (DEGREES) POPULATION (KN) (KN) % 

LU u II u. u'.. 

0. u/; 

ýi 

I. 'U 

Table 4.6, Standard deviation of clinch peak loads 

A comparison of'''able 4.6 and 'fahle 3. I of* Chapter 3 shows that the standard deviation of'leak 
loads obtained tier mechanical clinches in 2.0mm thick steel was low in comparison with 
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material tests yield stress standard deviation. As steel thickness was decreased to I. 0mm, 

variation of'clinch shear capacity became greater in comparison with variation of yield stress. 

Clinch shear capacity was less variable in comparison with screw peak loads, this was evident 

when comparing Tables 4.2 for screw variability with Table 4.6 for clinch variability. Standard 

deviation of' screws in I. Otnºn thick steel was 8.05% while mechanical clinches standard 

deviation was 3.9% at 90° and 3.49% at 00 in 1. Omm thick steel. Standard deviation of shear 

capacity of screws in 2.0mm thick steel was 3.8I9%% while standard deviation tier mechanical 

clinches at 0° was 1.5% and standard deviation of* mechanical clinches at 90° was 2.55%. 

4.3 Cyclic shear resistance of mechanical clinches 

Cyclic testing of mechanical clinches was carried out to determine whether deterioration in the 

shear resistance of clinched framing systems occurs at connection nodes over the structures life 

cycle under cyclic loading. Cyclic tests were carried out over Ill, OO() cycles between iero and 

50% of clinch shear capacity recorded in the static experimental tests. Loadl was cycled to 5U°ýý 

based on the assumption that a minimum global factor of safety of two on clinch fäilure load 

would he acceptable in terms of strength. Following the cyclic tests, a static test was earned out 

on each sample where the clinch was sheared apart and the shear resistance alter cycling was 

measured. Cyclic test results are listed in Table 4.7. 

Nominall Number Angle Average Cycle Post Cyclic Ave Post Effect of 
Thickness of Peak Amplitude Shear Capacity Cyclic Cycling on 
Punch Mixkilo Die Cyclh"s Shear Test I Test _ Capacity Stronyth 

(mm) (mm) (mm) (°) (kN) (kN) (kN) (kN) (kN) 
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I. 1ý1 
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l. ' 11.0, + 

1. tt II. 

___. --ý 
1110(1(1 ll I 

. '1 , 
il 101100 

. . Ill ß. 7'a 
, reit 

DO 1/ I .1 14 1. '10 
uutlil 
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I. 1ý-' .1t 1 . Iý t I -ý 

--- 
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._ 
l 111)11(. - 

II 

, 1 
f. ý 

11. 

' 
I 

.. I lltl(Ill 

ýrýui 

ý.. .. III 

. /tt 

1. W, 

1.21 

I. I ý1 1 

Table 4.7, Clinch cyclic test results 
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Kolari in [39] also investigated the effect of cyclic loading on the shear resistance of mechanical 

clinches in two layers of steel. Rectangular mechanical clinches at 0° and 90°, circular 

mechanical clinches and screw samples were tested. A complex pattern of cyclic loading was 

applied to the samples. In Kolari's cycling phase the low load level in the cycle was 1/6th of 

shear capacity. In the cyclic tests in this work the low load level was zero. Kolari cycled 

samples between the low load level and 2/3`' of estimated peak load for 500 cycles, 1/2 of 

estimated peak load for 3,000 cycles and 1/3d of estimated peak load for a further 15,000 cycles. 
Kolari's complex cyclic loading pattern was intended to represent the typical loading history of a 

cold-formed steel frame over 100 years subjected to wind loading. Kolari concluded in [39] that 

cyclic loading had only a negligible effect on shear capacity of clinches when tested after 

cycling. 

4.3.1 Cyclic resistance of S"type mechanical clinches in two layers 

The effect of repeated loading on shear capacity of clinches was investigated using the Instron 

testing machine to cycle samples from zero load to 50% of shear capacity over 10,000 cycles. 
Samples were set up in the Instron testing machine in the same way the shear test samples were 

set up. Special software was used to apply cyclic loading in the Instron testing frame. When the 

cyclic loading phase was complete clinches were tested to failure with a similar testing procedure 
to the procedure applied in previous static shear tests. Figures A 1.2.33 to A 1.2.41 of Appendix 1 

show a comparison of clinch samples tested to failure without cyclic loading and similar samples 
tested after 10,000 cycles to 50% of shear capacity. 

The strengthening effect of cycling samples through 10,000 cycles at 50% shear capacity that 

occurred in most cyclic tests can be attributed to steel hardening at the interface between steel 
layers in the clinch. The join was formed under high pressure and was locked by plastic 
straining of steel in a controlled process, so that the interface parts of the connection were in tight 

contact with elastic and plastic residual stress in the deformed parts. Applying a force that 

causes straining close to the plastic limit of the connection over many cycles hardened the steel 
in the connection in discrete areas of the deformed parts, without causing the connection to fail. 
During cyclic testing there was a very small but noticeable amount of looseness in connections 
after tests and this was the result of squashing and hardening of steel in small areas. In test 
cases where static shear capacity of the samples decreased after cyclic loading, cyclic loading on 
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the clinch caused enough plastic straining at the material interfaces in the interlocked clinch steel 
to allow layers to be sheared apart with less force. 

Figure A1.2.33 shows load displacement paths of clinch samples in steel thicknesses of 
1.2/1.2mm at 0° orientation. Cycled samples showed a higher initial stiffness, a slightly higher 

peak load at 2.52kN, and a longer displacement range in comparison with the equivalent static 

shear tests, indicating slightly higher ductility. This shear resistance comparison was also 

applicable for the clinch cyclic tests at orientations of 45° and 90° in Figures A1.2.34 and 
A1.2.35, with the exception of one of two cycled samples in Figure A1.2.35, which were 
damaged in testing. 

Test results in Figures. A1.2.36 to A1.2.38 showed a similar pattern of shear strengthening in 

clinch connections in steel thicknesses of 1.5/1.5mm, except for the samples at 90° which did not 

show any gain in shear capacity. Test results in Figures Al. 2.39 to A1.2.41 on clinches in steel 
thicknesses of 2.0/2.0mm again showed a higher initial stiffness and peak load. There was a 

small reduction in ductility, which was greatest in the 45° and 90° orientation samples. 

4.3.2 Cyclic resistance of S-type mechanical clinches in three layers 

Results of cyclic loading tests on three layer clinch samples is illustrated in Figures. A1.2.42 to 
A1.2.48. In Figures A1.2.42 to A1.2.44 the three layer arrangement was 1.6/1.0/1.6mm, 

arranged as shown in Figure 4.12 (a). The characteristic higher initial stiffness and shear 

capacity for the cycled samples was apparent for the 0° and 45° connection orientations in 

Figures A1.2.42 and A1.2.43. 

The 90° sample in Figure Al. 2.44 showed a higher initial stiffness but a significantly lower peak 
load. Cycling of the middle layer against the two outer layers, when the force was parallel to the 

sheared slits of the mechanical clinch, caused plastic weakening of the connection below its 

potential peak load when it was tested to failure. The result of cyclic loading tests on the 
1.2/1.2/1.2mm three layer arrangement is shown in Figures A1.2.45 to A1.2.47. Here the higher 
initial stiffness for cycled samples was present for all samples and a higher peak load for the 01 

sample in Figure A1.2.45 was reached. Reduction in peak load for the 45° and 90° samples was 
small and overall ductility remained similar for cycled samples. 
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4.4 Comparison of connection techniques 

Figure 4.10 shows three observed characteristic failure modes of screw and rivet thin gauge steel 

connections. The shaft of the connecting component was central to all three modes of failure. 

Clinches on the other hand did not have a connecting component. Factors giving a clinch shear 

resistance and the modes of failure associated with clinching were different to those of screws 

and rivets. Characteristic failure modes of clinches oriented at 0° and 90° are illustrated in 

Figure 4.15. Mechanical clinches were strong because steel in separate layers being connected 

was deformed and geometrically interlocked. 

4.4.1 Elastic stiffness resistance characteristics 
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the elastic response of connections in cold-formed steel of thickness 

1.0mm and 2.0mm respectively. In both cases mechanical clinches applied at 0° showed a 

significantly higher elastic stiffness in comparison with other connection types tested. This shear 

resistance characteristic gave mechanical clinching a clear advantage as the method of 

connection in framing systems. If the framing system and fabrication process was designed to 

have rectangular mechanical clinches applied at 0° to applied load vectors in the cold-formed 

steel components, the framing system will have been designed for the minimum of elastic 
deformation under serviceability loading. 

Elastic response of screws in 1.0mm thick steel in Figure 4.17 was particularly low, the elastic 

stiffnesses of mechanical clinches at 45° and 90° in 1.0mm thick steel were comparable to the 

elastic stiffnesses of Henrob self piercing rivets. In the thicker 2.0mm steel layers shown in 

Figure 4.18 the elastic response of mechanical clinches at 0° and 45° below 0.01mm deformation 

was higher in comparison with all other connection types. Only the screw sample below 
0.01mm deformation showed a higher elastic stiffness in comparison with the clinch oriented at 
0°. At 45° the elastic response below 0. lmm was similar to the elastic response of the screw 
sample and the elastic response of the clinch at 90° was similar to the elastic response of the pop- 

rivet. 
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Figure 4.17, Elastic response of connections in 1.0mm thick steel 

4.4.2 Shear resistance 

A (Iirect comparison of clinch shear capacities and the shear capacities of' I lenroh sell-piercing 

rivets, pop rivets and sell-tapping screws in two layers steel is made was Figures 4.19 and 4.19. 

In Figure 4.19 connections were tested in I. Omm thick steel. Clinches achieved slightly lower 

peak loads in comparison with pop rivets and sell' tapping screws with clinch shear tests giving 

peak loads of' I. 97kN, I. 69kN and 1.37kN at orientations of 0°, 45° and 90° respectively. 
I lenrob sell-piercing rivets achieved the highest peak load in two layers of I. 0mm thick steel at 
5.3AN. Peak loads of' self-tapping screws and of' Ilenrob sell piercing rivets were reached at 
displacements greater than Imm while the peak loads at the end of the clastic response of'clinch 

samples were reached below I inm shear detiormation. 
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Figure 4.18, Elastic response of connections in 2.0mm thick steel 

Load-displacement data i'reom shear tests on connections in two layers of 2.0mm thick steel are 

shown in Figure 4.20. Shear capacities liar mechanical clinches at 5. I5kN, 4. I5kN and 3.09kN 

liar 0 45° and 90° orientations respectively were significantly lower than the peak load of 

IlCnruh self-piercing rivets and self-tapping screws at I1.43kN and 9.41kN. Again peak loads 

were reached at greater shear deformations in comparison with clinch sanmples. Peak load frc»» 

the pop-rivet test sample at 3.59kN was low in comparison with clinch peak loads at 0° and 45° 

orientation. 

The Shear resistance of connections in cold-tool ued steel Gaming systems aiThets limit State 
behaviour. In addition to direct axial Forces, concentrated leverage ft rces develop in groups cif 

connections when moment is applied to the cold-Ionmed steel components. For frames 

connected by clinching to achieve the equivalent limit state shear resistance Of l'runes connected 

by riveting techniques such as the Henrob sell-piercing rivet and by sell-tapping screws, 

approximately twice as many mechanical clinches need to he applied at each connection node. 

As no additional connecting component is required in applying additional clinches this is easily 
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achieved. Clinching equipment requires only a small offset movement to apply an additional 
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Figure 4.19, Load-displacement response of connections in 1.0mm thick steel 

4.4.3 Deformation capacity 

C'linchcs lorin a connection by inter-locking the layers of' the parent material and unlike screw 

and rivet connections there is no connecting component. This causes a difference in the 

(Ielornuttion behaviour 01' mechanical clinches in Comparison with other connectors - 

delormation capacity is obtained by the clinched parts of the connections being forced to 

w1mrale by reversing plastic def, 0rnlation that was applied toi foram the connection. 

Rivets and SCIVWS Sht)wcd defiºrmation capacity because the material adjacent to the shall ol'the 

connecting component detornºs and the parent materials separate from the connecting shaft. The 

dilference in deformation capacity between clinches, screws and rivets can be seen in load 

(lishlaccmcnt graphs in Figures A1.2.1, A1.2.3, A l. -2.5, A1.3.1, A1.4.1 and A1.5.1 and in the 
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external work graphs in Figures A 1.2.2, A 1.2.4, A 1.2.6, A 1.3.2, A 1.4.2 and A 1.5.2 in Appendix 
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12345678 
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Figure 4.20, Load-displacement response of connections in 2.0mm thick steel 

Fxternal work done by euch type of connection in a shear test was read from the integrated 

displacement work energy graphs and is listed in "fahle 4.8 in Minn. All clinches in I. Umm 

thick steel used more deli rniation energy in comparison with the corresponding clinches in 

I. 2mm thick steel because of the tearing mode of failure associated with clinches in thinner 

material as shown in Figures A 1.2.1 and A1.2.2. Extended dctOrmation behaviour occurred after 

load-bearing Iäilure. Clinches at 45° in Figures A 1.2.7 and A1 
. 
2.8 used the greatest energy in 

2.0miu thick steel because ol'the skew tearing mode of fiilure. 

I ligh levels of delbrmation energy used by screw samples in Figures A 1.5.1 and A 1.5.2 can be 

attributed to the pulling Out mode offäilure where the threads ofthe screw are dragged across the 
hole in the steel. Ilenrob self-piercing rivets in Figures AI. 3. I and AI. 3.2 also show high 
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deli rmation energy usage because of' the large deli nnation of steel required to unlock the rivet 

component from the connection. 

DESCRIPTION STEEL AVERAGE AVERAGE 

THICKNESS PEAK LOAD EXTERNAL 

WORK 

(nun) (kN) (kN mm) 
PRESS JOIN 0° I. ýi .'. 04 

I.: ' 2.5? '. /I 
3.11 1.1; 

5 
.. ý' .l 

PRESS JOIN 45° 1.0 1.1 1 i. 01) 

l. 0 . t; 1 3.70 
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PIERCING RIVET l 

l 1.1.21 i/. 32 

Table 4.8, Connection deformation capacity 

4.5 Predicting the shear resistance of a clinch 

Methods of' predicting the shear resistance of connections are essential to the design of cold- 

lorii ed steel framing systems. The number of connections at connection nodes and the general 

arrangement of the Gaming system can only by optimised when there is a method of predicting 

the shear resistance of connections and Components. TO produce a standardised method of' shear 

capacity of it clinch using correct dimensional units, and incorporating the clTect of' steel 

thickness, shear resistance of the clinch must be related to actual steel thickness without 
incorporating a power term. Incorporating the width of the hunched part of the clinch, it was 
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possible to produce a clinch shear capacity predictor equation generic across different sizes of 

commercial types of clinch. 

Clinches are formed by plastic deformation of steel in shearing and press-locking actions. Non- 

linear plastic material behaviour locks the join. This causes non-linear load-displacement 

behaviour in the separation of the layers of steel when shear loading is applied. Shearing of two 

slits along the long parallel edges of a clinch and deformation of punch and die parts allows 

overlapping of the punch side layer or layers of material on top of the die side. A reversal of 

order in the layers of steel is imposed within the clinch rectangular boundary with the punch side 
layer of material locked below the die side. Shear resistance in the connection is achieved by 

locking after initial shearing. This creates a compression reaction between the steel layers along 

the sheared slits when external shear is applied, and a tension force at one or both short edges of 

the rectangle in the die side material, depending on the angle of applied loading. 

With loading applied at 0° to the mechanical clinch, parallel to the short edge of the rectangle, 
both short edges of the material on the die side are in direct shear. When loading is being 

applied at 90°, parallel to the long edges of the clinch, only one edge of the die side material is 

significantly forced in tension. A shear deformation and pulling out mode at 901 also exists that 

is constrained when loading is applied at 0°. Shear deformation can occur in the long edges of 
the clinch when the load is applied at 90° because load is being applied parallel to the long edge. 

The shear deformation mode of displacement increases the shear resistance of the clinch linearly 

from a minimum at 90° to a maximum at 0° when no long edge deformation is allowed. Highest 

shear capacity is achieved when load is applied at 0° and the two short edges of the rectangle on 
the punch side of the material are in shear. The two short edges in the punch side material are 
shown as dashed red lines in Figure 4.9. Lowest shear capacity is reached when the load is 

applied at 90° - shear deformation occurs along the long edges and only one short edge is forced 
in tension. 

4.5.1 Normalised clinch shear capacity 
Equation 4.4 was developed by establishing a dimensionless normalised shear resistance factor 
for each clinch tested, each experimentally measured clinch peak force was divided by the 
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maximum possible shear resistance over the range of results from the University of Edinburgh. 

A linear regression was then carried out on the dimensionless normalised shear resistance. 

Equation 4.6 is based on the normalised shear resistance and includes terms for: 

Peak clinch shear resistance 

Maximum steel tearing strength 

Angle of applied loading 

Width of clinch 
Punch side thickness 

Steel ultimate tensile strength 

Fp (N) 

FMAX (N) - based on the steel UTS 

8 (degrees) 

w (mm) 

t (mm) 

UTS (N/mm2) 

Equation 4.1 was developed by Davies in [15] by normalising the peak shear clinch shear 

resistance in terms of steel thickness and steel UTS: 

Normalised shear resistance = shear resistance ± (UTS'1. t) 

A linear regression was carried out and power parameters were adjusted to fit the result of the 

linear regression. This gave a formula for predicting the peak shear resistance of the Eckold 

mechanical clinches of the type over the range of thickness and angle variables tested by Davies: 

Peak load = (5.6309 - 0.0265 (0)) x (UTS°'98 x thickness' 45) 

... Equation 4.1 

There are different commercial mechanical clinching systems however and the main variable 
between different types of clinch that can be used as a measure of influence on shear capacity is 

the width of the short edge. 

The maximum possible shear resistance of a clinch can be established by considering the greatest 
force sustainable by two strips of steel transferring clinch force between layers when the clinch is 

loaded at 0°. The width of each strip of steel is equal to the width of the mechanical clinch, as 

shown in Figure 4.9, and the thickness is equal to the thickness of the steel on the punch side. 
With two critical strips in each clinch the greatest possible shear resistance is equal to twice the 
thickness times the width times the material UTS: 
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Figure 4.9, Critical shear cross-sections a mechanical clinch 

... Equation 4.2 

By considering the maximum shear !i rce sustainable by a clinch loaded at it sped tic angle 

between O° and 90°, Fp, and comparing the peak shear resistance measured experimentally, the 

pcrtormancc oI' the clinch can he measured by normalised peak shear resistance: 

Nornialised clinch peak shear resistance FP/FNInx" 

... Equation 4.3 

In the normalised peak shear resistance width, thickness, UTS and angle of loading are variables. 

The width of clinches tested in this work is 4mm in all cases. Applying a linear regression over 

the clinch peak sho- results established by Davies, Pedreschi and Sinha 115,16,59,60,61,62] 

and the clinch peak shears in this work produced the following clinch nornmalised shear 

resistance cquatiun fur Fýi/}ýtiº: ý. ý: 

ý'pýFMAX - (0.8 16 
- 0.0033.0), l or 0` 0< 900 

... Equation 4.4 
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Figure 4.10, Normalised shear resistance and angle of loading 

The relationship between normalised peak load and angle of applied shear is illustrated in Figure 

4.10. Rearranging and combining equations 4.2,4.3 and 4.4 gave a general equation for clinch 

peak shear force: 

Fp = (1.63 - 0.0067.0). w. t. UTS 

... Equation 4.5 

Substituting w= 4mm based on the Eckold clinch investigated in this work for the width term in 

Equation 4.5 to establish a clinch shear capacity equation in angle of applied loading, steel 
thickness and ultimate tensile resistance gave: 

Fp = (6.53 - 0.027.0). t. UTS 

... Equation 4.6 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

Angle of applied shear 0 (degrees) 
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Increasing the data range from test results recorded at the University of Edinburgh to include 

data from Bober, Gopfert, Leibig and British Steel as listed in Tables 4.11,4.12,4.14,4.15,4.16 

and 4.17, excluding Wiecks's H-type clinch tests in Table 4.13 gave an equation with similar 

constant parameters to Equation 4.6: 

Fp = (6.30 - 0.022 
. 
0). t. UTS 

... Equation 4.7 

4.5.2 Analysis of equation 4.6 

Distribution of shear capacity predicted with equation 4.6 from experimentally measured peak 

shear forces recorded by different researchers is plotted in Figure 4.11. Data plotted in Figure 

4.11 is listed in Tables 4.11 to 4.17 for each researcher's results. Peak shear forces in two layers 

of steel are based on a wide range of clinch thicknesses and angles of applied loading. Constants 

in Equation 4.6 were generated using clinch shear capacity data from `Davies' and ̀ Current' data 

in Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11, Equation 4.6 - predicting experimental results from a range of researchers 
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Figure 4.1 1 shows the spread of Irrces predictCd using Equation 4. ( against experimentally 

measured lürees and Table 4.9 gave an overall standard deviation liar the data in Figure 4.11 of 

I4`/a, excluding Wieck's I I-type clinch data. Values of' standard deviation of' experimental 

results and predicted results using equations 4.1,4.6 and 4.8 are listed is listed in Table 4.9 [or 

the total range of' results and also the range of' results established by different researchers. The 

luvv standard deviations f Or predicted clinch resistance based on experimental results recorded by 

British Steel lör all three equations in Table 4.9 are due to consistent experimental results being 

obtained over a small number of tests. 

Range of test results Current 
Equation 
4.6 

Davies' 
Equation 
4.1 

Weick's 
Equation 
4. B 

Wik t 3ý;.:? I t. l 

r7Ii sn Htoe1 
r'urrent 
I1., iies IH. l 1. '. '+ 
ur+ i versity of Edinburrjl, 
(('urrent r Davies) 

'. n 

All (excltrdinq Weirk) I I. 11 ýJ 

Table 4.9, Standard deviation of predicted clinch capacities from experimental 

Comparison with Davies' Equation 4.2 

'fahle 4.9 shows an increase in accuracy in predicting clinch shear resistance Iºr the current 
I'Lluatiun 4.6 over Equation 4.1 in all cases. This pattern is reflected in Figure 4.12 - while there 

was overall variability in predicting clinch shear resistance, results predicted using equation 4.6 

were closer to the `predicted = experimental' line. The standard deviation of 96.2% in Table 4.9 

in applying Davie's S-type equation over Wieck's I1-type clinch results suggested that the use of 

pmwcr terms in Davies' equation caused it to give less accurate results where input variables 

were at the upper or lower margins of the range. 
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6 

Comparison with Wieck's Equation 4.8 

Wieck's clinch shear resistance Equation uses constant power terms on steel thickness and steel 

yield stress and ultimate tensile stress to predict shear resistance of a H-type clinch. Constants C, 

a, b and were defined by the direction of applied loading and were given in [80] and are listed in 

Table 4.10 to predict the shear resistance of a clinch at 0° and 90°, and also the resistance in out 

of plane pulling apart. 
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:rhl 
C All 

zz Cü, 
` 111 Stv 

where 

C, a, b and c are constants 

a,, = thickness 

kZ 
ýl = ultimate tensile strength 

pr oot stress 

slý 
(l 

in 

... Equation 4.8 

Direction of loading C a b c 

U clý ýý<< ýý: _; (lr>I Ll_ýýL(i-ii1L) 47.0 (1.40 0.51 0. '31 

out of plane pulling apart 1.00 0.80 1.13 0. /I' 

Table 4.10, Constants in Wieck's Equation 4.8 

Clinch shear capacities predicted by Wieck's Equation 4.8 are plotted in Figure 4.12. Where the 

steel proof stress data was not available, the (1/Stv) part of ecluation 4.8 was taken as 1.2. Using 

Wieck's Equation, predicted shear resistance in Figure 4.12 vary more widely from 

experimentally measured values in comparison with shear resistance predicted with Equations 

4.1 and 4.6. Table 4.9 gives Wieck's Equation 4.8 an overall standard deviation of 27"%%%%, 

compared to 14% for the current Equation 4.6. Wieck's Equation was effective however in 

predicting results by Goptct1 and British Steel. The fact that Wieck was working to establish 

parameters for 11-type mechanical clinches accounts tier the variability of the results when the 

equation is applied over the current range cif experimentally measured shear capacities. 

Wieck's predicted clinch capacities are plotted in Figure 4.11 and 4.12 but excluded from the 

calculations of overall standard deviation in Table 4.9. Standard deviations were distorted by 

Wieck's predictions based on Il-type clinches and Davies' overall standard deviation was 

ýiglii(icantly increased when Wieck's results were included. 
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Variability of clinch shear resistance in Equation 4.6 

The standard deviations of clinch resistance listed in Table 4.6 for clinches at 0° and 90° in 

1.0mm thick and 2.0mm thick steel shows that the variability of clinch resistance for clinches in 

1.0mm thick steel was higher than the variability of clinch resistance in 2.0mm thick steel. The 

standard deviation of 1.5% for clinches in 2.0mm thick steel at 0° was particularly low. This is 

also evident in Figure 4.13, where the variation from the `predicted = experimental' line for the 

highest clinch resistance results at 0° is lowest. 
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Figure 4.13, Clinches at 00 and 90° predicted by Equation 4.6 
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Characteristic clinch resistance 

From Table 4.6 the average standard deviation of clinch resistance at 90° was 3.225% and the 

average standard deviation of clinch resistance at 0° was 2.495%. Taking the characteristic value 

of clinch resistance as the average resistance less two standard deviations for both the 01 and 901 

orientations, the following characteristic resistance equation is a modification of the average 

resistance Equation 4.6: 

Fp = (6.11 - 0.028.0). t. UTS 

... Equation 4.9 
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Table 4.11, Current experimental clinch shear capacity test results 
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UTS Thickness Angle Max Experiments FP/Fýx Predicted 

shear shear Current Davies' Weick's 

strength strength Equation Equation Equation 
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Table 4.12, Davies' experimental clinch shear capacity test results 
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UTS Yield Thickness Angle Max Experimental Predicted 

stress shear shear Current Davies' Weick's 

strength strength Equation Equation Equation 
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Table 4.13, Wieck's experimental clinch shear capacity test results 

UTS Thickness Angle Max Experimental F',, /FmAx Predicted 

shear shear Current Davies' Weick's 

strength strength Equation Equation Equation 
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Table 4.14, British Steel's experimental clinch shear capacity test results 



UTS Thickness Angle Max Experime Fp/Fmx Predicted 

shear shear Current Davies' Weick's 

strength strength Equation Equation Equation 
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Table 4.15, Bober's experimental clinch shear capacity test results 

OTS Thickness Angle Max Experimental Fp/F Predicted 

shear shear Current Davies' Weick's 

strength strength Equation Equation Equation 
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Table 4.16, Leibig's experimental clinch shear capacity test results 
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UTS Thickness Angle Max Experimental Fl, /Fmhx Predicted 

shear shear Current Davies' Weick's 

strength strength Equatior Equation Equation 
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Table 4.17, Gopfert's experimental clinch shear capacity test results 

4.6 Chapter summary and conclusions 

Clinching machinery sind the clinching technique have been researched and developed 

extensively in the I980's and I990's by a series of I'hD. researchers at the Technical University 

01, IIA111hUrg. In recent years research into mechanical clinching in cold-türmed steel framing 

systems has also been carried out at the VTT Building Technology center in Finland and at the 

I. Iniversity of Edinburgh, including this research. 

Shear resistance characteristics of' the Frkold S-type clinch are at the center of' investigation in 

this research. The S-type clinch is a suitable type of clinch liar general application in cold- 
turned steel li-aming systems showing good shear capacity, ductility, cyclic response and 
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corrosion resistance. The H-type clinch is similar to the S-type clinch except that only the die 

side layer of steel is sheared through, leaving an air-tight seal on the punch side. 

Elastic stiffness characteristic of clinching in cold-formed steel affects the response of a framing 

system to serviceability loading. Clinches in 1.0mm and 2.0mm thick steel showed high elastic 

stiffness in comparison with pop-rivets, self-piercing rivets and screws. Elastic stiffness of 

clinches was considerably greater than elastic stiffness of screws in all test cases. While clinch 

peak loads were generally low in comparison with the other connection techniques investigated, 

a distinct advantage of clinching was the ease of applying multiple clinches at a node. 

Equation 4.6 has been developed using as input current clinch shear capacity test results and past 

research results from the University of Edinburgh. The equation was developed by establishing 

a normalised clinch shear capacity using steel UTS, thickness and width as variables. The 

dimensions used in arranging the Equation (N/mm2 . (mm x mm)) are consistent with the output 

shear capacity units (N). A linear regression was carried out on the normalised shear capacity 

giving an Equation for clinch shear capacity. 

The rosette clinch is a circular clinch connection larger in size compared to a rectangular 

mechanical clinch. Steel sheets to be connected by a rosette clinch connection must be prepared 

with a die-side hole and punch-side sleeve before the sleeve is folded back through the hole to 
form the clinch. 

The following conclusions were drawn from the clinch shear resistance investigation: 

1. Variability of clinch shear resistance was small across samples. Average standard deviation 

of clinch peak loads in 1.0mm thick steel was 3.7% and standard deviation of clinch peak 
loads in 2.0mm thick steel was 2.0%. Standard deviation of steel UTS used in connection 
tests was 2.7% and standard deviation of screw connection peak loads in 1.0mm thick steel 
was 8.1 %. 

2. Peak shear resistance of a clinch varied linearly from a maximum under 0° applied loading to 

a minimum at 9011 applied loading. 

3. Shear tests on H-type clinches showed higher initial stiffness and peak load in comparison 
with the S-type, but with less ductility. Peak shear force of 11-type mechanical clinches was 
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high in comparison with the S-type in 1.0mm and 1.2mm steel thicknesses but less in the 

1.5mm steel thickness. At 90° a higher shear capacity was observed in H-type clinches in 

1.2mm thick steel in comparison with peak shear forces of H-type and S-type clinches in 

1.5mm thick steel. 
4. To apply additional clinches no additional connecting component was needed such as a rivet 

or screw. The suitability of clinching to automated process fabrication allows multiple 

clinches to be applied at a connection node. By an adjustment of process machinery the 

shear capacity of a clinch connection node in thin gauge steel can be increased significantly. 
5. The database of clinch shear capacities has been extended to include clinches in two layers of 

different steel thicknesses. Shear capacity of clinches in two layers of different thicknesses 

was influenced greatly by the thickness of the steel layer on the punch side and to a lesser 

extent by the thickness of steel on the die side of the clinch. 
6. Clinches in three layers of steel gave similar shear capacities to clinches in two layers for a 

given combined thickness. Different failure modes in the clinch were observed in different 

arrangements of applied shear in the layer arrangements in three layer samples. Where two 

outer layers were sheared in the opposite direction to a central layer, no in-plane eccentricity 
in the sum of the line of forces existed. Where two outer layers were sheared in opposite 
directions and the middle layer was held by outer layers, eccentricity of in-plane shear forces 

caused additional local deformation of the steel and turning of the clinch, reducing shear 

capacity. 
7. Test results on fatigue resistance of clinches are less common in past research investigations 

in comparison with static tests. By cycling clinch shear test samples to 50% of shear 

capacity over 10,000 cycles, it has been demonstrated that there was no loss of shear 
resistance in the connection. Strain hardening of the interlocked clinch steel caused a small 
increase in initial stiffness and also a small increase in peak load. Ductility of the clinch was 
not significantly affected by cyclic loading at 50% shear capacity. 

8. Equation 4.6 gave a standard deviation of 14% when applied over a wide range of clinch 
shear capacity results from different researchers, nearly twice as low as predictions made 
with equations from past research. 

9. The series of shear tests carried out on clinch samples in two and three layers demonstrated 
how well clinching can compete in terms of shear resistance and ductility with methods of 
connection used more commonly such as rivets and screws. 
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5 MOMENT CAPACITY OF CLINCH GROUPS 
Load-displacement behaviour of mechanical clinches was developed in this chapter applying the 

direct relationship between applied load and shear deformation in Chapter 4 to the non-linear 
behaviour of symmetrical groups of mechanical clinches subjected to in-plane moments. In [17 

and 61] Davies et. al. investigated moment rotation behaviour in groups of clinches in cold- 

formed steel. Samples were tested in groups of two, four and six, in 1.6 and 2.0mm thick steel. 

A selection of Davies' test results are listed in Table 5.1. An incremental computer method was 
developed to analyse the moment rotation behaviour of groups of mechanical clinches. 

Increments of rotation were applied to the connection group. The corresponding shear 
deformation in the appropriate orientation of each clinch was determined at each increment. 

Forces corresponding to the deformation were obtained from an idealised clinch force- 

deformation relationship allowing non-linear stiffness of each clinch to change in response to the 

force being applied to the clinch through leverage in the connection group. Shifting of the center 

of rotation and redistribution of forces were taken into account. Moment was obtained at each 
increment by multiplying the force by the distance from each clinch to the centroid of the group 

and summing for all the clinches in the group. 

Davies' clinch non-linear stiffness was defined by four parameters: 
1. Initial stiffness 
2. Plastic limit 

3. Peak load 

4. Unloading stiffness 

The incremental procedure was carried out until the clinches reached the plastic limit of 
displacement and began the unloading phase. Davies concluded in [17] that a good prediction of 
moment rotation behaviour was achieved by considering the contribution of the shear 
deformation of individual clinches in the clinch group. Davies also concluded that predicted peak 
moments became increasingly smaller in comparison with experimentally recorded peak 
moments as the number of clinches in the group was increased. In this work the range of Davies 

moment-rotation tests listed in Table 5.1 were tested and a new set of tests were carried out on 
clinch groups in three layers of steel. 
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CLINCH SPACING DISTANCE EXPERIMENTAL MOMENT 

HORIZONTAL VERTICAL TO CAPACITY 

CENTROID STEEL THICKNESS 

1.6mm 2. Omm 
(mm) (mm) (mm) (kNm) (kNm) 

. 251 

i. 272 

1 (). 244 

, I_., IO x1.205 

454 
I11(1 ii. 470 

56() 
). ', r13 

q"/(1 

U. 56! 

Table 5.1, Selection from Davies' moment-rotation test results 

In a series of full-scale experimental tests, Davies connected a horizontal c-section to two upright 

posts with groups of roux and six symmetrically arranged clinches. Finite element tests 

predicting experimental results of Davies' I I-frame tests were carried out in Section 5.2. 

A greater number of uncertainties exist in cold-Ibrmed steel design in comparison with design of 

thicker steel sections in framing systems. In thin gauge steel the number of' failure modes is 

greater -- parts of' flat sections buckle locally in a greater rºumhcr of' nodes and require a higher 

degree of' restraint against buckling. Connection groups subjected to moment and axial force in 

e kI-lormed steel are more likely till by local deformation and tearing of the steel around the 

connections. For thicker steel sections modes of connector täilure can be hounded to täilurc in 

shear if steel surface interIi ces at the connection group remain flat. 

In BS5950 Part 5 17] Section 8. I, design guidance liar the ellectiveness of groups of connections 

resisting n oment between cold-tbrmcd steel elements is given in two sections. The designer 

decides whether a connection group is intended toi l)erl )tm as a rigid or semi-rigid node: 

I 3S5950 Part 5 [7] Section 8.1.4 'Joints in Rigid C'onstriction' states: 
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'Joints between members in rigid construction should be capable of transmitting the forces and 

moments calculated from the design method. For elastic design the rigidity of the joint should 

not be less than that of the members. For plastic design the moment capacity of a joint at a 

plastic hinge location should not be less than that of the member. In addition the joint should 

possess sufficient plastic rotation capacity'. 

And BS5950 Part 5 [7] Section 8.1.5, ̀ Joints in Semi-Rigid Construction' states: 
`Joints between members in semi-rigid construction should provide a predictable degree of 

interaction between members, as described in 2.1.2.4 [of BS5950 Part 5]. They should be 

capable of transmitting the restraint moments in addition to the other forces and moments at the 

joints. It is important that the connection is neither too rigid nor too flexible to fulfil accurately 

the assumptions made in the design. If the design strength of the connection is less than that of 

the connected members, it should be demonstrated that the deformation capacity of the 

connection is sufficient for full redistribution of load up to the relevant limit state to take place'. 

In the experimental moment rotation-tests in Section 5.2 connection groups were intended to be 

semi-rigid. The aim of the moment testing was to investigate rotational behaviour of groups of 

clinches under applied moment. Moment-rotation tests were designed with lateral restraint to the 

cold-formed steel c-sections to fail the connection groups before the c-sections buckled. In the 

majority of tests failure of the clinch group was achieved without significant warping of the cold- 
formed steel. In a small number of tests listed in Table 5.2 clinches sustained moment while the 

sections warped and the lateral restraint to the c-sections in the testing frame splayed apart, 

giving an effectively rigid connection group response. 
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THICKNESS SPACING EXPERIMENTAL EXPERIMENTAL APPENDIX 2 

PUNCH MIDDLE DIE X Y MOMENT FAILURE GRAPH REF. 
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Table 5.2, Moment-rotation experimental test results 

Shear resistance of clinching has been investigated in Chapter 4 01' this work and by the other 

researchers (15,16,38,39,59,60,6 I, 62]. Section 5. I aims to extend the established data-base 

of clinch shear resistance into an investigation of multiple clinch behaviour by analysing 

rotational behaviour of groups of' clinches subjected to in-plane moment. Cold-lormed steel 

I'raming systems use groups of clinches at the connection nodes to transfer bending moments 
between components. 

Non-linear behaviour of ýi group Of six clinches was analysed in detail in Section 5.2 in an 
1RAOtJS cantilever finite element model including the non-linear clinch shear resistance input. 

I'hc investigation provided inlürmation on the non-linear response of groups of'clinches. Two 

types o1' non-linearity arising from clinch shear resistance characteristics were observed. The 



first type of non-linearity was the nun-linear curved shear-displacenment characteristics of the 

individual clinch that directly ATected axial and moment response. The second was 

redistribution of forces and the shift in the center of rotation when one or more clinches in the 

group Called ahead of the remaining mechanical clinches, leaving a connection group with it 
lower number cif effective connections. 

In section 5.3 experimental tests carried out by Davies in [16] were investigated with finite 

dement tests incorporating the clinch shear resistance model in c-sections connected with 

clinches to I61-11n aI I-frame. 

5.1 Moment-rotation tests 

In the experimental clinch moment-rotation tests four clinches were applied to two c-sections 
hark to hack in 16 tests with a third layer in between in 8 of the tests. In-plane moment was 

applied tai the clinch group as illustrated in Figure 5. I. 

Instt on loading ram 

Press-join group 

Lateral restraint 

. -ý-'ýý --{Cold formed steel c-section 

Feshnjý frame 

I Instron testing frame 

Figure 5.1, Moment-rotation test set-up 

Buckling cif the c-sections in the moment-rotation tests occurred in many cases because the 

moment sustained by the clinch group was greater than the buckling moment capacity of the c- 

sections in the simply supported clinch group test set-uh. 
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To predict peak moment in the experimental tests in this work two methods were used: an 

analytical method and a finite element method. By analysing the moment-rotation test data it has 

be demonstrated how much bending capacity in the elastic and plastic ranges of response can be 

generated at such a connection node, and how spacing of the connections affected structural 

behaviour. 

Points of special interest in the moment-rotation tests were: 

  The stiffness relationship of applied moment to rotation of the clinch group 

  Shear resistance behaviour of different steel thickness combinations of clinch groups 

  Effect of different spacing arrangements 

  The extent to which the experimental test reflected the intended theoretical testing 

arrangement 

  The magnitude of principal, 0° and 90° force components in the clinches at the peak applied 

moment in comparison with potential peak force components 

  Comparison of experimental and finite element moment-rotation tests 

5.1.1 Test apparatus and procedure 

A lm length rolled channel of approximately 10mm thickness was modified to provide the base 

of the testing frame as shown in Figure 5.1. The channel section was bolted securely to the base 

of the Instron tensile testing machine. 

Clinch group spacing 

Cold-formed steel c-sections used for moment-rotation tests were cut from steel sheets of 
different thicknesses and folded into c-sections 250mm in length and 100mm in height with 
50mm flange width. Two c-sections were placed back to back with an overlap of 100mm and 

clinches were applied within the 100mm overlap region, as shown in Figure 5.2. In 8 tests 

a third layer of steel 100mm in length and 100mm wide was sandwiched between the two c- 

sections in the overlap region giving a triple layer clinch group test. 
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Figure 5.2, Clinch group before testing 

Testing frame 

The Im length steel channel was bolted down with the web to the bottom on the base of the 

Instron testing fame as shown in Figure 5.3. Adjustable upright supports were secured at the 

ends of the channel with a welded nut and bolt vice arrangement to provide simple supports for 

the clinched c-sections. Two steel tubes were used as the bearing for the c-sections, one of 

which was a roller providing simple support and ensuring that there was no axial force along the 
length of the mechanical clinched c-sections. 
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Figure 5.3, Moment-rotation testing set-up 

Small vertical steel angle sections, shown in Figure 5.3, acted as lateral and torsional restraints to 

the mechanical clinched c-sections. These components were adjustable and were secured to the 
frame uprights with nut and bolt ties. 

Applied loading 

A loading stem with two steel contacting tubes was fabricated to fit onto the Instron cross-head 

as shown in Figure 5.3. The contacting tubes were 100mm in length and 100mm apart. 
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Figure 5.4, Moment-rotation test beam forces 

Applied load was directed downwards and was measured by the Instrom IOOkN load cell. 

Automatic calibration and balancing of the load cell was carried out betöre each test. Force 

readings from the downward movement of' the loading stem, a, were converted to bending 

moment, M, in the clinch group with equation 5.1 in Figure 5.4. Cross-heal deflection, S in 

Figure 5.4, was converted to rotation, 4, on a spreadsheet with equation 5.2. Force and 

corresponding deflection data streams at hall second intervals were logged. 

5.1.2 Moment-rotation finite element tests 

A 3[) linite clement model ofthe moment-rotation test was created to investigate the behaviour 

of the clinch group and to model the experimental set-uh numerically. In the finite element 

analysis of clinch connection groups: 

The Iinite clement program ABAQUS was used to carry Out non-linear elasto-plastic finite 

element tests modelling the cold-formed steel c-sections and the clinch connection groups in 
the experimental tests 
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  C-sections were modelled with shell elements that have plastic steel material properties, 

allowing steel buckling to occur 

  Clinch connection elements were modelled with special orthotropic elements that were 

assigned the stiffness properties of the mechanical clinches at 00 and 90° from the shear test 

load-displacement data. 

Material properties, shell elements and the Rik's method of controlling the loading in the 

moment-rotation finite element tests are described in Section 3.2. Figure 5.5 shows an elevation 

of the moment-rotation Finite Element model, showing the distribution of vertical stress with the 

clinches in the elastic range of response. Flanges of the c-sections are perpendicular to the plane 

of the page. 

Figure 5.5, Direct vertical stress in the moment-rotation finite element model 

Small concentrated regions of vertical compression are shown in blue at the points of support 

and loading. The system of resistance against rotation in the clinch group created compression 

on the bottom, shown in blue, and tension on the top, in red, for the two clinches to the left of the 

group. Conversely there was concentrated compression on the top and tension on the bottom of 
the two clinches to the right. 

Boundary conditions 

The c-sections in the moment-rotation experimental tests were supported at the ends on two steel 

pipes, one a roller and one fixed, as shown in Figure 5.3. Lines of support in the finite element 
tests were represented by grouping a line of nodes in the exact position of the support in 

experimental tests, as shown in Figure 5.6, allowing a simple support boundary condition to be 

applied. 
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Figure 5.6, Momentrotation model boundary conditions 
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The two points marked `A' in Figure 5.6 were fixed against lateral movement to simulate the 

lateral restraint provided by the uprights in the experimental tests shown in Figure 5.3. Colour- 

coded contours in Figure 5.6 represent membrane shear stress in the shell elements of the finite 

element model in the elastic range. 

Loading 

Load from the Instron loading ram was applied to two steel rods positioned near the center of the 

c-section clinch arrangement. This was represented in the finite element tests by grouping two 

similar lines of nodes on the top of the c-section, shown in Figure 5.6. The proportion of load 

distributed to each node was factored to apply the load evenly along the line, and to provide a 

total downward static force between the two lines, of UN. The non-linear Rik's algorithm was 

used to control the application of load on the moment-rotation finite element model. The Rik's 

algorithm is described in Section 3.2.3. Figure 5.7 shows a buckled laterally unrestrained 

moment-rotation model. 
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Figure 5.7, Buckled finite element model (2.012.0mm, x=15mm, y= 25mm) 

5.1.3 Orthotropic clinch behaviour 

The two c-sections in the finite element tests were joined by clinch elements as outlined in 

section 3.2.4 to reflect the shear resistance effect of clinching the c-sections in the experimental 

tests. The clinch load-displacement stiffness data established in the connection shear tests in 

Chapter 4 was used as input data for a clinch element. 

All the clinches in the moment-rotation tests were aligned horizontally. When moment, `M' in 

Figure 5.8, was applied to the clinch group, each clinch was subjected to an in plane force, `F', at 

an angle, 0, to the short edge of the clinch. The angle `A' can be established from the horizontal 

and vertical spacings, `x' and `y', with equation 5.3 in Figure 5.8. Section 4.3.3 `Effect of 

orientation of clinch' describes how the response to loading of a rectangular clinch changes 

depending on the angle of the applied load to the mechanical clinch. 

The analytical method used to calculate the clinch group capacity was as follows: 

  The angle of applied loading to the clinch as shown in Figure 5.8 was established from the 

spacing geometry 

The principal force in the clinch at failure was linearly interpolated from experimentally 

recorded values between 0° and 90° 
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  Shear capacity of each clinch was multiplied by the lever aria in Figure 5.8 to give a peak 

clinch group moment 

0= Tan-1 
X 

... 5.3 

F90 = F. ui 8 

Fo= F. Cos 
,9 
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Figure 5.8, Clinch group forces 
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Table 5.3, Analytical clinch group moment capacities 

Peak lorccs resisted at 00 and 90° in the clinch conligurations used in the moment-rotation tests, 

F� and F, )o in Figure 5.8, are listed in Table 5.3. Peak forces at angles between 00 and 900 in 
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Table 5.3 were interpolated linearly between 0° and 90°. Equation 5.4 in Figure 5.8 was used to 

establish the analytical clinch group moment capacity, also listed in Table 5.2. 

5.1.4 Analysis of moment-rotation test results 

Moment-rotation graphs from experimental tests and corresponding finite element tests are 

shown in Figures A2.1.1 to A2.4.4 of Appendix 2. Applied lead and deflection data output 11Dm 

the Instron testing machine were converted to applied moment in units of' kNm and rotation in 

radians with equations 5.1 and 5.2 in Figure 5.4. Ptak mumcnts recorded in the experimental 

and linite clement tests are listed in "Fahle 5.4. Where three layers were listed, the middle 

thickness refers to a third flat square plate clinched between the c-sections, giving the layer 

arrangement and applied load arrangement shown in Figure 4.15 (b) in Chapter 4. The 

horizontal spacing of the mechanical clinches in the group is referenced on each graph as ̀ x' and 

the veilic, il spacih g as ̀ y' shown in Figure 5.8. 

THICKNESS SPACING MOMENT CAPACITY APPENDIX 2 

PUNCH MIDDLE DIE X Y AVERAGE ANALYTICAL FINITE GRAPH REF. 
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Table 5.4, Moment-rotation experimental, finite element and analytical test results 
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1.511.5mm thickness arrangement 
Moment-rotation graphs for four spacing arrangements of the 1.5/1.5mm steel thickness layer 

arrangement are shown in Figures A2.1.1 to A2.1.4 of Appendix 2. The x=15mm and y=25mm 

spacing arrangement in Figure A2.1.1 showed a clearly defined peak moment for `Instron tests 1' 

and ̀ Instron test 2' experimental tests. The initial response was elastic with behaviour becoming 

non-linear as load was increased towards the peak value. As there was no significant warping or 
buckling of the c-sections in the 1.5/1.5mm tests and considering that the c-sections are relatively 

stiff in longitudinal bending, the rotation of the c-sections in the test can be attributed to the shear 
deformation of the four clinches in the group and the in-plane deformation of steel between 

clinches. Shear deformation characteristics of the 1.5/1.5mm steel thickness configuration S- 

type clinch are shown in Appendix 1 in Figure A1.2.30 for 0° and in Figure A1.2.32 for 900. 

In the x=15mm and y=25mm clinch spacing arrangement, the lever arm distance ̀ d' in Figure 

5.8 is 14.6mm and the angle `0' is 59.0°. Average peak load of the S-type clinch at 0° was 
3.9lkN and average peak load of the 90° clinch was 2.79kN. By linear interpolation between 

these values the peak moment at 59.0° was 3.18kN. Applying Equation 5.4 to multiply the lever 

arm distance by the peak force in each clinch in Equation 5.4 gave an analytical moment 

capacity of 0.19kNm. This was close to the experimental and finite element moment capacities 
both of 0.18kNm. 

When the x=l5nun, y=25mm spacing was reversed in the following test to x=25mm, y-15mm, 
the clinch group was stronger and more efficient, with the ratio of 0° to 90° force components 

and the ratio of 0° and 90° clinch shear resistance more closely matched. Using Equation 5.4 to 

calculate moment capacity gave 0.21kNm, just below peak moments of 0.22kNm and 0.21kNm 
for experimental and finite element tests respectively. 

Figure A2.1.3 shows moment-rotation curves for experimental and finite element tests on the 

x=25mm, y=50mm spacing arrangement. With clinches aligned horizontally in the c-sections, 
the x=25mm, y=SOmm spacing arrangement was less efficient in comparison with the x=50mm, 
y=25mm spacing in the following test. The angle 0 in Figure 5.8 was 63.4° and the lever arm 
distance ̀d' is 28.0mm. The analytical moment capacity was 0.35kNm. This was slightly low in 
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comparison with the finite element test giving a peak moment of 0.36kNm and higher than the 

experimentally measured peak moment of 0.32kNm. The experimentally measured moment of 

0.32kNm was low in comparison with predicted moments due to torsional twisting of c-sections 

observed in the experimental moment-rotation test. 

The spacing arrangement was reversed from the previous x=25mm, y=50mm arrangement, to the 

more efficient x=50mm, y=25mm arrangement. This caused the higher vertical moment-force 

component to be directed at the 0° clinch orientation. Some warping of the c-section occurred in 

the experimental test although the clinch group rotated until the connections had failed. The 

angle 0 in Figure 5.8 is 26.6° and the lever arm distance `d' again is 28mm. Experimental 

moment capacity in Figure 
. 
A2.1.4 was 0.39kNm and finite element moment capacity was 

0.39kNm. Predicted moment capacity was 0.40kNm. 

2.012.0mm thickness arrangement 

Clinch load deformation paths at 0° and 90° from Instron shear tests for the 2.0/2.0mm steel 

thickness combination is illustrated in Figures A1.2.7 in Appendix 1. Figure A2.2.1 of Appendix 

2 shows the moment-rotation paths for the x=15mm, y=25mm spacing arrangement of the 

2.0/2.0mm c-section thicknesses. Average experimental moment capacity was 0.25kNm, 

analytical moment capacity was 0.23kNm and finite element moment capacity was 0.22kNm. 

Warping and buckling of c-sections was observed in the experimental tests and is shown in 

Figure 5.7. Lateral support struts were pushed apart by torsional warping forces in the c-sections 

and in the first test torsional buckling occurred at 0.22kNm. Wooden blocks were placed 
between the c-section flanges and the lateral restraints were adjusted in a second experimental 
test, the moment-rotation path is plotted in Figure A2.2.1. In the restrained experimental model 

a moment capacity of 0.28kNm is reached. 
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Figure 5.9, Displacement of lateral restraints 

--ý 

Two additional finite element models were analysed, the first simulating lateral restraints in the 

experimental tests and a second without lateral restraint shown as point `A' in Figure 5.6. A 

peak finite element moment capacity of 0.23kNm was reached in the laterally restrained model. 

In the unrestrained finite element model buckling started near the peak moment of 0.22kNm, the 

buckled shape of the unrestrained finite element model is shown in Figure 5.7. 

In Figure A2.2.2 the moment-rotation paths for the x=25mm, y=15mm spacing arrangements are 

shown. Experimental moment capacity was high in comparison with the finite element moment 

capacity, while the general pattern of moment-rotation was similar. Figure A2.2.3 shows the 

moment-rotation paths for the x=25mm, y=50mm spacing arrangement. There was a good 

agreement in this case between `Instron test 2' and the finite element test with peak moments of 

0.45kNm and 0.46kNm respectively. Moment capacity based on the clinch shear resistance in 

equation 5.4 was 0.43kNm. 

The moment-rotation relationship for the x=50mm, y=25mm clinch spacing arrangement is 

shown in Figure A2.2.4. This test also showed agreement between experimental and finite 
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element peak moments with peak moments of 0.50kNm and 0.49kNm respectively and a 

predicted peak moment of 0.52kNm. 

1.0/1.011.0mm thickness arrangement 

Figure A2.3.1 of Appendix 2 shows moment-rotation results of the x=15mm and y=25mm 

spacing arrangement experimental and finite element tests for the 1.0/1.0/1.0mm thickness 

combination and with layer arrangement 1 in Figure 4.15 (b). Applying the interpolated peak 

clinch shear force in equation 5.4 gives 0.14kNm, a similar to value as the experimentally 

measured moment capacity and the finite element test moment capacity of 0.13kNm. In Figure 

A2.3.2 the spacing arrangement of x=25mm and y=15mm was used. Experimentally measured 

moment capacity was 0.14kNm and the peak moment using equation 5.13 was also 0.14kNm. 

Finite element test peak moment was 0. l3kNm. 

Spacing in the moment-rotation test in Figure A2.3.3 was larger at x=25mm and y=50mm and a 

higher experimental moment capacity of 0.25kNm was achieved. The more efficient x=50mm 

and y=25mm spacing arrangement in Figure A2.3.4 yielded an experimental moment capacity of 

0.30kNm. The finite element test in this case reached 0.25kNm applied moment and the 

analytical moment capacity based on the clinch capacity was 0.30kNm. 

1.011.211.0mm thickness arrangement 

Moment-rotation paths for the x=15mm, y=25mm spacing arrangement are shown in Figure 

A2.4.1 of Appendix 2. A moment capacity of 0.18kNm and 0.19kNm was reached in finite 

element and experimental tests respectively. Analytical moment capacity was 0.18kNm. Figure 

A2.3.2 shows similar moment capacities from moment-rotation paths for the x=25mm, y=15mm 

spacing arrangement. 

In Figure A2.4.3 moment-rotation paths for the larger x=25mm, y=50mm spacing arrangement 

are illustrated. A peak moment of 0.30kNm was reached in the experimental and finite element 
tests and in each case overall steel buckling of the c-sections occurred at the peak moment. 
Lateral buckling was allowed in the finite element test by removing the lateral restraint boundary 

condition. The analytical moment capacity in Table 5.4 was also 0.30kNm. 
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In the x=50mm, y=25mm spacing arrangement of Figure A2.4.4,0.39kNm experimental 

moment capacity was reached. This moment was close to the analytical moment capacity of 
0.35kNm in Table 5.4. In the finite element test overall buckling of the unrestrained c-sections 

occurred at the slightly lower peak moment of 0.36kNm. 

5.1.5 Discussion of moment-rotation test results 

Behaviour of clinches in rectangular groups of four has been investigated with experimental and 
finite element methods. Clinch groups have been subjected to concentrated applied moment in 

experimental and finite element tests and have responded to loading with strong rotational 
behaviour, causing the c-sections to buckle in some cases. 

Momentrotation resistance 
A comparison of the experimental and finite element moment capacities against predicted 

moment capacities in Table 5.5 shows that the method of predicting the peak moments is 

effective with a average difference of predicted peak moments from average experimentally 

measured peak moments of 2.9%. 

Finite element analysis 
Moment-rotation responses from the finite element analysis of the clinch groups showed a close 

match with experimental tests in many cases, indicating a realistic connection shear resistance 

model. Where clinch group arrangements used thick sections, buckling and displacement 

occurred at high applied moments in finite element and experimental tests. Finite element 

analysis can be improved on if sections being modelled are confined to the region directly 

around the clinch group, taking away buckling and twisting response of c-sections under high 

applied moments. This will be an effective improvement if the experimental set-up is changed to 

provide the same response. 

Finite element methods are also available in ABAQUS to provide rigid restraint and rigid 
relationships between chosen degrees of freedom between nodes and sets of nodes. Restraints 

and equations can be applied between translational degrees of freedom such as those represented 
by '1,2 and 3' in Figure 5.6, or between rotational degrees of freedom that rotate about the 11,2 

and 3' axes. In this way longitudinal bending of the c-section can be included without buckling 
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behaviour, by restraining a region of nodes representing the wooden block insert in Figure 5.10. 

The wooden stiffening supports can then be applied in all experimental and finite element tests. 

Two finite element tests were carried out, one restrained laterally at points `A' on Figure 5.6 and 

one unrestrained. Figure A2.2.1 shows that the unrestrained finite element model buckled close 

to the peak load while the restrained model continued unbuckled past the peak moment. The 

resistance of the clinch group in resisting applied moment in some tests caused c-sections to 

buckle and displace the lateral restraints. Wooden blocks as shown in Figure 5.10 were fitted 

between flanges of c-sections to prevent buckling where it was could be predicted. 

In the finite element test in Figure A2.1.1 when the lower peak shear resistance of the 90° clinch 

model had been passed, the 0° clinch deformation at the same clinch remained in the elastic 

range until a large enough vertical shear deformation occurred to push the clinch past the 0° 

elastic limit. In the experimental test when the clinch has lost shear resistance in any orientation, 

the connection failed and overall shear resistance was lost. This was evident in the experimental 

curve where a maximum was reached at 0.19kNm and the moment-rotation path turned 

downwards, indicating a loss of moment-rotation resistance. The finite element model after loss 

of resistance in the clinch at 90° continued to give constant resistance from the 0° shear 

resistance in the orthotropic clinch shear resistance model, until that failed after a further small 

rotation of the group. The finite element model can be considered effective in simulating the 

response of the experimental test up to the limit of the clinch shear resistance model, and not 

after that point. 

Experimental test set-up 
The moment-rotation frame was successful in most cases in applying moment to the connection 

group to cause full connection failure. Computer logged load and cross-head test data were 

available at frequent intervals after the tests for processing and analysis. 

Recommendations to prevent twisting and buckling of the c-sections are: 
  Wooden inserts can be used to stiffen the sections against buckling. The wooden inserts can 

be blocks as illustrated in Figure 5.10 or longer wooden box sections to fit along the length of 
the c-sections, and clamped or screwed into position 
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Figure 5.10, Wooden supports between flanges 

  Lateral restraints in Figure 5.9 can be welded into position. The restraint rods should be 

stronger and the c-sections should be folded to fit flush between there 

" Roller and fixed supports in Figure 5.3 can be changed to two roller supports, both of which 

are connected rigidly to the c-sections at two or more points on the line of the support, with a 

nut and bolt screw-down set-up. 

By fabricating a moment-rotation frame to fit onto the base of the Instron testing frame for the 

moment-rotation tests reliable computer generated load-displacement data from the Instron 

control system was available for analysis. 

52 Six clinch cantilever model 

A cantilever finite element model with six mechanical clinches connecting the components was 

used to investigate non-linear behaviour in a clinch group and to monitor effectiveness of the 

group in redistributing forces when one of more clinches in the group fails. The method of 

applying the non-linear clinch shear resistance model in special connection elements is described 

in section 3.2.4. 
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The point load was applied directly above the connection in the moment rotation tests in Section 

5) tö ensure that no direct axial force was sustained by the connection group, only moment. By 

using a cantilever or beam system, direct downward shear force was applied into the connection 

group in addition to in-plane moment. This loading condition is more likely to occur at a 

connection node in a cold-formed steel framing system. 

5.2.1 Cantilever finite element model 

In Figure 5.11 a 1.5mm thick steel post connects at the center with a 1.5mm thick steel cantilever 

beam loaded at the end. The post was fixed at the top and bottom. The connection group was 

formed by six clinches arranged symmetrically and aligned with the long edge of the clinch 

horizontal as shown in Figure 5.13 (a). Spacing in the clinch group was 40mm horizontal and 

70mm vertical. The cantilever length was 600mm and the post width was 120mm. 

Figure 5.11, Clinched cantilever finite element test model 

The horizontal direction stress plot in Figure 5.11 demonstrates that because of the flexible 

nature of thin gauge cold-formed steel, the distribution of the pattern of stress in the material is 

highly irregular. Variation in stress is greatest around the clinches and at the support and 

reaction positions of the components. Variation in stress and stress concentrations often give rise 

to local buckling in cold-formed steel. At the interface region between components where layers 
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of steel are connected with clinches, two or more layers of steel provide increased thickness in 

the layers coupled by the clinches to resist out of plane warping. Variation in direct vertical 

membrane stress in the clinch group resisting moment applied through the cantilever is 

illustrated in Figure 5.14 (a). A pattern of tension and compression points built up in the steel in 

the regions directly above and below the active clinches as moment and downward force was 

applied through the clinch group load path. 

The cantilever applied less downward force and greater moment into the connection group in 

comparison with the H-frame beam set-up in Section 5.3. The beam restrained rotation at the 

end connections while the cantilever allowed free rotation. In the cantilever the end force was 

transferred in a load path through the horizontal c-section and the mechanical clinches into the 

post, which has fixed reactions at the ends. The cantilever clinch group will fail under applied 

moment more easily in comparison with the H-fame set-up - leverage forces in the clinches 

arising from moments in the cantilever model were high in comparison with direct downward 

loading forces reacted by bending along the length of the beam in the H-frame. This ensures the 

clinches in the cantilever test model displace far enough to yield in the ABAQUS clinch shear 

resistance model, shown in Figure 5.13. 

5.2.2 Analysis of the six clinch group 
Figure 5.14 shows the non-linear relationship between applied downward load at the end of the 

cantilever and the rotation of the cantilever arm. Initially the clinches were stretched in the 

elastic range and the downward force was greatest on the two clinches closest to the end point 
load. As the end load was increased the peak 90° clinch force-displacement is passed (Figure 

5.12), this was where the peak moment of 0.67kNm was reached. Rotation increased to 0.065 

radians, where the 0° clinch shear capacity was passed in the two clinches closest to the end load 

and unloading by the non-linear Rik's algorithm was started. 
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Figure 5.12, ABAQUS clinch shear resistance model 
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(displacement x 10) 

figure 5.13, Cantilever clinch group 

A shift in the center of rotation of the clinch group occurred (Figure 5.13 (b)) and the clinch 

group now sustained an applied moment of 0.43kNm (Phase 2 in Figure 5.14), resisted by the 

four clinches to the left of the group. Rotation continued until the two centrally positioned 

clinches failed at an estimated moment of 0.16kNm, phase 3 in Table 5.5. 
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Figure 5.14, Six clinch group finite element moment-rotation paths 

Clinch Spacing Lever Angle Thickness Press-join Number of Moment 

group phase x y arm theta punch die peak load press-joins capacity 

Phase 1 
Phase 2 
Phase 3 

80 
40 
0 

70 
70 
70 

53.2 
40.3 
35.0 

41.2 
60.3 
90.0 

1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

2.92 
2.68 
2.29 

4 
4 
2 

0.6 
0.43 
0.16 

Table 5.5, Six clinch group analytical moment capacities 

The moment capacity of the clinch group was estimated using the clinch peak force method 

outlined in section 5.1.3. The first two clinch group moments in Table 5.5 correspond to four 

outer and two inner clinches in the six clinch group cantilever test set-up. Moments can be 

added to give a total predicted moment capacity of 0.78kNm for the first phase of rotation. This 

is high in comparison with the finite element test moment capacity. The effect of the downward 

force from the end load acting at 0° through the clinches can also be taken into account as a 

reducing influence on the analytical calculation. Predicted moment capacity in the clinch group 

can also be read as 0.62kNm in comparison with the finite element moment of 0.67kNm as the 
two central clinches being closer to the center of rotation had a less significant effect in resisting 

moment in comparison with the four corner clinches. The third moment of 0.43kNm in Table 

0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 
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5.5 was the moment sustained by lour clinches remaining when the two clinches nearest to the 

end load had failed. After this point the center of rotation shitted and momcnt was redistributed 

to the lour clinches to the left of the group. This analytical moment capacity was close to the 

finite element test peak moment of O. 44kNm in Figure 5.14. 

5.3 Clinched H-frame full-scale tests 

In [ 16 and 621 Davies et. al. describe a set of full scale experimental tests on cold-fornmed steel 

I1-frames connected with clinch groups. Davies explains in 1101 how the Il-frame tests were 

Carried Out to investigate the cl'fcct of end fixity of clinch connections in a simple full-scale 

Structure. 

Figure 5.15, Davies' H-frame test set-up 

A horizontal c-section 8Onim weh depth and 40mm flange width, I. 58mm in thickness spanning 

3.27ni was clinched at the ends onto two upright 300 x IOOmm I. 5 mm thick c-sections as 

, huwn iii Figure 5.15. Load was applied equally at two third points along the beam. Clinches 

were applied with the long edge vertically aligned - the direction of the applied vertical load was 
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parallel to the long edge of the clinch. Three test cases with different end connection details 

were considered as illustrated in Figure 5.16: 

(a) Pinned with a single bolt allowing free rotation 
(b) 4 vertically aligned clinches in a square spacing arrangement 

(c) 8 vertically aligned clinches in two horizontal rows with four clinches in each row 

25 

on " 25 u0 

20.5 13 20.5 

25 t onaa 
nnan 

(a) Pinned (b) 4 clinches (c) 8 clinches 

Figure 5.16, Davies' H-frame connection spacing arrangements (mm) 

5.3.1 H-frame finite element model 

In this work ABAQUS finite element simulations of Davies' H-frame experimental tests were 

carried out to give an additional analytical examination of the structural behaviour observed in 

the H-frame tests, with emphasis on the influence of the clinch resistance characteristics on 

overall modes of deflection and failure. With a similar method described in the cantilever tests 

in the previous section and also described in section 3.2.4, the clinch shear resistance model was 
introduced to the cantilever finite element tests. Shear resistance characteristics from the 

1.5/1.5mm clinch thickness combination in Figure 5.12 were scaled up by a factor of 1.05 to be 

consistent with Davies' 1.58/1.58mm clinch thickness arrangement. The orthotropic clinch shear 

resistance model was rotated through 90° as clinches were applied in the 11-frame tests at 90° to 

the orientation in the cantilever tests. 

ABAQUS shell elements with 8 nodes were used to model c-sections, the element types are 
described in section 3.2.2. A yield stress of 300N/mm2 from Davies' material tests was applied 
in the shell elements. End posts were relatively stiff in the experimental tests. As no warping of 
the end posts was reported by Davies in (16], only the rectangular section of the post around the 
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clinch group was modelled. The rectangular outline of this section was restrained by reducing 

all rotations and displacements to a single control node. The control node was restrained against 
in-plane rotation, out of plane rotation and vertical deflection giving a fixed support effect. The 

steel within the rectangle was free to strain in the plane of the rectangle, allowing deformation of 
the steel in the post adjacent to the clinches in the clinch group. 

Point loading in the finite element tests was applied as a surface pressure over a 50mm x 40mm 

patch on the top flange of the beam c-section to avoid local stress concentrations that could arise 
if the load was lumped onto a single node. Central symmetry was applied in the finite element 

models at mid-span. 

5.3.2 Analysis of H-frame test results 

In [16] Davies reported all H-frame beam tests ending by local buckling failure of the beam 

section under a point load. Davies' observed modes of failure were supported by load cell and 

strain gauge measurements. Davies' load deflection measurements are plotted in Figure 5.17 

with the finite element test results from this work. In Figure 5.17 linear elastic response to 
loading in the experimental tests up to 3.69kN for the 4 clinch model and 4.25kN for the 8 clinch 

model was distorted at higher loads by local buckling under the point loads. Beams lost stiffness 

after local buckling occurs. Elastic mid-span deflection stiffness in the pinned model was 

approximately 7.24kN/mm while in the clinched models it was increased to 9.57kN/mm for 4 

and 8 clinch models, an increase from the pinned condition of 32%. In Davies work failure or 

shear deformation in the clinches were not observed. 
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Figure 5.17, H-frame load-deflection paths 

Figure 5.17 shows load-deflection paths for the H-frame finite element tests, with similar 

stiffness gradients to the experimentally measured results. In the pinned test torsional warping in 

the beam increased stiffness at higher loads. In the clinched models a small decrease in stiffness 
in the elastic range at higher applied loads was observed. The yield stress of 300N/mm2 was 

reached in the flanges of the beam at approximately 4.25kN in the pinned and 4 clinch models 

and at 4.75 in the 8 clinch model, causing the beams to twist and loose shear resistance. Figure 

5.18 shows the distribution of longitudinal bending stress in the beam at this point in the 4 clinch 

model. Tension in the bottom flange and compression in the top flange at the center are both 

approximately 300N/mm2. 
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Figure 5.19 shows Von Mises' stress. Von Mises stress was used by ABAQUS to initiate yield 
in the material - the top and bottom flanges at the center in Figure 5.19 have reached the yield 

value of 300N/mm2. Von Mises' stress in the steel around the clinch group was approximately 

200N/mm2. The maximum force in the clinch connection elements reached a maximum of 0.56 

times the potential 90° peak force in the 4 clinch model and 0.35 times the potential 90° peak 

force in the 8 clinch model. 

Figure 5.18, H-frame direct horizontal stress (N/mm2) 

Figure 5.19, H"frame Von Mises' stress (N/mm2) 
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The IOIIowiiig equation is used in [62] to establish the experimental c-section bending moments 

at the connection and mid-span strain gauge positions: 
M ýýý I" E13) / 2) FZ 

where: 

M is the section bending moment 

EI is the strain in the section top fibre 

(: i, is the strain in the section bottom fibre 

is the modulus oof elasticily in the steel (220(iI'a) 

is the section elastic modulus (5675 11,111 experimentally measured value) ` 

Assuming a lülly plastic condition in the clinch groups at the supports the l iilure loads ol'the test 

hcams listed in Table 5.6 were predicted by observations ol' load-rotation relationships I'rom the 

evI)CFII1 cntal tests: 

Total internal work 1.5 0 (Mj } Ms) 

futal external work - I. 5 P I. 117 0 

Iý: xtcrnal work -- Internal work: 1.5 0 (Mj + Mý) 1.5 P I. 117 0 

II (M, I M.., ý) /l .1 17 

where: 
M., was the moment capacity of the clinch group 

NT, was the moment capacity of the c-section 

1' was the force from one loading ram, the total load was 2P 

Tset Moment capacity Failure load 

Clinch (JL00p C-section Finite element Experimental Predicted 

(kNm) (kNm) (kN) (kN) (kN) 

- Ii clingy hi :, 0.550 
0. `, 50 

1.71 
1 . 71 

4. ". 
1.. " 

1.01 
d. 4., 

1. ) ) 
1. Ott 

Table 5.6, Results of analysis in [62] extended with finite element failure loads from this work 

5.4 Chapter summary and conclusions 

The moment-rotation resistance of groups of tour clincIhes in lour dificrcnt spacing arrangements 

and in fiºur different combinations of' steel thicknesses was investigated. Clinch groups in three 

layers of steel were investigated for the first timt. Fxperimental tests were carried out by 
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fabricating a moment-rotation testing frame and attaching it to the base of the Instron testing 

frame. The downward force of the Instron loading ram was used to apply moment to the clinch 

group. Finite element tests modelling the experimental set-up were carried out using the finite 

element program ABAQUS. A method for predicting the moment capacity of clinch group 

connections based on the shear capacity of the individual clinches was developed and applied. 

In the experimental moment-rotation tests in section 5.1 buckling of the cold-formed steel c- 

sections was observed in tests where the moment capacity of the clinch group was greater than 

the moment capacity of the c-sections. This occurred when the spacing of the mechanical 

clinches was large and when 2mm thick steel was used in the c-sections. Lateral deformation of 

vertical lateral restraining supports allowed the c-sections to twist out of plane. With adjustment 

of the boundary conditions to allow lateral displacement buckling also occurred in the finite 

element moment-rotation tests. Applying the non-linear orthotropic clinch stiffness in the finite 

element model gave the moment resistance in the clinch group required to cause buckling in the 

c-sections. 

The cantilever six clinch moment-rotation model in Section 5.2 was the only model in the 

research with no experimental counterpart. The pattern of stress caused by in-plane steel 

straining in the region of steel around the mechanical clinches was analysed. Buckling of the 

sections did not occur as the concentrated moment applied to the clinch group through free 

rotation of the cantilever against the fixed post caused failure of the clinch group before failure 

of the chord sections through buckling. 

A finite element cantilever model connected with six clinches was developed to investigate non- 
linear behaviour of the clinch group under axial force and bending moment. Non-linear 

orthotropic shear resistance characteristics of the clinches at 0° and 90° were applied at clinch 
locations. Two stages of moment resistance were observed. In the first stage the six clinches 

resisted moment. In the second stage the two most heavily loaded clinches failed and 

redistribution of stresses to the remaining four clinches occurred, shifting the center of rotation 
of the clinch group and sustaining a reduced moment with increasing rotation of the clinch 
group. 
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Full-scale clinched H-frame tests carried out by Davies et. al. [16,62] were simulated in 

ABAQUS finite element tests. In the finite element tests a horizontal beam c-section was 

modelled with shell elements and clinches were applied in groups at the end connections. A 

non-linear clinch stiffness model was applied to the individual clinches to allow the possibility of 

failure at the connections. In Davies' experimental tests the mode of failure of the H-frame 

beams was buckling of the beam flanges. This was also the mode of failure observed in the 

finite element tests. 

Analysis of the experimental test results and comparison with the finite element and theoretical 

moment predictions allowed the following conclusions to be developed: 

1. Significant moment resistance can be developed at clinch groups in cold-formed steel. In 5 

out of 32 test where the combined thickness of clinched steel was high, the moment 

resistance of the four clinches was high in comparison with the moment resistance of the 

insufficiently laterally restrained c-sections and the c-sections warped and failed. These gave 

a semi-rigid moment-rotation response and were interpreted as ̀ Joints in Rigid Construction' 

as described in BS5950 Part 5 [7] Section 8.1.4. Connection groups that failed before the c- 

sections buckled behaved as ̀ Joints in Rigid Construction', discussed in BS5950 Part 5 [7] 

Section 8.1.5. 

2. Arranging the clinches in a group with the spacing parallel to the long edge of the clinches 

greater than the spacing perpendicular to the long edge of the clinches gives the most 

efficient use of the clinch orthotropic shear resistance characteristics under in-plane moment 
loading. 

3. Using the non-linear orthotropic 0° and 90° shear resistance characteristics of a single clinch 

to create special clinch connection elements in a finite element model allows clinches to be 

modelled effectively in non-linear finite element tests. 

4. Shear capacity of a single clinch can be used to obtain the analytical moment capacity of a 

clinch group. The direction of forces in the clinch group was resolved giving a lever arm 
distance from the center of rotation to the center of each clinch. The direction of force 

applied to the clinch in the clinch group was used to establish the clinch shear capacity based 

on linear interpolation between 0° and 90° shear capacities. Shear capacities of the clinches 

were then multiplied by lever arm distances to give an analytical clinch group moment 
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capacity. Analytical and finite element peak moment predictions in Table 5.4 were closely 

matched. 
5. The average difference of analytical moment capacities from experimentally measured 

moment capacities over the 16 moment rotation tests was 5.8%. 

6. Comparison of Davies' experimental clinch group test results in Table 5.1 and the current 

experimental test results in Table 5.2 showed an average difference of 1.2% with a standard 

deviation of 17%. The smaller spacing arrangement of 15 x 25mm and 25 x 15mm gave 

higher moment capacities in the current work in comparison with Davies' past results. 

7. Providing adequate lateral restraint to the c-sections in the experimental tests is necessary to 

obtain consistent moment capacities in the clinch groups. Lateral displacement, torsional 

warping and steel buckling distorted experimental test results in a small number of tests. 

When the restraint provided in the experimental test was applied to the finite element models 

buckling also occurred in the finite element tests. 

8. When one or more clinches in a clinch group fail, the remaining clinches continue to resist a 

reduced moment after a shift in the center of rotation of the clinch group. 

9. In the analysis of Davies' full scale H-frame tests, failure in full-scale cold-formed steel 

components connected with clinch groups was governed by limits of buckling in the H-frame 

crossbeam. Clinch connection groups in Davies' tests provided an increase in elastic mid- 

span deflection stiffness of 32% in comparison with the H-frame with pin bolted end 

connections. Analysis of the forces in the clinches in the ABAQUS finite element tests 

showed that clinches were at a maximum of 0.56 times the full shear capacity when the 

crossbeam buckled. Current Finite element failure load test results in Table 5.6 showed a 

close correlation with past predicted and experimentally measured failure loads. 
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6 FULL SCALE TRUSS TESTS 
Following from the investigation of the shear deformation characteristics of mechanical clinches 
in Chapter 4 and the analysis of groups of mechanical clinches in Chapter 5, the influence of 

clinch shear resistance characteristics on the structural behaviour of full-scale trusses is 

investigated in this chapter by experimental and numerical methods. 
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Figure 6.1, Full scale test set-up 
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In [ 16] Davies carried out full-scale loading tests on pitched chord roof trusses up to 6.3m in 
length with pitch angles of between 300 and 45°, connected with groups of mechanical clinches. 
Components of the roof trusses were c-sections in the outer chords and z-sections in the internal 

members. Load, strain and deflection were recorded during the tests. Failure modes reported by 
Davies included: 

" Buckling of the eves connection by twisting 
" Local buckling of z-section compression flange under point loads 

" Buckling of chord members with secondary rotational joint failure 

' Shear failure of joints 
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Davies reported shear failure at the apex joint of the roof truss. As the trusses were tested the 

truss arrangement was modified by removing the internal components. Modifications were 

carried out to encourage in-plane moment in the corner clinch groups and to reduce the number 

of load paths within the structure, giving greater certainty to estimate of axial force and bending 

moment in the chords and corner connections. 

The apex detail in Davies' roof truss tests was a plate connecting the z-sections of the pitched 

chord with approximately 20 clinches on either side. Identifying the state of force in the clinches 

was made difficult by the pitched chords butting together in compression, partly relieving the 

clinch bearing load. The large group of clinches also built up a moment in the apex plate under 

concentrated applied moment and distortion of the plate around the clinches occurred. Pitched 

chords were reinforced by clinching a second z-section on to the existing members. 

Davies reported difficulty in measuring large non-linear deflections. Trusses typically failed by 

buckling of pitched chords under point loads, with gusset plates connecting chords with clinches 
buckling rather than the actual clinches in the group failing. Member failures occurred with as 

few as four clinches in the apex plate. A capacity increase of 38% was reported using clinch 

groups in place of pinned bolt connections, the increase in strength arising from increased 

moment capacity in the corner joints. Downward applied loads in a triangular pitched chord 

truss in Davies thesis [16] were effectively resisted by the triangular form, giving the truss 

system little flexibility to induce failure in connections between components. Davies approach 

was to encourage bending in the pitched chords and corner connections by removing the internal 

components. 

Following from Davies research, the truss type in this research was changed from pitched chord 

to parallel chord. Slender parallel chords in truss beam tests were stiff in comparison with 
internal short struts and diagonal ties. While there was enough longitudinal beam bending 

flexibility to induce failure at the clinch connection nodes, deflections were not high enough to 

transfer significant in-plane bending between chords and internal members through one, two or 
three clinches in series. This allowed the force in the clinches to be resolved and analysed using 
the test data from the strain gauges on the internal members. Using a small number of clinches 

at each connection node also encouraged failure of the clinches and gave greater certainty to the 

estimate of force in each clinch. 
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Parallel chord tests were carried out to establish how clinch shear resistance influenced: 

  Elastic response 

  Failure mode 

  Peak load 

  Flexure 

  Buckling behaviour 

  Distribution of forces within the truss 

And how clinch failure mode changed with: 

  Number of mechanical clinches in a connection node 

  Thickness of steel being connected 

  Local buckling 

10 lattice type truss beams up to 6m in length were tested, each fabricated from cold-formed 

steel sections and connected with clinching. Clinches were used to connect tension ties and 

compression struts to top and bottom chords. Trusses were placed in a reaction frame with 

lateral restraints and loaded equally from a central loading ram through a spreader beam to two 

points as shown in Figure 6.1. Strain gauges were attached to the truss at twelve positions, 

allowing force in the clinches and the bending moment and axial force in truss chords to be 

determined. 

Finite element tests simulating the experimental tests were carried out using the program 

ABAQUS. In 2D plane-frame finite element tests the clinch shear resistance model established 
in Chapter 4 is simplified and applied at the connection nodes. 3D shell element buckling finite 

element tests were carried out to establish the buckling limits of axial force and bending moment 
in the chord sections. 

6.1 Truss experimental tests 

The focus of investigation was the effect of clinch shear resistance on the structural behaviour of 

each truss. The trusses were loaded at two points along their length to the point of either failure 

of the clinch connections or buckling of the cold-formed steel components. Table 6.1 gives a 
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Summary of the experimental and finite clement läilure loads. Table 6.2 gives the modes of 

failure I'or the 10 truss tests. 

Truss 

number 

Length Number of 
clinches 

Clinch layer 

arrangement 

Experimental 
failure load 

Finite 

element 
failure load 

(m) (mm) (kN) (kN) 
'l. tt /1 

. 
0/1. ', 

I .. 
' 11 

. 
0/l 

.. ' .. 
1 .1 1. /1.0/I. I . 

1 .: 
/1.2/1... . 

,. ý 1. -/1.2/1. ' 
/1.0/l. 'ý 

lu I.. '/1.2/1.. "" ý. 

Table 6.1, Truss test peak loads 

Truss 
Number 

Mode of Failure 

:; t I lit 1>ný I: l iH 

1, ', i iI ure caused by flawed of i iwh dt (, i iI 
'l'op chord end span buckling 
Press-join failure 

Top chord end span 1) 1kIi it 
Press-join failure 

l Press-join failure 
Press-join failure / Mick 1i ti(I 
Centre span buckling 

1(i Press-join failure 

Table 6.2, Truss modes of failure 
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Truss 
Beam 

Number 

Length Chord 
Thickness 

Diagonal Tie 
Thickness 

Vertical 
Strut 

Thickness 

Number of 
Clinches / 
Connection 

Chord 
Joint 

(m) (mn) (mot) (mn) 
1 4.8 1.5 1.0 1.0 3 Splice 

2 5.2 1.5 1.0 1.0 2 Splice 

3 6.0 1.2 1.0 1.0 1 Weld 

4 6.0 1.5 1.0 1.0 3 Weld 

5 6.0 1.2 1.2 1.2 3 Weld 

6 6.0 1.2 1.2 1.2 1 Weld 

7 6.0 1.5 1.0 1.0 1 Weld 

8 6.0 1.5 1.0 1.0 2 Weld 

9 3.0 1.2 1.0 1.0 1 None 
10 3.0 1.2 1.2 1.0 1 None 

Table 6.3, Truss steel thickness and number of clinches 

Figure 6.2, Truss end detail 

In the truss tests it was important to provide adequate lateral and torsional restraints to the top 

and bottom chord members. In cases where there were three clinches applied at each connection 

node, trusses buckled at the chord or strut members. Where there were two clinches at 

connection nodes, truss strength was approximately balanced between clinch shear resistance and 
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buckling resistance. Additional restraint mechanisms and restraint positions were added to the 

test rig as more beams were tested. 

JLIMIW AM= to 0 

" 

Figure 6.3, Structural failure at a clinch connection node 

6.1.1 Truss general arrangements 

Two folded steel sections 0.4m apart formed parallel chords in the trusses as illustrated in Figure 

A3.0.1. Vertical z-section compression struts were clinched beneath the points of loading and at 

the end reactions. Struts were also positioned at horizontal intervals similar in length to the 

depth of the truss, between positions of loading and end reactions. Flat diagonal tension ties 

were clinched between compression struts to resist shear in the beam and to effect a moment 

lever arm between the top and bottom chords. Vertical struts in the zero shear span between 

points of loading were nominal strut members required to keep the top and bottom chords from 

separating vertically. No diagonals were required in the central span. Specifications for each 

truss are listed in Table 6.3. 

The form of the components in each mechanical clinched truss was determined by a need for a 

structural capacity to meet a loading demand. Shear resistance of clinching affected the capacity 
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of the trusses against the loading demand. Understanding of the influence of the mechanical 

clinches in the trusses was gained by making the shear resistance of the clinch connections 

variable between trusses. 

Demand 

Allowable loading demand on a cold-formed steel structure in a building application is 

determined by a pattern of live and dead loads factored to a magnitude that provides a level of 

safety and performance. In the experimental truss tests: 

  The magnitude of loading demand was predicted by finite element tests and met the clinch 

capacity and buckling capacity of the truss 

  One central point load or two equal point loads applied vertically downward on a simply 

supported beam framework represented the pattern of loading demand. Applied to a simply 

supported long-span lattice truss, the pattern of loading influenced deflection flexibility of 

the trusses 

Capacity 

The strength capacity of a cold-formed steel frame is in the shear resistance capacity of the 

connections, resistance of the material and resistance in buckling. Two parameters in the truss 

configurations were varied to influence the shear resistance capacity of each truss: 

  Number of clinches at each connection node 

  Thickness of steel parts - this affected shear resistance characteristics of clinching in addition 

to elastic and buckling strength of the components 

By changing these two variables in the full-scale tests, the factor governing failure capacity of 

the truss was controlled between clinch failure and buckling. The number of mechanical 

clinches at each connection node proportionally affected elastic stiffness and peak load at the 

connection node as illustrated in Figure A3.0.8. Thickness of steel being connected, strength of 

the steel being connected, number of layers of steel and orientation of applied load affected the 

shear resistance of each clinch in the connection nodes. Clinches connected internal struts and 

ties to chords, the two outer layers were the chord webs and the inner layer was the strut or tie. 

The inner layer reacted against the outer layers giving a shear force in the connection. All 

clinches in full-scale tests were applied at 0° to applied loads and the direction of applied load 
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was determined by orientation of the internal part being connected, diagonal tie or vertical strut. 
Clinch elastic stiffness at connection nodes directly contributed to elastic mid-span deflection of 
the truss. 

Steel buckling affected clinch behaviour. When buckling was initiated the stiffness of the 

components in the truss changed. Forces were redistributed to meet the loading demand and 

connection forces were increased or decreased at connections. Local buckling capacity was 

greatly affected by thickness of steel - thin flat parts buckled under compression if the width to 

thickness ratio was high. If lengths between lateral and torsional restraint in the chords were too 

great lateral and torsional buckling determined failure capacity of the truss. Truss buckling 

capacity was also affected by elastic stiffness. When truss elastic deflection was high local 

buckling and geometric warping were induced, this effect was greatest in compression 

components. 
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Figure 6.4, Truss fabrication 

Chords 

Bench mounted and a ceiling mounted clinching tools were used to connect chords to internal 

components of the trusses and pop rivets were applied in non-load bearing positions on the ends 

of the vertical struts, as illustrated in, 6.8 to strengthen the compression strut end bearing. 

The general arrangement of horizontal chords for trusses 1 to 8 was similar - two chord members 

were positioned back to back and clinched with tie and strut flat components between them as 

shown in Figure 6.5 (a). This was carried out for top and bottom chords, using four half chord 
sections in two chords for each truss. For trusses 1 to 8 the top and bottom double chord pairs 
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were positioned in an upright `T' arrangement to resist longitudinal bending. In trusses 9 and I() 

the top chord is arranged in an upright "I� shape while the bottom chord is oriented in an 

inverted `T' shape as shown in Figure 6.5 (h). 

Vertical 

compression 
strut 

D iacgona 1 

t. eh$10n 

tie 

a) Trusses 
1 to 8 

40OnLrn 

b) Trusses 
9 and 10 

Figure 6.5, Truss Beam cross sections 

An automated guillotine machine with a cutting length range of 2m was used to cut the cold- 

tormctl steel chord and internal member components Im the trusses I and 2. A hand operated 

cold-Irried steel 1i0lcling machine was used to bid top and bottom chord sections. Chord 

sections in trusses 3 to 10 were folded From flat sections in 2m lengths and but welded into bm 

lengths by Metsec PLC. 

Struts and tie ends were Clinched between chord webs in a triple layer arrangement in the trusses. 

"Triple layer clinches also had the function of' connecting the two chord parts back to hack along 

the length of' the chords. The maximum distance between triple layer mechanical clinches was 

319mn1 between end subparts and load points and 379nn between load points as shown in 

Figure A3. O. 1.13S5950-5 [7] Section 8.6.2 gives the maximum pitch liar connections in two 

channels connected to 1,61-111 an I-section. For members in Compression and members in Ilexure: 

s_ 5Or, y 
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where: 

s is the spacing between connections along the length of the compound member 

ry is the minimum radius of gyration of one channel 

The minimum radius of gyration of a half-chord in Table 6.4, rcy, was 11.5mm and 50% is equal 

to 575mm. The maximum applied spacing of 379mm was less than 50rýy and separation of half- 

chord parts was not observed in the experimental tests. Longitudinal shear force 

70 

35 10 

11 

65 50 

11 

a) Chord b) Strut c) Tie 

Figure 6.6, Truss component cross-section dimensions (mm) 
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Figure 6.7, Truss component section geometries 

c) Tie 

Truss beam Component Cross Depth to Depth to Y X-X moment Y-Y moment X-X radius Y-Y radius 
component thickness section X-X Y elastic of inertia of inertia of of 

area elastic neutral gyration gyration 
neutral axis 
axis 

t A y I= I r, r 
(mm) (mm ) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) 

Compound 1.2 304.8 29.8 B/2 198256 71729 25.5 15.3 
chord 1.5 381.0 26.6 B/2 241594 87007 25.2 15.1 
Half 1.2 152.4 D/2 8.3 99128 23288 25.5 12.4 
chord 1.5 190.5 D/2 8.2 120797 25365 25.2 11.5 
Strut 1.0 85.0 D/2 B/2 44012 583 22.8 2.6 

1.2 127.5 D/2 B/2 52815 700 20.4 2.3 
Tie 1.0 50.0 

1.2 60.0 

Table 6.4, Truss component elastic section properties 
Truss beam Component X-X Depth to Plastic 

component thickness plastic plastic moment 
section neutral capacity 
modulus axis 

8, 
(mm) (MM 3) (mm) (kNm) 

Compound 1.2 6819 17.5 1.96 
chord 1.5 8431 17.5 2.42 

Table 6.5, Truss chord plastic section properties 
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In section 8.6.2 in BS5950 Part 5 [7], connections between half-chords in compound members in 

compression must be able to resist the longitudinal shear force between half-chords arising from 

lateral curvature of: 

Fs = 0.25Q(s/ray) 

where `Q' is not less than 2.5% of the design axial force. In Section 6.4, `Analysis of test 

results' in this work this design requirement was analysed in Trusses 6 and 8 and it was shown 

that longitudinal shear in the chords at the level of Fs will have influenced the capacity of clinch 

connections. 

Ties 

All diagonal tie members were flat plates, 50 mm in width and were arranged and clinched as 

shown in the truss general arrangement and dimensions drawing in Figure A3.0.1 of Appendix 3. 

As diagonal ties were designed to resist tension only in the experimental tests they had no 

stiffening return details. 

Struts 

Vertical compression struts for trusses 1 to 8 were Z-sections, fabricated from flat plate members 
85mm in width. Dimensions of Z-section were 10mm flange length and 65mm web length 

(Figure 6.6). In trusses I to 8, one Z-section was positioned centrally at each compression strut 
location. There was a length of approximately 50mm at either end of the compression strut 

where flanges were not bent into a Z-section (Figure 6.28). This allowed compression struts to 

be connected to top and bottom chords by forming the central layer of three steel layers, with the 

two outer chord components forming the out layers in a triple layer arrangement at each 

connection location. 
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Figure 6.8, Connection of top chord to internal members 

a0 

Trusses 9 and 10 used a different compression strut arrangement with two C-sections positioned 

at the outside of the chord flanges, as illustrated in Figure 6.5, in place of one central 

compression component. As the top and bottom chord members of trusses 9 and 10 were 

oriented differently, it was possible to arrange the C-section compression struts of trusses 9 and 

10 to sit in the flanges of the chord members and to clinch them onto the chord flanges. 

Splice details 

Chord sections of trusses I and 2 were fabricated from lengths of 2m chord section spliced to 

give full transfer of moment and axial force across the splice. The splice was made from an 
inner sleeve 400mm in length, slightly smaller than the inside surface of the chord profile in the 

trusses, placed inside the two sections to be joined and secured in place. The splice in truss 1 

was secured with bolts. Splice details in truss 2 used arrangements of 16 clinches, as shown in 

Figure 6.9. Chord sections used in trusses 3 to 10 arrived in 6m pre-formed and welded sections, 

splicing was not required. 
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mm 

Figure 6.9, Truss 2 bottom chord clinch splice detail 

6.1.2 The testing frame 

The testing frame was constructed from hot rolled `I' and ̀ C' sections as shown in Figure 6.11, 

the testing frame had far greater stiffness in comparison with the cold-formed steel trusses being 

tested. Rigid uprights forming reaction positions for the trusses allowed trusses to be raised to 

suit varying depths. Internal uprights at the loading and central positions allowed lateral 

restraints to be applied between supports. 

6.1.3 End bearings 

The ends of all trusses were positioned on rocker type plates as illustrated in Figure 6.10. Steel 

rocker plates were positioned directly beneath the central axis of the end vertical struts at the end 

supports of each truss providing a simple support. 
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Rorker. Plate 

Testing Frame 

Figure 6.10, End bearing arrangement 

6.1.4 Lateral restraints 

The trusses were slender cull-1 rmed steel lubricated structures, buckling between lateral 

restraints under concentrated compression und bending in the components, if an unrestrained 

length was too great. The provision of lateral restraints was critical in the testing arrangement 

and iiI particular liar the longest trusses 2 to 8,6m in length. 

Lateral restraint was provided by securing specially cut blocks of wood, Figure 6.12, to the 

upright parts of the testing rig, at positions along the length of'tlhe trusses, Figure 0. I I. Two 01' 

the lateral restraint positions were at the end supports. Approximately I mm clearance was leFt 

between the lateral restraints and the chords of the trusses to allow free vertical deflection. The 

effect of friction between the lateral restraints and the chords of the trusses was neglected in the 

analysis Of the truss tests, as it could not be considered significant in comparison with the high 

loads applied in testing the beams. 
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Figure 6.11, Positions of lateral restraint 

Trusses 1 and 2 had lateral restraint at the end uprights and on the upper chords at the loading 

positions shown in Figure A3.0.4 of Appendix 3. Trusses 3,4,5 and 6 had lateral restraint at the 

end uprights and on the upper and lower chords at the loading position, also shown in Figure 

A3.0.4. Trusses 7 to 10 had lateral buckling restraints provided at the end points, the loading 

points and the truss center position to both the upper and lower chords. 
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Figure 6.12, Lateral restraints and loading blocks 

6.1.5 Torsional restraint 

The top chords of trusses 7 to 10 were restrained at the ends, load points and central positions 

against rotation about the long axis of the chord. Torsional restraint was achieved by inserting 

two blocks to fit under the flanges of the chord, fitting squarely against the vertical lateral 

restraints, as shown in Figure 6.13. Torsional restraint was also provided to the central and 
loading positions of the bottom chord of trusses 9 and 10 as shown in Figure A3.0.5 of Appendix 

3. 
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Figure 6.13, Torsional restraint mechanism 

6.1.6 Deflection measurement 

Central dellectiun <ol the bottom chord was measured with it mechanical dial gauge to an 

accuracy 01,0.0 1111111 and was recorded with the simultaneous load cell reading. 

6.1.7 Data logging system 

Strain and load readings were recorded at 2 second intervals toi a Squirrel IGUO data logger. 

Alter each test logged data was transferred from the data recorder to a PC computer For 

processing and analysis. 

6.1.8 Strain measurement 

Strain nicasurements were taken at 12 points on the tiººrlace of the heats when testing trusses 3 

to IO. Figure 6.14 shows strain gauges on the Surfare ui' the end span (, I'truss ti. 
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Figure 6.14, Strain gauge application 

Strain measurement locations 

Positions of strain measurement were chosen to allow axial strain and bending moment data to 

be recorded in the top and bottom chord members and also to record axial straining and buckling 

of the internal members. Locations of each strain measurement point are illustrated in Figure 

A3.0.2 in Appendix 3. Strain measurement points 1 and 2 are located at the center of the left end 
diagonal, on either side of the flat plate. Points 3 and 4 are at corresponding positions on the 

right end diagonal tie. Strain measurement points 5 and 6 were located at either side of the 

center of the second right end vertical compression strut. Strain gauges 9 and 10 were located at 

the bottom and top surfaces respectively of the top chord to allow bending strains at the outer 
fibers of the chords to be recorded. Gauges 11 and 12 were located at the bottom and top 

surfaces respectively of the bottom chord of each truss. 

Type of strain gauge 

The 120) resistance strain gauges used were 3mm in length, type FLA-3-11 manufactured by 

the Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co. Ltd. The gauge factor specified by the manufacturers was 2.14 

±1 %. The manufacturers also specified a 0.0% transverse sensitivity and 11 x 10-6/°C temperature 

compensation. The effect of temperature compensation was not great enough to have any 
influence on strain divisions greater than 0.001%. 
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Strain gauge application 

The steel surface area where the strain gauge was to be applied was brushed with fine sandpaper 

and cleaned with white spirit before strain gauges were glued to the surface with cyanoacrylate 

adhesive. 

Processing voltage to strain readings 

The following formula was used to convert voltage output readings from the strain gauges to 

strain: 

4Ae £ KE 

Where: 

c= Strain 

Ac = Differential voltage reading 
K= Gauge factor from manufacturer = 2.14 
E= Exciting voltage = 2.4v 

This formula was taken from the strain gauge manufacturer's product literature. As raw data 

from strain gauges was in voltage output it was necessary to calculate the differential voltage on 

a spreadsheet and multiply it by 0.7788 or (4 /Kx E), to produce strain data. The strain data was 

processed to provide force and moment data for analysis. 

Strain gauge verification 

The accuracy of the strain gauges and the value given by the manufacturers for the gauge factor 

were verified against the Instron tensile testing machine. Strips of steel 50mm x 250mm, similar 
in dimensions to those used in the material tensile tests were prepared with one strain gauge 

attached to either side of the center point of the steel strip. Steel samples were then positioned in 

the Instron testing frame and the 100mm gauge length extensometer was attached to the sample, 

straddling the strain gauges. This arrangement allowed straining of one piece of steel to be 

measured with two strain gauges and with one Instron extensometer simultaneously. 

The Squirrel data logging system was placed beside the Instron testing machine to allow 

comparison to be made between the three strain readings. The load on the samples was applied 
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over several cycles between zero and 50% of li)rce to cause yield in the sample. Readings from 

the three sources were taken by hand. 

Initially the cycle rate was too fast and this caused the time of the readings taken fron the Instron 

to be a short time before the strain readings taken from the Squirrel data logger. When the test 

was slowed down it was Ibund that division of the Instron strain readings and the calculated 

Squirrel strain gauge readings were close to unity as shown in Figure 6.15 
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Figure 6.15, Comparison of Instron and strain gauge strain readings 

0.12 

In the truss tests when two strain gauges were placed on either side of the same central position 

on pul internal truss member, in particular on diagonal tension components, the strain and 

calculated stress values at a particular time increment were similar. Figures A3.3.2 to A3.3.5 of 

Appendix 3 show the tension force in the connection nodes of truss 3 based on strain recorded in 

the diagonal ties. "I'he force in the tie was divided by the number of* clinches to give the force 

resisted by each clinch at a connection nude. 

6.1.9 Loading 

Load was applied by a hydraulic ram connected to a hand-operated pump. The hydraulic ram 

was applied toi the central position cif a spreading beam to provide two equal point loads on the 

truss, as shown in Figure 6. I. 1 oad was transferred from the ends of the spreading beam to the 
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truss through short wooden loading blocks 80mm wide, 50mm long and 50mm in height, as 

shown in Figure 6.12. Overall dimensions of trusses and positions of loading are illustrated in 

Figure A3.0.1 of Appendix 3. 

To reduce inaccuracy of data readings caused by the truss system creaking and bedding in, load 

was initially applied to the trusses in three cycles up to 50% of force to cause failure at the 

connections. This procedure also helped to establish the load-deflection characteristics of the 

truss. Load was then increased in a single phase from zero force to failure of the trusses. Load, 

force and displacement data are presented in Appendix 3 from the final loading phase from zero 

to failure. 

Load measurement 

A 30kN load cell was placed at the point of reaction between the loading ram and the testing 
frame as shown in Figure 6.11. The load cell was monitored by a digital indicator, which was 

connected to the Squirrel data logger. 

Load cell verification 

The 30kN load cell with digital indicator was calibrated by placing it in the Instron testing 

machine and applying load up to 20kN. The calibration factor on the digital indicator was 

adjusted to make the load reading on the load cell digital indicator equal to the load reading on 
the Instron display. 

6.1.10 Processing logged test data 

Load and displacement data that is plotted in truss load-displacement graphs was recorded by 

hand from the load cell digital indicator and from the dial gauge displacement extensometer and 
is less frequent in comparison with the strain data, which was recorded automatically during the 
tests. While electronic displacement transducers giving readings to 1mm accuracy were 
available, a mechanical dial gauge giving readings to 0.01mm was used instead of the electronic 
displacement transducer to gain adequate accuracy in the deflection readings. 

Conversion of strain to stress values was carried out by multiplying strain data values by the 

modulus of elasticity of the steel. Chord axial force values were calculated by multiplying the 
calculated stress by the cross-section area of the truss component under consideration. 
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Struts and ties 

Strain data from strain gauges at locations I to 8 on the truss drawing in Figure A3.0.2 in 

Appendix 3 were converted to force and plotted for each truss in Appendix 3. Strain gauges 1 to 

8 were located on the three diagonal members and one vertical strut shown in Figure A3.0.2, 

marked with gauge locations 1 to 8. For each internal component a gauge was located on either 

side of the central point and data readings were expected to be similar on either side. It was also 

expected however that the compression Z-section with strain gauges 5 and 6 would bend slightly 

from top to bottom, as compressive load was applied, while diagonal tie members would remain 

straight in tension. 

As internal components were connected to the chord members by clinching at either end, the 
force in the internal members could be considered to be equal to the total force at each 

connection node, in the direction of the component being considered. 

Top and bottom chords 
Strain gauges at locations 9 to 12 on the truss drawing in Figure A3.0.2 recorded strain in the 

upper and lower fibers of the top and bottom truss chords at the center of the truss. This allowed 
bending behaviour of the chord members to be analysed. Axial stress in chord members at any 
time during the tests was calculated indirectly as a factor of applied load by applying the 
following steps: 

1. The reaction at the supports was calculated by dividing the load cell reading by two 
2. Truss bending moment at and between the load positions was calculated by multiplying the 

support reaction by the distance between the load position and the support 
3. The Axial force in the top and bottom chords was calculated as plus and minus the bending 

moment from 2. above respectively, divided by the lever arm distance between the two 

parallel chords 
4. The compressive and tensile axial stress values for top and bottom chords were calculated by 

dividing the axial force by the cross-section area of the chord 

Stress at these positions was a combination of axial stress and longitudinal bending stress. The 

effects of torsional distortion and local buckling were small in the elastic range of displacement. 
Axial stress was distributed evenly over the cross section from top to bottom, as shown in Figure 
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6.16. Stresses arising from longitudinal bending varied linearly in a triangular distribution from 

top to bottom. 

Total Strain = Axial Strain + Bending Strain 

Figure 6.16, Stress components in the chord sections 

Bending strain should have opposite signs at the top and bottom fibers as the neutral axis lies 

within the depth of the section. Bending stresses at the center of the trusses at the top and bottom 

fibers of the top and bottom chords, were calculated by subtracting the calculated axial stress 

component from the total stress from the strain readings. 

Bending moment in the chords was calculated from bending stresses with the following formula: 

My 
a I 

or 
aI 

M= - 
y 

Where: 

M= Bending Moment 

a =Bending Stress 

Y= Distance from neutral axis to extreme fibre, positive upwards 

I= Moment of Inertia of the chord section about the 
longitudinal bending axis 

Bending moments calculated separately from bending stress values at the same position on a 

chord should give the same result. Bending moments for top and bottom chords at the central 
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position are plotted with applied load on the y-axis in Appendix 3 for trusses 3 to 10 in Figures 

A3.3.10, A3.4.6, A3.5.6, A3.6.6, A3.7.6, A3.8.6, A3.9.6 and A3.10.6. 

Load displacement data 

The displacement variable in the load-displacement graphs in this chapter is vertical downward 

deflection of the lower surface of the bottom chord at mid-span, measured by a mechanical dial 

gauge extensometer. Readings of deflection and load at the load cell were taken at 0.5kN 

loading increments over the course of each test. 

6.2 Truss 2D finite element tests 

Finite element simulations of the truss tests were carried out to provide an analytical reference 
for the comparison of structural behaviour of the trusses. The following features of the 

experimental set-up put an analytical solution beyond the scope of hand calculations used to 

solve pin jointed trusses: 

  Top and bottom chords were continuous along the length of the truss, transferring moment 

across truss nodes 

 A small eccentricity of 60mm between horizontal positions along chords where diagonal and 

vertical members were clinched to horizontal chords created additional bending in chords 

  Clinch shear deformation at the connection nodes was non-linear, as established in Chapter 4 

  Plastic buckling occurred in chord sections under concentrated axial force and bending 

moment 

Clinches were applied in groups of between 1 and 3 in the experimental truss tests to join the 
internal members to the horizontal chords, and to clinch a steel sleeve at the center of the chords 
in truss 2. The clinch shear tests in Chapter 4 investigate the magnitude of shear deformation in 

clinches connecting cold-formed steel. The effect of shear deformation in the clinch on the 

overall truss stiffness behaviour is illustrated in the 10 truss load-displacement graphs in Section 

6.4. Experimental and finite element load-displacement slopes were compared with a theoretical 
finite element model with no shear deformation at the connection nodes where connections in the 
internal struts and ties were pinned to the top and bottom chords. 

Two modes of truss failure were observed in the experimental tests: 

  Failure of the clinch or clinch group at a connection node 
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  Buckling of the cold-formed steel components 

Truss buckling was influenced by large deflections causing geometric distortion along the length 

of the chords. Large deflections can be analysed by reading vertical deflection at mid-span in the 
load-deflection graphs for each truss. Stiffness of chord sections and internal components 
influence deflection behaviour. Shear deformation in truss clinches also contributed to mid-span 
deflection. Shear deformation at one clinch node had an influence on shear deformation 

behaviour at other clinch nodes in the truss. 

A combination of shear deformation in clinches and axial and bending strength of the cold- 
formed steel components therefore controlled buckling capacity of the truss. The truss could 

also reach its capacity by failure of a clinch or clinches at connection nodes. Mode of failure 

was determined by a state of balance between clinch capacity and axial, flexural and buckling 

capacity of flat and folded cold-formed steel parts. 

The 2D finite element analysis in this Section was carried out to establish the influence of clinch 

shear resistance on the capacity of the truss when overall failure was initiated by the failure of 
the clinch or clinches at a connection node. Results from the 3D chord section finite element 

analysis in Section 6.3 were compared against axial forces and bending moments from 2D finite 

element tests to investigate buckling strength limits of chord sections in 3D non-linear elasto- 

plastic buckling finite element tests. 

The finite element program ABAQUS was used for 2D numerical calculations. 2D truss 

modelling was carried out by establishing nodal co-ordinates in a text input file, and by mapping 

elements onto the nodes. The post-processing program ABAQUS POST was used to create 
displacement and colour coded line force and stress diagrams. 

6.2.1 2D beam elements 

The truss finite element analysis was carried out in a2 dimensional plane, all displacements were 
in the plane of the rectangular outline of the truss. All steel components were represented by rod 
or beam type elements. 
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6.2.2 Struts and ties 

Diagonal tension ties and vertical compression struts were represented by axial rod elements in 

two dimensions, as shown in Figure 6.17. Each element was defined by two nodes and was 

effectively a linear stiffness relationship in two dimensions between two nodes, the stiffness 

representing the axial straining of the components. As bending resistance was not significant in 

internal members, single elements pinned at the ends were used to represent each component, 

giving two active degrees of freedom at each node. Each rod element's physical properties were 
defined by the steel material properties established in Section 3 and the cross-section area of the 

component. 

Axial expansion 
and contraction 

Node 2 

Node 1 

Figure 6.17, Axial rod type element used for internal members 

6.2.3 Chord members 

Beam elements with cubic displacement modes, as shown in Figure 6.18, were used to represent 
top and bottom chord members in the finite element models. Chord members have continuous 
bending resistance along their length, with the internal members pinned to the chords. Cubic 

beam elements modelled axial straining and shear deformation along the length of the element in 

addition to bending, with three active degrees of freedom at each node. No bending moment was 
transferred to the chords from the internal members in the finite element models. Beam elements 
were spaced along the length of the chords in the finite element models at spacings of three 
between pairs of vertical struts, as shown in Figure A3.0.5 of Appendix 3. 
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Figure 6.18,2D cubic beam elements displacement mode 

Parameters required to define a chord member with the type of beam element used were: 

1. Modulus of elasticity, E, 184GPa from Section 3.1.4 

2. Shear modulus G=70GPa: 

E 
2(l +v) 

where 

G= Shear modulus 
E= Modulus of elasticity 
v= Poisson's ratio, taken as 0.3 for mild steel 

3. Cross-section area, calculated from the width of the chord flat before it was folded, 

multiplied by the steel thickness 

4. Moment of inertia of the chord cross-section, calculated by dividing the half cross-section 

into four parts - web, flange and two return lips as shown in Figure 6.7, finding the vertical 

location of the neutral axis from the top of the section, and taking second moments of area of 

each part about the neutral axis. This value was then doubled to account for two chord 

sections positioned back to back. The small radius of curvature at the corners of the cross- 

section shown in Figure 6.7 were not considered in calculating the moment of inertia. 

BS5950 Part 5 [7] Section 3.5.1 states that when calculating section properties for design 

purposes, ̀the actual round corners are replaced by intersections of the flat elements'. Table 

6.4 lists the values used for the truss components in the truss finite element tests, including 

moments of inertia. 

6.2.4 Clinch shear deformation 

Shear deformation of single clinches and clinch groups joining components in the truss was 

taken into account in finite element models by using connection elements with the non-linear 

stiffness characteristics of clinches, established in the experimental Instron shear tests in Chapter 

4. Clinch connection elements behaved in a similar way to the axial rod type elements shown in 

Figure 6.17, as a displacement stiffness relationship between two nodes in 2 dimensional space. 
The two nodes that define the connection elements were located at the same position in space, 
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and the stiffness relationship between the two nodes was defined by a simplified version of the 

non-linear load-displacement characteristics of the clinch. 

In the truss finite element models, at each location where an internal component was connected 
to a chord member, a clinch connection element was applied to represent shear deformation of 

the connection at that point, as shown in Figure 6.19. 

Press join displacement 

Tension 

JCompression 

Figure 6.19, Clinch connection elements 

Stiffness behaviour of the clinch at a particular orientation and thicknesses of steel being 

clinched were taken into account in defining the clinch connection in the finite element models. 
Experimental load-displacement data used to define the simplified models was taken from 

Chapter 4. Clinch simplified stiffness models for the thickness combinations clinched in 

fabricating trusses, and used in the finite element tests, are plotted in Figs. A3.0.6 to A3.0.8 of 
Appendix 3. 

6.2.5 Boundary conditions 
Half the length of the trusses were modelled in the finite element tests, with boundary conditions 

at the mid-span end applied to simulate central symmetry, as shown in Figure 6.20. The vertical 

support end of the finite element model was restrained against vertical translation at the bottom 

node. Lateral and torsional restraints in the truss finite element models were not required in the 
two dimensional analysis. 
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-7Eý 

-7 -i 

Figure 6.20, truss finite element boundary conditions 

6.2.6 Loading 

Load was applied vertically downwards at a single node point in the finite element truss models, 

corresponding to the position of loading in the experimental tests. The central symmetry 

arrangement in the finite element models allowed the spreader beam effect of two equal load 

positions in each half of the truss to be modelled. The finite element tests were non-linear static 

tests, and the load was controlled by the non-linear Rik's algorithm facility, as described in 

Section 3.2.3. A static load of 0.5kN was applied in the finite element tests at the loading 

position. With central symmetry, the factor applied by the Rik's algorithm to the loads can be 

compared against the load measured by the load cell in the experimental work. 

Sources of non-linearity in the truss tests were the non-linear stiffness model in the clinch 

connection elements, and large displacement non-linearity. The analysis was carried out over 

several non-linear increments, with the Rik's algorithm controlling the magnitude of applied load 

in response to deform in the model. This method of load application was similar to the method 
of loading in the experimental work, where load was increased in steps with consideration of the 

structural behaviour of the truss. 

6.2.7 Truss geometry 

The nodal co-ordinates and node numbers of trusses 2 to 7 finite element models are shown on 
Figure A3.0.5 of Appendix 3. In Figure A3.0.5, nodes 1 and 100,2 and 101,4 and 102 etc. are 

* 

4' 
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in the same position and are the two nodes defining the clinch connection element at that point. 

Results from the 2D truss tests are discussed and analysed in Section 6.4. 

6.3 Truss chord buckling analysis 

In the truss experimental tests trusses often failed by local plastic buckling, or geometric elastic 

buckling of the chord sections between points of lateral and torsional restraint as noted in Table 

6.2. The chord sections failed under a combination of high axial force and bending moment. By 

analysing the chords in the context of the current British Standard design guidelines and finite 

element analysis in the following sub-sections, the buckling behaviour that was observed in the 

experimental tests was investigated. Four design cases of chords were chosen for analysis: 

1. t=1.2mm, center span 
2. t=1.2mm, end span 
3. t=1.5mm, center span 
4. t=1.5mm, end span 

Loading was considered in axial compression and sagging bending - the loading pattern 

characteristic of the top chord in the lattice trusses. The end span was considered pinned at the 

free end and continuous where it joined with the center span. The center span was considered 

continuous at both ends. Torsion was not applied to the finite element models or included in the 

British Standard buckling capacity checks as the wooden insert blocks (Figure 6.13) that were 

cut to fit between lateral restraints in the experimental tests provided torsional fixity at the ends 

of the chord spans of many of the trusses. Also with no moments being applied out of the plane 

of the truss on the experimental tests, out of plane bending was not considered. In the finite 

element tests moment was applied to one end of the end span and to both ends of the central span 
(Figure 6.22). 

Buckling modes that were observed in the experimental tests in the top chord under concentrated 

combined axial force and bending moment were: 

  Warping of the flanges, lateral displacement and elastic geometric buckling over the central 
2.48m span as shown in Figure A3.0.9 in Appendix 3 

  Splaying of the t section flanges and local plastic buckling at approximately 3/4 span from 

the end in the 1.76m end span as shown in Figure 6.21 
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Buckling was also initiated by the failure of the clinch or clinches in the connection node 

adjacent to the buckled region of the truss chord. 

6.3.1 BS 5950 Part 5 buckling checks 

Buckling behaviour observed in the experimental tests was initiated by splaying of the chord 

section flanges and local buckling. In some cases on the center span the chord twisted at the 

center under concentrated axial force and bending moment. Central torsional restraints were 

added to trusses 7 to 10. BS 5950 local capacity and lateral buckling checks were carried out in 

the following sections to establish a current design guidance estimate for combined loading 

limits of the sections that buckled before and after the clinch connection nodes failed in the 

experimental tests. 

Short strut buckling 

BS5950 Part 5 [7] Section 4 gives guidance for calculating the effective widths of elements in 

cold-formed steel sections resisting local buckling under compression. With no consideration for 

lateral buckling this gave the short strut buckling axial limit. This limit was applied in the 

combined axial force and bending moment local capacity buckling check. For the top 35mm 

compression element in a 1.2mm thick chord, both sections 4.3 `Basic effective width' and 4.4, 

`Effective width of plates with both edges stiffened (stiffened elements)' of BS5950 Part 5 [7] 

gave an effective width of 0.99 times the actual width, practically no reduction for effective 

widths in local buckling. 

The 70mm length web however was subjected to a stress gradient as shown in Figure 6.12 and 

was twice as long as the flange with the same thickness. Section 4.4.2 of [7] uses the average 

stress across the element as the stress parameter fm to calculate the effective width of the 

element in Section 4.3 of [7]. Figure A3.3.6 in Appendix 3 shows the total strain measured at the 

top and bottom fibers of the top chord in truss 3 with 1.2mm thick chord sections. The average 

compressive stress fm was 60.1% of the top fibre compressive stress and so the compressive 
stress value f, substituted back into Section 4.3 of [7] was 0.601 x Fy. 
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With reference to BS5950 Part 5 [3]: 

Fig. B. 2: b1= 35, b2= 70, Curve 2- K1 = 4.16 

Pcr = 0.904 E. K. (t / b)2 = 203 N/mm2 

fc =0.601 x287=172N/rnm2 

fcfPAY = 172/203 =0.845 

betf/b =(1+14( (f /Pcr)0.5_ 0.35)4 )-0.2 =0.83 

where. 

b= width of element tinder consideration 
befi 

= effective width of element under consideration 

b1= flange width 
b2= web depth 
K1 = buckling coefficient of an element 

Pcr = buckling stress resistance under axial load 

fc 
= compressive stress on the effective element 

This calculation suggested that the weh of the I. 2mm thick chord section was 83° effective in 

resisting axial compression in comparison with a hilly restrained element. The flange elements 

were fully effective and so the overall cross section omitting the stiffening lips was generally 

strong in compression when short strut buckling was being considered A similar calculation 1`61. 

the web of' the 1.5mm thick chord section gave bL. 17 / b=0.95. Short strut buckling calcs are 

summarised in table G. G. 

Chord 
thickness 

Web bet, /b Effective 

area 

fý PO 

(mm) (mm) (N/mm ) (kN) 
0. H i . .. I 1 ., I 

Table 6.6, Chord short strut buckling loads 
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Buckling resistance under axial load 

Section 6.2.3 and Table 10 both of BS5950 Part 5 [7] were used to calculate the buckling 

resistance of the chords under concentrated axial load. A factor, LE/ry, equal to the value of the 

effective buckling half wave length of the chord section divided by the out of plane radius of 

gyration was entered in Table 10 of [7], and a reduced compressive stress, p. was obtained. 

Reduced compressive stress was multiplied by the full cross-section area of the compound chord 

to obtain the buckling resistance under axial load, Pc. LF/ry, p. and Pc for the four chord test 

cases are described in Table 6.7 (a) and values are listed in Table 6.7 (b). P, was included in the 

overall buckling check. 

Local capacity check 

The local capacity check in Section 6.4.2 of [7] takes account of the effects of combined short 

strut axial capacity and fully plastic moment capacity in the equation: 

(Fc / P, s) + (MX / M) + (My / M, y) <_ 1 

where: 
FF is the applied axial load 

PCs is the short strut axial capacity 
MX is the applied bending moment about the x-axis 
K" is the section plastic moment capacity (Table 6.5) 

My is the applied bending moment about the y-axis 

1VLy is the y-axis bending moment capacity 

The y terms were not used in the calculation as there were no externally applied minor bending 

moments on the trusses. Local capacity check axial force and moment envelope lines are plotted 
in Figures 6.23 and 6.24 for the 1.2mm and 1.5mm thick chord sections. 

Overall buckling check 

Section 6.4.3 of [7] gives the following equation for the calculation of the buckling axial force 

and bending moment combined limits, neglecting y terms: 

(Fc/Pc)+(MX/Mb)S 1 

where: 
F, is the applied axial load 

PC is the buckling resistance under axial load 
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MX is the applied bending moment about the x-axis 
Mb is the lateral buckling resistance moment about the x-axis 

Parameters and formulas used to calculate Mb are described and listed in Table 6.7. Overall 

buckling axial force and moment envelope lines are plotted in Figures 6.23 and 6.24 for the end 

and center spans of the 1.2mm and 1.5mm thick chord sections. The overall buckling envelope 

was similar to the local capacity envelope for the end span. The center span was slender enough 

to buckle geometrically and achieved far less axial moment strength in comparison with local 

capacity limits. 

6.3.2 Truss chord finite element buckling analysis 

The application of two and three clinches at a connection node caused concentrated bending and 

axial forces to develop in the chord sections, leading to buckling for trusses 1,3,5,8 and 9. A 

3D finite element analysis of chord sections was carried out to establish failure criteria of the two 

thicknesses of chord sections tested, at the end and central spans of the top chord, with combined 

compressive axial force and sagging bending moment as loading variables. The material 

properties, shell element type and non-linear loading control used in the 3D chord section finite 

element tests are described in Section 3.2. 
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Var. Description/formula BS5950-5 

T 
.... _... ,........... .... L; 

Steel thickness 
.......... _. .... _.. - _ . _... _............. _............ .... _...... _..... µ...... _....... ........................ _............ ..... Length between lateral restraints defining chord length ....... ...... ... _............ ............ _ 

B Width of flanges of compound section 
D 

r......... ......... __.. 1 A 
Depth of compound section 

... _.... _. ............... ................ _....... _... ......... _.. _....... _............. __....... _.... _. __ ......... _.... _ .. _. _. _.... _..... _. _. _.......... _........................................,.. Cross-section area of compound section 
E Modulus of elasticity 
s Spacing of connections forming compound section 
ry Y-Y radius of gyration of compound section 
rc ; Y-Y radius of gyration of one channel 
ri X-X radius of gyration of compound section 
LE Effective length 

_21 d) S 5.6.3 LE LE/ry 2+ 

rI rcY 

PC Compressive strength Table 10 
PC Buckling resistance under axial load 6.2.3 

Ratio of smaller end moment to larger end moment 5.6.2.1 

Cs 1.75-1.05/3+0.3,3.. 2.3 5.6.21_... _..,. ___. 

CT (1 + 1,5B/D - 0.25 (B/D) )/(1 + 2B/D) 5.6.2.2 
ME Elastic lateral buckling resistance moment: 5.6.2.2 c) 

2 ltd 
X2 AED I LE t 

CC+ +1 
2[ LEIry] 2bT1 20 LCTrYDJ 

Perry coefficient: 0.002 ((LE / ry) - 40 Cß) 5.6.2.1 
MY Section Yield moment: IX Py y 5.6.2.1 

5.6.2.1 
M© Buckling resistance moment :5 Mp: 5.6.2.1 

MEMY 

+ OE FOB 
- 1tEUY 

MP .............. '... Plastic moment capacity SXPy from Table 6.5....,.......,...........,.........,........., ........ ..,.... ..,......,... _ ..,......., _ .. w......., _ ........ _ ....,,. 

Table 6.7 a), Definition of parameters from BS5950 Part 5 
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Span Center End Center End 

T (mm) 1.2 1.2 1.5 1.5 

L (mm) 2488 1756 2488 1756 
g ............ () 73... 73 73 73 

D (mm) 170 70 70 70 

p ............. (mm) . __.... _.... t.. -.......... .............. ...... ..... 304.8 
f ... . _...... .... _............ .. _. 304.8 .......... .......... ... _..... .. -......... .. 381.0 ............... _.................... _... _. _... 381.0 

- E (GPa) 184 184 184 184 

S 
i ........... _. ( 319 

L .............................. . 319 ................... _................ ........ _................ .......... 

__ ry - I.. i... 
(mm) ...... ... ........ ' 15.3 

}..... .. _..... ...... 15.3 .............. _ ... 15.1 . 15.1 

ray (mm) 12.4 1 12.4 11.5 , 11.5 

ri (mm) 25.5 25.5 1 25.2 25.2 

LE (mm) 1563 1152 1572 1164 
104 1 77 1 LWJry 102.2 75.3 

. . . 
...................... PC .... d...,..... .... (N/mm } 155.5 ........ _....... . 222.5 ..................................................... 150.3 ...........................................,.... i 216.8 

PC (kN) 47.40 67.82 57.15 82.60 
R 1 0. 1 ;. _0 

Ca 1 1.75 1 1 . 75 1 

CT 0.92 0.92 1 0.92 . ....... _. 0.92 
- 1VIE (kNm) 13.56 

.. 6.43 4.39 7.78 

__ __ ý 
0.124 0.011 0.128 0.014 

y kNm) 1.91 1.91 
. 

1 2.61 
...., ,..... . . . ýn 

i....... ....... .... _ ................ ........... 2.96 ..... _ .. . . 4.21 ....... ......... 3.78 ..... ... _ ... .. _... 5.24 
Mb (kNm) 1.56 1.87 2.10 2.56 

p (kNm) ... -......... 
1.. 
_1.96 

_. 1.96. 
___. .. _.. __ 

2.42 2.42 

Table 6.7 b), BS5950 Part 5 Buckling checks 
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Et JLHi. C1ENT f? riý, E'}1f Iß. H1j: h F1! E_fLi 1.. 1.1 

RESTART FILE Iim 30 STEP 1 INCREMENT 25 

TIME C[[IPIPLETED IK THIS STEP 1.49 TOTAL ACC1WLATED TIME 

HRRQUS 'VERSKIN: 5,8-10 DATE: 1E-Mi4R-2000 TIME: 16: 37: 42 

Figure 6.21, Von Mises' stress (N/mm2) -1.5mm end span chord 

An example of a finite element stress contour plot of a 1.5mm thickness end span chord section 

buckled under combined axial force and bending moment is illustrated in Figure 6.21. This was 

a central chord span with boundary conditions as shown in Figure 6.22. Under concentrated 

axial and bending forces the stresses in the top flanges and in the bottom stiffening return have 

reached the plastic limit. Plastic buckling has occurred by splaying of the top flanges and local 

bending at the stress concentration at approximately 1/5 of the chord length from the center span. 

Geometry 

'The two symmetrical parts of the chord section back to back were meshed with the finite element 

pre-processing program, HyperMesh. Two similar shell models were created each representing 

a length of the truss top chord between lateral restraints: 
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  End span - from the end of the chord to the position of loading, 1756mm in length 

  Center span - between the position of loading and the central restraint, with central 

symmetry, 1244mm half length, 2488mm full length 

The two cross section halves of the chord sections were rigidly connected between webs at node 

points along the length of the chords, represented by the clinch connection locations in Figure 

A3.0.1 in Appendix 3, spaced at intervals of 60mm and 379mm. 

Boundary conditions 

All nodes on the surface of the flat `T' ends of the chord sections were restrained to move as 

though joined by a fully rigid `T' shape. Rotations and translations of this rigid `T' plane in 3D 

space was reduced to the rotation and translation of a single control node, as shown in Figure 

6.22, at the vertical position of the neutral axis. The end span chord section was given simple 

support boundary conditions. The center span section had central symmetry at one end and a 

simple support at the other. Both models had lateral restraint and torsional restraint at both ends. 

Control nodes 

--X-> 
Chord section 

Translational restraint 

End span 

Applied bending moment j 

Applied 
mial 
force 

ýi 

Rotational restraint 

Centre spa n 

Figure 6.22, Chord section simple support and loading arrangement 
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Loading 

The arrangement of boundary conditions allowed axial force and bending moments to be applied 

to the model through control nodes with force and rotational loading. Load was controlled by 

the Rik's algorithm, described in Section 3.2.3. Local plastic buckling and plastic material 

characteristics caused non-linearity in the model. 

Figures A3.0.11 to A3.0.14 of Appendix 3 show horizontal displacement at the point of axial 
loading on the graph x-axis for the 1.2 and 1.5mm thickness center and end span chord sections. 
The y-axis shows the factor applied by the Rik's algorithm to both the applied axial load and the 

applied bending moment simultaneously, to cause the chord section to fail. 

The fixed ratio factor dictates that at all times the applied bending moment and the applied axial 
force are in a fixed ratio - the magnitudes of applied bending moment and axial force can 
increase and decrease but they always remain proportional to each other in the given ratio. 
Several tests are needed to establish an axial-bending envelope curve - each test gave a single 
limit for bending moment and axial force in a fixed ratio. The ratio of axial force to bending 

moment was set to values between 30 and 1000 to establish combined axial force and bending 

moment envelopes, Figures 6.23,6.24, for the axial and bending capacity of the chord sections. 

6.3.3 Analysis of chord buckling tests 

Axial and bending local capacity and local buckling limits from BS5950 Part 5 [7] are plotted in 

Figure 6.23 for 1.2mm thick chords and Figure 6.24 for 1.5mm thick chords. These design 

envelopes were used for general guidance and indicative performance. Corresponding chord 
buckling finite element tests were carried out specifically to model chord sections in the 

experimental tests and showed slightly lower buckling limits in comparison. Figs. A3.0.9 and 
A3.0.10 of Appendix 3 show shell bending moment and Von Mises' stress contour plots for the 
1.2mm and 1.5mm thickness chord section finite element models respectively. 
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- BS 5950-5 local capacity check 
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9 Experimental with truss test number 

Sagging moment(kNM) 

Figure 6.23,1.2mm chord - bending moment and axial force envelope 
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Figure 6.24,1.5mm chord - bending moment and axial force envelope 

-3.. 
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Bending moment - axial force envelopes in Figures 6.23 and 6.24 were upper limits of stability 

of chord sections, established from maximum loading values in Figures A3.0.11 to A3.0.14. 

There were significant changes in stiffness before these loads were reached, indicating that 
failure in experimental tests could occur at loads less than the load combinations shown in 

Figures 6.23 and 6.24. Failure in all the chord section finite element tests was by local plastic 
buckling which initiated overall buckling of chord sections, as shown in Figure 6.21. 

6.4 Analysis of truss tests 

Structural behaviour of trusses was recorded in load-displacement data, strain data, chord axial 
force and bending moment values, beam bending moment data and specific observations. 
Understanding the structural behaviour of the trusses was aided by analysing the stiffness 

characteristics of the clinches, truss finite element analysis, chord section finite element analysis 

and experimental test results. 

6.4.1 Truss 1 

The first truss to be fabricated and tested was 4.8m in length with similar fabrication details to 

trusses 2 to 8, except for the an absence of return details at the ends of the vertical struts as 

shown in Figure 6.28, and the shorter overall length. Struts in truss 1 were plain `Z' sections. In 

trusses 2 to 8 struts were given additional return details providing restraint in the struts against 
buckling at the ends and preventing local buckling observed in truss 1. Chord members were 
I. 5mm thick and ties and internal members were 1.0mm thick. Chord members were fabricated 
from two 1.5m chord lengths, spliced together at the truss center position with bolts through a 

steel sleeve. Three clinches were applied at each connection of internal component to chord 
section as shown in Figure 6.25, providing a strong strut/tie to chord connection node. 
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Figure 6.25, Buckling of compression strut 

Using the BS 5950 Part 5 [7] Section 4 local buckling procedure the buckling resistance of the 

strut under axial load was calculated: 
K=4 

B= 65mm (Figure 6.6) 

t=1.0mm 

b/t=65 

BS 5950-5 Section 4 Table 5: bell /b=0.621 

bef= 40.4mm 

P,, r = 40.4mm x 287N/mm2 = 11.6kN 

As the strut stiffener buckled at 0.62kN compression, the local buckling capacity, Pcr, of the 

compression strut was not reached. Buckling behaviour is marked on the experimental load 

displacement path in Figure 6.26 at 1.45kN applied load. Early buckling of the compression 

strut below the central loading position, at 0.62kN compression in the strut occurred because 

total compression in the strut was being transferred through a single stiffening return detail that 

was cut slightly too long, as shown in Figure 6.25. The buckle was a local buckle of the un- 

stiffened plate element connecting strut to chord. A small degree of twisting was observed in the 

top chord in the region above the buckled strut. 

The experimental test was continued after local buckling of the strut to an applied load of 3.11kN 

and the strut continued to resist buckling under compression. In Figure 6.26, the slope of the 

load-displacement paths decreased after local buckling of the compression strut, giving a small 
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change in overall stillness. Overall failure of the truss occurred by buckling of the top chord at 

amid-span by bending in a 'V' shape under the single load point. Axial fierce and bending 

moment in the chord at failure are plotted in Figure 6.24, showing that the chord huckled close to 

the predicted local capacity and lateral buckling limits. Bending moment and axial force in the 

chord was interpolated from the finite element analysis output in Figures A3.1. I and A3.1.2 in 

Appendix 3 at an applied load of 3.11 kN - the failure load of the truss in the experimental tests. 

I 

3 

iI 

--. -Experimental test - displacement at quarter-span 

-a-Experimental test - displacement at mid-span 
Finite element test - displacement at mid-span 

0 

0.0 0. 'i 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 1. l 

Displacement (mm) 

Figure 6.26, Truss 1- load-displacement paths 

I'lie aria lgeiiient of continuous and pinned links between clemcnts in Figure 6.27 was applied to 

the truss I finite element model. Clinch shear (leliOrmation was allowed at connection nudes at 

locations indicated by the `Clinch shear deformation' symbol. This arrangement was used in all 

2l) truss finite clement tests. 
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- Bending element * Continuity of bending 

Axial element -1 Mirror symmetry 

Figure 6.27, Truss 1- finite element arrangement 

In Figure 6.26 the non-linear characteristics of the clinch shear deformations were included in 

the finite element model and the finite element stiffness gradient remained straight over the 

experimental displacement range. Three clinches were applied through a thickness arrangement 

of 1.5/1.0/1.5mm. Peak load for a clinch in this thickness configuration at 01' applied load from 

Table 4.4 was 7.13kN. With three clinches at 0° in series the peak force in the end diagonal tie 

to chord connection node was 21.39kN. Figure A3.1.1 in Appendix 3 shows an axial force of 
0.36kN in the end diagonal component under lkN applied load. Scaling this axial force by the 

peak applied load of 3.11 kN gives 1. l2kN at the connection node, considerably less than the 

capacity of the 3 clinches, 21.39kN. This shows that in the arrangement of three clinches at a 

connection node, connections remained in the elastic range and trusses buckled before failure of 

the connections occurred. 

Truss 1 summary 

1.5/1.0/1.5mm clinch layer arrangement 
Three clinches/connection node 

  1.12kN in clinch at truss buckling failure 

  6.3kN clinch peak load 

" Node 
1 Press-join shear slip 
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  3.11 kN truss failure load 

  Local buckling of strut at half truss capacity 

  `V' shape buckling of top chord at section moment/axial capacity 

  No observed plastic deformation or failure of clinches 

6.4.2 Truss 2 

An extra end return detail was added to the vertical struts of trusses 2 to 10 as illustrated in 

Figure 6.28 (b), giving additional stability to the vertical compression members. Two 3m chord 

top and bottom lengths were spliced together with clinches in a double sleeve splice arrangement 

to form a 6m long truss. A mistake in placing a diagonal component in fabrication resulted in 

the two end bays being cut off, reducing the overall length to 5.2m. The thickness of chord 

members of truss 2 was 1.5mm and the thickness of internal members was 1.0mm. Two clinches 

were applied at each connection node. 

Local buckle 
at 1.45 kN 

(a) Truss 1 (b) Trusses 2 to 10 

Figure 6.28, Modified compression strut detail 
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Figure 6.29, Truss 2- load-displacement paths 

The load displacement graph 1ür truss 2 is shown in Figure 6.29. In the loading phase, the 

bottom splice weakened and opened as the clinches joining the splice clehirmed in shear at an 

, ºI)hlied load of approximately 7kN, IAN tension in the bottom chord. The splice in the top 

chord did not deförm as the chords were butted together in compression. 

In the truss 2 finite element nmodel, the clinch stilllncss ch: uacteristics Of the bottom splice 

connection were simulated at the position of the splice. The splice stiffness characteristics are 

shown in Figure A3.2. I in Appendix 3. Initial stiffness in the weakened finite clement model 

approximately matches the experimental result in figure 6.29 when the splice began to open. In 

IIºe unite clement model the clinch splice began to weaken at an applied load oI' >. SkN. 

In the experimental test, when it was clear that the clinches would not resist any increases in 

applied Irrad, loading was removed and the splice was fixed in position with 16 No. 5mm 

diameter bolts through the steel sleeve. Displacement had occurred in the clinches in the bottom 

splice, causing a permanent vertical displacement of approximately 7mm at the center of the 

truss. When load was applied again the additional bolts in the splice prevented further shear 

(lelorniation. Load was applied to approximately I I. 5kN when the double clinch in the top 01' 

0 -', -l0 -15 -20 -25 -30 -35 
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the left end diagonal failed. After the test the top half chords were separated. One of the two 

clinches was positioned half over the edge of the diagonal tie member, as shown in Figure 6.30, 

causing early failure of the connection node. 

Figure 6.30, Incorrect positioning of mechanical clinches of truss 2 

The shear behaviour of the flawed configuration and of the unflawed connection were re-created 
in an Instron shear test. Linear behaviour stopped in the flawed configuration at 6.5kN while in 

the shear test on the unflawed sample a change in linear behaviour occurred at approximately 

12kN, as shown in Figure A3.2.2. For large shear displacements of 1mm and greater in the 

connection, the flawed configuration reduced in stiffness while the unflawed sample increased in 

stiffness to a mid-span deflection of approximately 4mm at a peak load of 15kN. 

In a second truss 2 finite element test, the weak splice detail was removed and the flawed 

connection stiffness shown in Figure A3.2.2 was applied at the position connecting the left end 
diagonal to the top chord. In the truss 2 load displacement graph of Figure 6.29, displacement of 

the second finite element test was adjusted by adding 7mm to allow for permanent displacement 

caused by permanent shear deformation at the splice detail in the first loading cycle. The 

adjusted finite element load-displacement path matched the experimentally measured load- 

displacement path closely with a marginally higher load at peak applied loads. By applying non- 
linear stiffness of clinches in finite element tests, the experimental response of clinches in the 

trusses was predicted. 

Truss 2 summary 

  Strengthened compression strut detail 

  1.5/1.0/1.5mm clinch layer arrangement 

  Two clinches/connection node 

  7.13kN predicted clinch peak load 
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  11.6kN truss failure load 

Clinch splice not strong enough under tension in the bottom chord 

  Splice bolted - test restarted 

  Failure at misaligned clinch detail 

6.4.3 Truss 3 

Chord sections of truss 3 are shown in Figure 6.31 and dimensioned in Figure A3.0.1. Chord 

sections for this truss and the following trusses arrived prefabricated in 6m lengths, specially 

manufactured by Metsec PLC. Chord sections were formed from 2No. 3m long sections, brake 

pressed and butt-welded. Chord thickness for truss 3 was 1.2mm and internal struts and ties 

were 1.0mm thick with a single clinch at each connection node. The 0° peak load for the 

1.2/1.0/1.2mm clinch was 4.9kN as illustrated in Figure A3.0.6. 

Figure 6.31, Truss 3- welded truss chords 
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Figure 6.32, Truss 3- load-displacement paths 

Ellis was the first truss in the series file which strain and load readings were recorded 

automatically by the data logger. The clinch force and moment graphs are plotted against 

applied load in Figures A3.3. I to A3.3.10 in Appendix 3. Figures A3.3. I to A3.3.3 show the 

Force in the clinch in the diagonal ties. One strain gauge was placed on either side ot- the same 
location on the internal members and the average strain was used to calculate the force in a 

single clinch. Figure A3.3.4 shows the fierce in the second right end compression strut. Unlike 

the fierce in the diagonal tics the force in the compression strut was not considered to he equal to 

the fierce in the Connection node as there was a hearing contact between the ends of the strut and 

the chord sections as shown in Figure 6.28. 

I`igure (13.3.9 shows axial Illrcc in the top and bottom chords from experimental tests and from 

unite clement tests, calculated by the method described in Section 0.3.2. For truss 3 all recorded 

strains are plotted and presented in Appendix 3. For trusses 4 to It) Only clinch liºrce:, chord axial 

I. ºrce and Chord moments are presented. 

Rcco rded strain on the top and bottom surfaces of the top churl is Plotted in Figure A3.3.5. 

liendling strain in Figure A3.3.6 on the top and bottom surfaces of the top chord was calculated 
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by subtracting the axial component of strain from the measured strain. Figures A3.3.7 and 

A3.3.8 show similar readings corresponding to the bottom chord section. Experimental and 
finite element axial force was plotted in Figure A3.3.9 and bending moment was plotted in 

Figure A3.3.10. 

. "i 

.. i 

'y. 

*: 'rz 

094 

0 

0% 

Figure 6.33, Truss 3- Chord twisting at the top end span 

Stiffness of the truss increased in the first stages of loading, this was because of slack created in 

the diagonal tension members during fabrication, which was noted and did not appear in the 
following trusses. The corresponding change in stiffness in the finite element test at 5.2kN was 
caused by failure of the single clinch connection joining the diagonal tension tie to the top chord 
close to the load point. 

At an applied load of approximately 5.6kN in the experimental test, lateral movement and 
twisting of the top chord occurred between the load point and the support at the left end as shown 
in Figure 6.33, which caused a sudden deflection. Immediately after twisting the bottom clinch 
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on the left end diagonal failed by pulling out of the chord at 6.2kN applied load. In the truss 3 

load displacement graph in Figure 6.32, the chord failure can be seen as a decrease in stiffness at 
5.6kN applied load. 

Shear deformation was observed in the clinches at that point and the lowest recorded clinch peak 
force was 4.1kN the left end diagonal (Figure A3.3.1). Transverse shear from lateral curvature 
leading to lateral buckling in the top end span could have reduced the clinch shear capacity from 

the predicted 4.9kN to the measured 4.1kN. 

In Figure A3.3.10, the change in bending moment to applied load slope at approximately 5.25kN 

applied load and 0.13kNm sagging moment marks the point where clinches started to deform, 

initiating top chord twisting and buckling. The corresponding axial force in the top chord in 

Figure A3.3.10 was 12. OkN compression at 5.25kN applied load. This axial force and bending 

moment combination was far below the level predicted to cause buckling in the end span of the 

1.2mm top chord in Figure 6.23. The twisting mode of failure in this case can be attributed to a 
lack of torsional restraint in the experimental set-up, which was present in the finite element tests 

carried out to establish the envelope. Torsional restraint was added to the chords of trusses 6 to 

10. 

An additional finite element test was carried out on the truss 3 arrangement with internal 

components pinned to chords. The pinned arrangement did not allow shear deformation in the 

clinched connections. Figure 6.32 shows the load displacement relationship of original finite 

element test compared to the modified finite element test in addition to the experimental result. 
The reduction in load-displacement slope in the pinned and clinched finite element models of 
28% was caused by the shear deformation of the clinches between the internal members and the 

chords. This demonstrates the significant effect of the clinch shear deformation on elastic 
behaviour of the truss. 

Truss 3 summary 

" Metsec prefabricated sections with a welded splice details 

  1.2/1.0/1.2mm clinch layer arrangement 

  One clinch/connection node 

  4.9kN predicted clinch peak load 
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  4.1 kN measured truss clinch peak load 

  5.6kN truss failure load 

" I. atcral/torsional buckling of top chord end span 

  Clinch connection tlailure near predicted load 

6.4.4 Truss 4 

I'hu thickness of the chord members of truss 4 ýýas I. jmm and the thickness oI' the internal 

members was I. Omm. Three clinches were applied at each connection joining internal inenihers 

to tulp and bottom chords. The initial displacement response to loading was Iwear and a I, iilure 

load of I 2kN was reached. 

14 
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0 
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0b 

0 

Experimental test 

Finite element test with press join connections 

-Finite element test with pinned connections 

__ 

. 

. 

. 

48 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 

Mid-span deflection (nun) 

Figure 6.34, Truss 4- load-displacement paths 

Shc; u" deforination was observed in the right end diagonal tic clinches at IIIkN applied load. At 

this hwint the mid span dcllcction was I0mm and the tiorcc in the right end diagonal tie clinches 

was 4.2kN as shown in Figure A3.4.2. As loading was increased, shear del' rmatiun in the 

clinches increased and deflection also increased. Rending curvature in the chords increased 

rapidly with applied load as shown in Figure A3.4.6. The point of failure of the right end 
diagonal connection node is illustrated in Figure A3.4.2 where the maximum tension in the tie 

per clinch was 4.45kN. In the felt end diagonal in Figure A-1.4.1 the clinch connection does not 
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follow the same behaviour and there is no change in clinch force at lOkN. After failure of the 

clinch in the left end diagonal the bottom chord began to move laterally, as shown in Figure 6.35. 

Figure 6.35, Truss 4- lateral displacement of the bottom chord 

Clinch stiffness for this thickness arrangement is shown in Figure A3.0.8 of Appendix 3. Clinch 

peak load was 6.3kN and the clinch began to lose shear resistance at 4.5kN. In the truss test the 

force in the clinch was at 4.2kN when failure was observed in the left end diagonal and the 

remaining clinches reached a peak load of 4.45kN. Lateral curvature was observed in the right 

end top chord before failure of the clinch. Transverse shear between half-chords in the 

compound section applied shear into the clinch connections in addition to direct shear from ties 

and struts. This had a reducing effect on the clinch peak shear measured from strain gauges on 
diagonal ties. 

Figures A3.4.7 to A3.4.9 show colour coded stress line plots of axial stress in internal 

components, axial force in chords and bending moment in chords for the truss 4 finite element 

test. Each of the three finite element plots are at the final increment of loading at l2kN at the 

end of the load-displacement path in Figure 6.34 labelled `Finite element test with clinch 

connections'. Diagonals colour coded red are at an axial stress of 259N/mm2, giving an axial 
force of 259N/mm2 (stress) x 50mm (width) x lmm (thickness) = 3No. = 4.3lkN/ clinch. 
Clinches in the diagonal colour coded orange are at an axial force of 3.31kN. 
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Figures A3.4.8 and A3.4.9 show an irregular distribution of forces in the chords. Bending 

moment distribution in the chords of Figure A3.5.9 were distorted by the eccentricity of 60mm 

between vertical and diagonal internal components meeting chords, illustrated in the truss 

general arrangement drawing in Figure A3.0.1. 

The second finite element test carried out on truss 4 had pinned connections in place of clinch 

shear deformation connections between the internal members and chords. This gave a method of 

comparison of overall truss behaviour with and without shear deformation at the clinch 

connection nodes. The pinned model was a theoretical model - all connections in cold-formed 

steel including bolts deform under applied load. The 13% reducing effect of clinch shear 
deformation on central truss deflection for truss 4 with three clinches in Figure 6.34 was less 

than the 28% reducing effect of clinch shear deformation for truss 3 in Figure 6.32, with one 

clinch. Increasing the number of clinches increased stiffness in the truss. Where clinches were 

shown to be close to failure near the end of the test the effect of shear deformation in the clinches 

on mid-span deflection was greatest. 

Truss 4 summary 

  1.5/1.0/1.5mm clinch layer arrangement 
" Three clinches/connection node 

  6.3kN predicted clinch peak load 

  4.45kN measured truss clinch peak load 

  12. OkN test failure load 

" Visible shear deformation in clinches 
  Transverse shear between half-chords affected clinch capacity 

  Failure of triple clinch connection node close to predicted load 

" Buckling of chord section after clinch failure 

6.4.5 Truss 5 

Chords and internal components of truss 5 were all 1.2mm thick and three clinches were applied 
at each connection node. In the test the top chord over the right end span started twisting at 8kN 

and the test was stopped. Wooden struts were placed between the top and bottom chords to 
prevent further buckling. Torsional restraints applied in later tests to restrain torsional rotation at 
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specific points along the length or the beam were not applied to truss 5. This nºadie the top chord 

weak under compression and bending. 

-a-Expex: imental test 

Finite element test with press join connections 

18 
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Figure 6.36, Truss 5- load-displacement paths 

he test was restarted and at an applied load of' t). 8kN the wooden struts snapped out of their 

lxositiootts causing the button right span of' the truss chord to buckle by bending over on one side 

as sluown in Figure 6.37. This mode of buckling was initiated by the strut that eventually 

snapped out transferring fürce directly from the top chord tºý the bottom chord, in the final phase 

oI' loading. The final failure load was I I. KkN applied load and the node of failure- was torsional 

buckling of the right end span bottom chord. 

II, hct . Nvas no indication of failure at the connections when the chords buckled. three clinches 

Cuº»hinCcl in a truss connection nude were prccliCtCd to Lail at approximately 2O. 22 kN - the clinch 

shear resistance model in Figure A3. O. 7 shows that each clinch has a peak load of (1.75kN. Force 

III the ClinnCIICS Varied linearly with applied load uh to the point of buckling ot'tlºe chord sections. 

(Force in the clinches at this point in Figures A3.5.1 to A. 1.5.3 was approximately 2.5kN. I oad 

was applied to the truss past buckling of the chord sections and the clinches in the Icli end 
diagonal in Figure A3.5. I reach a peak load ol'6kN, close to the maximum individual peak shear 

capacity ooh 0.75kN. 

5 10 15 20 
.5 j0 15 10 

Mid-span deflection (nun) 
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Figure 6.37, Truss 5- top chord torsional failure 

Figures A3.5.1 to A3.5.6 of Appendix 3 show applied load against axial force and bending 

moment for truss 5. Deviations from the linear relationship between axial forces and applied 

loads in the internal components in Figures A3.5.1 to A3.5.4 above 9.8kN marked twisting 

buckling behaviour of the truss top chord at that load level. The difference in strain readings on 

either side of the compression strut in Figures A3.5.4 shows that twisting of the top chord 

transferred moment out of the plane of the truss into the internal components as load was 

applied. The top chord buckled in a twisting mode above lOkN applied load. The top chord 

center span 40kN compressive axial force and 0.55kNm sagging bending moment combination 
for truss 5 is plotted in Figure 6.24. The truss 5 axial and bending limits were marginally above 

the finite element and lateral buckling check envelopes for the center span. 

Axial force and bending patterns in Figures A3.5.5 and A3.5.6 were linear below an applied load 

of 9.8kN. This was because the strain gauges for those central locations were positioned away 
from the buckled end span. The finite element load-displacement graph for the case with clinch 

connection stiffness in Figure 6.36 shows how the truss displacement behaviour would have 

progressed if buckling and twisting had been prevented, reaching a peak applied load of 14.4kN. 
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The finite element test with pin jointed connections gave a comparison of how shear deformation 

in the double clinch connections affected deflection of the truss. There was a reduction of 

approximately 8% in truss stiffness arising from the shear deformation in the clinches. 

Finite element output Figures A3.5.7 to A3.5.9 show axial forces and bending moments in the 

truss at 8kN applied load, at a mid-span displacement of 13.7mm in Figure 6.36. This was the 

point in the test when the chord section started to buckle. The force in the diagonal tie clinches 
from Figure A3.5.7 was 100N/mm2 (stress) x 50mm (width) x 1.2mm (thickness) s3 mechanical 

clinches = 2. OkN, within the clinch linear range below 5.75kN in Figure A3.0.7. This 

corresponded to the experimentally measured clinch force at 8kN applied load of approximately 
2kN in the left end diagonal in Figure A3.5.1. 

While variation of chord axial forces in Figure A3.5.8 was regular along the length, variation of 

chord bending moment in Figure A3.5.9 was irregular. This was caused by the eccentricity of 
forces framing into chords from internal members. Bending moments around the positions of 

eccentric connection were higher than actual mid-span bending moments. 

Truss 5 summary 

" 1.2/1.2/1.2mm clinch layer arrangement 

  Three clinches/connection node 

" Failure load of clinches not reached 

" 6.79kN predicted clinch peak load 

" 6kN measured truss clinch peak load 

  9.8kN test failure load 

  Torsional buckling of top chord and lateral buckling of bottom chord 

  Attempt to restrain buckling with wooden supports 

6.4.6 Truss 6 

The general arrangement of truss 6 was similar to the general arrangement of truss 5, with chords 
and internal components 1.2mm thick and with one clinch per connection in truss 6 compared 
with two in truss 5. This arrangement was intended to make the connection sufficiently weak to 

cause failure at the connection node at 6.75kN, before buckling occurred in the chords between 

positions of restraint. 
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Figure 6.38, Truss 6- load-displacement paths 

The load-clisplaccmCnt graph in Figure 6.38 shows the linear phase of load-displacement 

response in the experimental test ending at an applied load of approximately 6kN. At this point 

the single clinch in the right end diagonal to top chord node failed. The liºrce in this clinch was 

plotted against applied load in Figure A3.6.2. There was a linear relationship between applied 

load and clinch tierce up to 4.5kN in the clinch. This was less than the experimentally measured 

peak load of 6.79kN illustrated in Figure A3.0.7 and is also below the end of the linear clinch 

response in the simplified clinch model at 5.75kN. 

When the clinch lost shear resistance in the tniss test, the loh chord at the center span buckled 

laterally. Fig. s A3.6.5 and A3.6.6 Show that the (01) Churl at the Center of the truss (toes not 

build up any lürthcr sagging bending moment greater than 0. U7kNm. The bottom chord at the 

same time reaches sagging bending moment oI O. 4UkNºn. 

The test was coiitinuccI bast the failure: Of the clinch anti at larger IURI-Shan (IisI)Iarrntetnts 01' 

3 min and greater there was visible shear deformation of approximately 0.5mm in the clinches at 

the diagonal tic to chord member connections. The re manning monitored clinch Irrces at the let'( 

Cull diagonal in Figure A3.6. I and the second right end diagonal in Figure A3.6.3 reach Irak 
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loads of approximately SkN. The dial gauge displacement extensometer was removed from 

beneath the truss at a displacement of 40mm, load was again applied to 7.5kN when the truss had 

lost resistance to loading. When the dial gauges were removed and the mechanical clinches had 

lost shear resistance, the bottom chord section buckled outward at the center. 

In the load-displacement graph in Figure 6.38 the finite element test with pinned connections had 

a higher initial stiffness. There was also a higher peak load as was expected because shear 
deformation and failure of clinches in the pinned model was not in effect. Variation of axial 

tension and compression straining of the struts and ties in Figures A3.6.1 to A3.6.4 was linear 

with applied load below 6.3kN. The non-linear relationship between clinch force and applied 
loads higher than 6.3kN in Figures A3.6.1 to A3.6.3 suggests the shear forces in the clinches of 
4.5kN and 5. OkN were below the predicted clinch failure load of 6.75kN in Figure A3.0.7. 

Failure of the truss is initiated as the non-linear clinch stiffness response becomes significant at 

approximately 5 kN, '/ of peak clinch load. 

A pattern of behaviour was observed in many of the truss tests: clinch shear deformation became 

visible at the end of the linear clinch load-displacement characteristics. The shear deformation in 

the clinch caused downward deflection of the truss and additional deflection accelerated clinch 

non-linear response up to peak clinch force. When the clinch peak forces were reached, shear 

resistance in the connections was lost and deflection was increased, causing the chord sections to 

buckle. 

Section 8.6.2 of BS5950-7 [7] gives the minimum connection shear resistance to resist the 

longitudinal shear force between half-chords: 

Fs = 0.25Q(s/ry) 

where: 
Q is not less than 2.5% of the design axial force, 

s is the spacing between connections along the length of the compound member 

ray is the minimum radius of gyration of one channel. 

Measured clinch shear capacity was approximately 3/4 of Instron measured shear capacity. 
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In Figure A3.6.5 axial force measurement at the strain gauges in the top chord was distorted by 

warping of the chord section at mid-span. To balance axial tension in the bottom chord, the top 

chord required a maximum axial compression at mid-span of 60kN. This gave: 

FS = 0.25 x (2.5% of 60kN) x (379mm =11.5mm) = 12.35kN, 

greater than twice the 45° single 1.2/1.2/1.2mm clinch capacity of 5.66kN (Table 4.4), indicating 

that clinch capacities in the truss were affected by transverse shear between half-chords in truss 

6. 

Truss 6 summary 

" 1.2/1.2/1.2mm clinch layer arrangement 

  One clinch/connection node 

" 6.79kN predicted clinch peak load 

" 4.5kN measured truss clinch peak load 

  Transverse shear between half-chords affected clinch capacity 

  6.0kN truss failure load 

  Visible shear deformation in clinches 

  Lateral buckling of bottom chord after clinch failure 

6.4.7 Truss 7 

Two torsional restraining blocks described in Section 6.1.5 were inserted at positions of lateral 

restraint and at mid-span under the flanges of the top and bottom chords of truss 7 and following 

trusses. Positions of lateral restraint on the trusses are illustrated in Figure A3.0.4, positions of 
torsional restraint are illustrated in Figure A3.0.5. 
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Figure 6.39, Truss 7- load-displacement paths 

In truss 7 chord members were 1.5m m thick and internal struts and ties were I. 0mm thick. A 

single clinch connected internal members to chord members. During the test, the torsional 

restraining; blocks at the ends, load positions, and center of' the tot) Chord were in contact with the 

vertical uprights, resisting torsional rotation. Twisting of'chord members did not occur. The test 

was carried out beyond the point of liiilure of the clinches at 6.1 kN applied load. 

F, xheriincntal and linitc element axial torccs and bending moments in Figures A1.7. I to A3.7.12 

, Ilt)wcdl a close match up to and beyond the läilºn-c 01' single clinch connection nodes. Figure 

A3. O. 8 shows clinches in the 1.5/I. 0/I. 5mm thickness combination beginning to jelorºiº at 4. SkN 

and reaching it leek load ol'6.3kN in the Instron shear test. 

Shear liOrces in clinches in Figures A3.7. I to A3.7.3 showed the lineal- rel, ºtionshih between 

applied load and clinch lorce ending at approximately 7kN applied load and AN clinch lice. In 

Figure A3.7.2, the force in the right end diagonal clinch at 7kN applied load was 5.2kN. The 

non-linear clinch load-displacement relationship above AN shear force was rellected in the truss 

7 load-dellectiºm graph Figure 6.39. Clinches stailed dIeIi)rnºing above 4.5kN at bkN applied 
luaýl. The truss was in the nom-linear range of load-dellection behaviour at 7kN applied load. 
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With increased applied load above 7kN the clinches were in the low stiffness peak shear range 
between 0.4mm and 5mm shear deformation in Figure A3.0.8. 

Figures A3.7.7 to A3.7.9 show the finite element axial stress, axial force and bending moment 

colour coded line diagrams for truss 7 at an applied load of lkN. At lkN the truss was in the 

elastic range and axial stress and forces were uniformly distributed. In FigA3.7.7 the two 

vertical compression struts towards the center of the truss had a small compression value of 

iON/mm2 carried over by bending resistance in the chords. The bending moment line diagram in 

Figure A3.7.9 showed hogging and sagging bending moments where diagonal ties and vertical 

struts met chords with an eccentricity of 60mm. Bending moment in chords of the central span 

was uniform sagging. 

Corresponding axial stress, axial force and bending moment ABAQUS line diagrams at an 

applied load of 6. OkN, are shown in Figures A3.7.10 to A3.7.12. The applied load of 6kN 

marked the end of truss linear load-deflection response. Axial stress in internal components and 

axial force in chords was evenly distributed as before but at a higher magnitude. At 6. OkN there 

was a redistribution of forces through axial straining in internal members and shear deformation 

in clinch connections. The distribution of bending moment along the chords in Figure A3.7.15 

changes, with considerable hogging moment at the left end of the bottom chord and sagging 

towards the center, and less variation in bending around points of eccentricity between diagonal 

and vertical internal components meeting chords. 

The load-deflection graph in Figure 6.39 shows a close correlation between experimental and 
finite element truss tests, The initial stiffness of the simplified clinch shear resistance model in 

Figure A3.0.8 was higher than experimentally measured response and in Figure 6.39 the 

experimental test had a slightly higher initial stiffness than the finite element model predicted. 
The simplified clinch model caused the clinch elements in the finite element model to deform 

and influence non-linear deflection of the truss at the same point recorded in the experimental 

test. This behaviour in the finite element and experimental tests was marked in Figure 6,39 by a 

change in truss stiffness at 6kN applied load. 
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Truss 7 summary 

  1.5/1.0/1.5mm clinch layer arrangement 

  One clinch/connection node 

  7.13kN predicted clinch peak load 

  5.5 to 6. OkN measured truss clinch peak load 

  6.1kN truss failure load 

  Additional torsional restraint provided in the top chord 

  Torsional restraint effective 

  Failure of clinch at predicted load 

6.4.8 Truss 8 

Truss 8 had a similar configuration to truss 7 with 1.5mm thick chords and 1.0mm thick internal 

components. There were two clinches at each connection in truss 8 compared to a single clinch 
in truss 7. Truss 7 failed in the single clinch connections. Additional torsional restraints were 

added to trusses 7 and 8. The failure mode of truss 8 was predicted to be more closely balanced 

between failure at the double clinch connection nodes and buckling of the chords. 
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Figure 6.40, Truss 8- left end span top chord buckling 
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A small sudden buckle occurred at the top of' the right end support strut at t)kN applied load. 

Twisting fiOrces at the end cif the top chord induced the buckle, causing a jump in deflection 

readings at ')kN applied load as shown in Figure 6.41. I)eliwniation was not large enough to 

buckle the strut, however c0ntinuccl delörmation with ýºhhlicci load as shown in Figure 6.40 

appeared to initiate lateral buckling of the right end span chord section with increased applied 

load. The additional shear resistance of two clinches in the connections causal them to retain 

shear resistance while compressive force; built uh in the top chord, buckling laterally between 

restraints at the Ictt end span at an applied load of' 10.5kN. 

In the finite clement test load-displacement graph in Figure 6.4 I, the applied load toi cause I'; ºilure 

at the tmO clinch connections il the chord members had not buckled was approximately I?. 3kN. 

('Iinch shear deti>rmation was observed at the double clinch connection nodes beirre buckling of 

chords Occurred. This behaviour was consistent with chord buckling being initiated by loss of 

shear resistance in clinches. 
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Figure 6.41, Truss 8- load-displacement paths 

the distance hetween lateral and torsional restraints at the end span where the kp chord buckled 

weis I756mm. Figure; 6.24 shows mica-span axial We and bending moments in the to, h chord at 
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failure close to the values obtained from the 3D finite element plastic buckling tests and also to 

the BS 5950 local capacity and lateral buckling limits. 

Force diagrams for the clinches in Figures A3.8.1 to A3.8.4 showed a linear relationship between 

applied load and force in the internal components. Individual clinches in the left and right end 

diagonals in Figures A3.8.1 and A3.8.2 reached a maximum force of approximately 5kN while 

the clinch in the second right end diagonal in Figure A3.8.3 reached a maximum force of 4.5kN. 

In Table 4.4 the 1.5/1.0/1.5mm 0° peak load was 7.13kN. Figure A3.0.8 showed a significant 

loss of stiffness above AN. 

In Section 8.6.2 of BS5950-7 [7], connections between half-chords in compound members in 

compression must be able to resist the longitudinal shear force between half-chords: Fs = 

0.25Q(s/r, y) where ̀ Q' is not less than 2.5% of the design axial force, ̀ s' is the spacing between 

connections along the length of the compound member and `ry' is the minimum radius of 

gyration of one channel. The maximum axial force recorded in the top chord in the experimental 

tests in Truss 8 (Figure A3.8.5) was 70kN giving an estimate of the magnitudes of the effect of 

transverse shear on clinch capacity: 

Fs = 0.25 x (2.5% of 70kN) x (379mm =11.5mm) = 14.4kN. 

Tension tie triple layer clinches were oriented at 45° to the axial force in the chords (Figure 

A3.0.1), and two 1.5/1.0/1.5mm clinches with a peak 45° shear resistance of 5.97kN (Table 4.4) 

were applied at each connection node in truss 8. The predicted shear resistance of each 

connection node was 2x5.97kN =11.94kN, below Fs =14.4kN. 

Lateral curvature displacement of the end span and lateral buckling of the chord was observed in 

the experimental test in the region of the clinch failing below capacity at 4.5kN, suggesting 0° 

clinch shear capacity in direct tension from the diagonal tension tie was reduced by longitudinal 

chord transverse shear force oriented at 45° to the double clinch connection node. 
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Truss 8 summary 

" 1.5/1.0/1.5mm clinch layer arrangement 

" Two clinches/connection node 

" 7.13kN predicted clinch peak load 

" 4.5kN measured truss clinch peak load 

  Transverse shear between half-chords possibly reduced clinch capacity 

" 10.5kN test failure load 

" Top chord end span lateral buckling initiated by clinch shear deformation 

  Failure of double clinch connection node on buckling of top chord 

6.4.9 Truss 9 

Thickness of chord members of truss 9 was 1.2mm, thickness of diagonals was 1.0mm and 

thickness of vertical struts was 1.0mm. The loading frame for the truss 9 test was redesigned to 

resist torsional buckling in the top chord more effectively under concentrated axial force and 

bending moment. The overall length was reduced to 3m and the vertical upright arrangement 

was changed from a single central z-section to a double arrangement of c-sections back to back 

as shown in Figure 6.43 (b). The bottom chord section orientation was inverted to accommodate 

struts within chord flanges. The change to truss section design was also intended to give 

torsional stability to chords - the double compression strut arrangement connected top and 

bottom chord sections between flanges. 
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Figure 6.42, Truss 9- load-displacement paths 
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'I'lke loading cycles to 3kN were initially applied to hass v to settIc the truss inºO the supports. 

Initial load applied to truss 9 was resisted by longitudinal bending in the top and bottom chords 

until observed slack in the diagonals appeared to be taken up. To remove tie slack a further load 

increment was applied to the truss and the strain gauge readings were reset to zero. 

When load was applied to the truss in the experimental test the chord flanges splayed vertically 

under direct Compression from the struts as shown in Figure 6.43 (h) and the truss did not gain 

the intended stiffness. In the load-detluction gralph in Figure 6.42, the stillness measured in the 

experimental test was signiticaritly less than the finite; element predicted stif liess. Mid-span 

deflections above 8.2mm in truss 9 were not recorded because oI' lateral deflection uF the bottom 

chOrd. 
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Figure 6.43, Trusses 9 and 10 flange splaying 

In the finite element load-deflection path in Figure 6.42 the frame response was not distorted by 

loss of compression stiffness at the ends of the struts. Chord sections were modelled by beam 

elements defined by a moment of inertia and a cross section area - the shape of the cross section 

was not used. The lattice system applied force into the clinches and the non-linear shear 

resistance characteristics of the clinches affected the load - mid-span deflection response of the 

truss. In the experimental test the lattice system was weakened by bending of the chord flanges 

and the loss of compression stiffness at the ends of the struts. Higher applied loads and higher 

mid-span deflections were required to bend the chords to obtain the equivalent levels of force in 

diagonals and clinches. 
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Figure 6.44, Truss 9- experimental set-up 

Connections in truss 9 were relatively weak with only one clinch per node. Shear deformation 

was observed in the clinches at the end of the test. The maximum recorded clinch force of 
5.21 kN in the left end diagonal in Figure A3.9.1 is 6% greater than the predicted clinch peak 
force of 4.9kN. At an applied load of 13.2kN the bottom chord began to twist and buckle, 

causing the truss to fail. The mid-span dial gauge was removed at 6.5kN applied load because of 

sideways deflection of the bottom chord. 

Because the bottom chord was a tension member no restraint against twisting was provided. In 

the context of overall truss bending behaviour the orientation of the bottom chords of truss 9 and 
10 were inverted from the previous design as shown in Figure 6.43 and were less able to resist 
buckling under sagging moment. This caused the bottom chord to buckle at the central position 

at an applied load of 13.2kN. Lateral buckling was also initiated in the top chord. Buckling 
behaviour at 13.2kN is clear on the bending moment and axial force diagrams for truss 9 in 

Figures. A3.9.5 and A3.9.6. 

Truss 9 summary 

  New double outer compression strut detail 

  Inverted bottom chord 

  Shorter 3m length 

  1.2/1.0/1.2mm clinch layer arrangement 
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  One clinch/connection node 

  Clinch shear deformation observed 

  4.9kN predicted clinch peak load 

  5.21kN measured truss clinch peak load 

  13.2kN truss failure load 

  Compression strut bearing caused chord flange bending and loss of strut compression 

resistance 

  Lateral torsional buckling of bottom tension chord 

6.4.10 Truss 10 

Chord members of truss 10 were 1.2mm thick, compression struts were 1.0mm thick and 

diagonals were 1.2mm thick. An additional lateral and torsional restraint was applied to the 

bottom chord at the central position of truss 10, to avoid the bottom chord lateral torsional 

buckling behaviour occurring in truss test 9. Slack in the internal components appeares in 

Figures A3.10.1 to A3.10.3 as a difference in the rate of change in measured force as load was 

applied, and as the components straighten from the initial slightly curved slack position. Figure 

A3.10.4 shows different measured force patterns on either side of the compression strut as it bent 

slightly when compression was applied. 

Truss 10 was fabricated at the same time as truss 9 and had the same problem with bending of 

flanges under compression bearing from double outer compression struts (Figure 6.43). This is 

illustrated in the low levels of force monitored in the compression strut in Figure A3.10.4, 

showing a maximum of 1.6kN. Loss of stiffness from deformation of chord flanges under 

compression from double struts was also illustrated in Figure 6.45 by comparing the low 

experimentally measured load-deflection stiffness with the finite element predicted load- 

deflection stiffness. 
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Figure 6.45, Truss 10 - Load displacement graph 
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Truss 10 gave it linear response uh tu the point ul' Failure, as shown in the load-displaeeºnent 

diagram of Figure 6.45. Failure oI'the truss occurred at in applied load of 9. SkN when the clinch 

at the top ol'the right end diagonal failed at 4.9kN in the connection as shown in figure A3. I0.2. 

Additional torsional restraint at mid-span prevented Churcis twisting about the long axis of the 

Chords. 

The clinch stIIThess diagram In Figure X3.0.7 shows a peak load fier the I 
. 
2/1 2/I 2mm thickness 

Cunºhinatiun of 6.79kN, and a significant reduction in clinch stiffness starting at 5.8kN. 

Predicted clinch failure load was 39°%i, greater than measured load at 4.9kN. Elastic lateral 

displacement 0f 4mm and torsional rotation about the long axis ui' 2.5° were measured in the top 

chard end titian between restraints heIiºre failure of' the clinch. This distortion could have 

contributed to the reduction in shear capacity of' the clinch by introducing transverse shear into 

the double half-chord ii1terIace. 

In Figure A3. I0.6 there is greater bending moment in the bottom chord It mid slýcºn towards the 

end of the test, in comparison with the tub chord. The axial I rce diagram tour the bottom chord 

III Figures A3 . I0.5 shows a more even (list ribution of axial I rce between bottom and top chords. 
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Truss 10 summary 

" 1.2/1.2/1.2mm clinch layer arrangement 

  One clinch/connection node 

  6.79kN predicted clinch peak load 

  4.9kN measured truss clinch peak load 

  9.5kN test failure load 

  Torsional restraint added to mid-span bottom chord 

  Elastic lateral and torsional warping of the end span 

  Compression strut bearing on chord flange caused loss of intended truss stiffness 

  Initial slack in ties 

6.5 Discussion of test results 

Truss mid-span elastic stiffness for the experimental, finite element pinned and finite element 

clinch shear deformation models are listed in Table 6.8. Experimental and finite element failure 

loads and peak loads for trusses 1 to 10 are summarised in table 6.1. Failure loads were loads 

causing clinch connections to fail or chord sections to buckle. 

6.5.1 Influence of number of clinches on truss strength 

The number of clinches applied at a connection node was significant in preventing failure at 

connections and raising the load at which truss failure occurred. An increased number of 

clinches determined mode of failure of a truss between chord buckling or clinch failure by 

increasing the limit of force in a connection and also by increasing elastic truss stiffness. 

Shear deformation in clinches of approximately 0.5mm was visible in connection nodes of truss 

tests 3,4,6,7 and 8. Experimental and finite element elastic stiffnesses of each truss are listed 

in Table 6.8. By comparing elastic stiffness in trusses allowing shear deformation at the 

connections with the theoretical pinned model that did not allow clinch shear deformation, it was 

possible to establish the effect of clinch shear deformation on overall deflection behaviour in 

each truss. The chord thickness and internal component arrangement of trusses 4,7 and 8 was 
1.5/1.0/1.5mm at the clinch connections. In table 6.8 the reduction in elastic stiffness of truss 7 

with 1 clinch/connection node was 24%. The same value for truss 8 with 2 clinches/connection 

node was 16% and for truss 4 with 3 clinches/connection node, 10%. As the number of clinches 

was increased the elastic stiffness margin governed by shear deformation at connection nodes 
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decreased. With three clinches in trusses 4 and 5 the eIlect 01' reduction in truss Stilfiles I'0111 

. cIinch shear deformation was as low as 10 and I P! 

Truss Elastic Stiffness 

Experimental Finite Element 

Truss Leength Clinch layer Number of Clinch Clinch Pinned Effect of 
Number arrangement clinches connections connections Connections clinch 

shear 
deformation 

(m) (mm) (kN/mm) (kN/mm) (kN/mat) (; ) 

1.2/1... 

ý. U 1.5/1.0/1.5 
ý.. 1 1.5/1.0/1.5 

ýý 1.2/1.0/1.2 

Table 6.8, Truss Beam elastic mid-span deflection stiffness 

I'russ 7 has I clinch/connection nude. A comparison of' pinned and Clinched shear det rmation 

unite elcnncnt truss 7 models in Figure 6.31) showed that the truss peak load was governed by 

non-linear shear deformation in the Clinches beginning at okN applied load. Two clinches were 

.) )IICd at each connection node in (russ X. In Figure 6.4 1 non-linear behau lour contributed by 

Clinching was less pronounced with no distinct mid-span deflection when the Clinch Simplified 

shear resistance model in Figure A3. O. 8 reached the end of the linear response. '1fuss 8 reached 

All cXI)e1i111cntal lüilure load of IO. tikN. Similarly the three clinches in truss 4 gave the 

coilncCtiun nodes additional shear resistance and the clinch shear (lelornnatioit stil'fncss slope was 

marginally less than the pinned model as illustrated in Figure 6.34, with a peak experimental 

applied lead oaf I2kN. 

The steel thickness lay-up at the clinch connections tlor trusses 5 and 6 was 12/I. 2/I.? mm. As 

fier truss 7 in Figure 6.39 with one clinch/connection node, truss t, in Figure 6.38 showed a 

sparked change in stillness behaviour at 5.5kN applied load when the single clinches reached the 

encl of the linear response to loading in Figure A3.0.7. The elTect ob'clinch nonlinear stiffness in 

truss 5 with three clinches per connection node in Figure 6.36 was Tess pronounced than truss (,. 

l'russ 6 with one clinch reaches an experimental failure load of h. ()kN and truss 5 with three 

clinches reaches an experimental täilure load ol't). HkN listed in Table 6.1, 
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6.5.2 Influence of chord thickness on truss strength 

An increase in thickness in the chord sections from 1.2mm to 1.5mm gave the chords greater 

resistance against buckling under axial force and bending moment. With the increase in 

combined thickness the shear resistance of clinching was also increased, raising levels of forces 

in the chords before clinch failure occurred. Cutting and folding was more easily achieved in 

thinner chord sections, however the thinner chord sections demonstrated greater sensitivity to 

local buckling and lateral and torsional distortion. 

Trusses 4 and 5 had three clinches per connection node, in truss 4 clinches had a lower shear 

capacity of 6.3kN compared to 6.79kN and chords were thicker in comparison with truss S. 

Truss 4 failed by failure of the clinch connections and Truss 5 failed by buckling in the top end 

span. In Table 6.8 the experimentally measured elastic stiffness of truss 4 was higher than truss 

5 and in Table 6.1 the peak load for truss 4 was higher than for truss 5. This demonstrates the 
dominant influence of chord thickness in truss strength when enough clinches were applied at the 

connections. 

6.5.3 Experimental testing 

Measured forces in the chords were used to help to understand the conditioning and behaviour of 
the truss and to determine whether the trusses were behaving as expected. Consistency in 

experimental testing was important for the generation of reliable and consistent analysis data. 

Cold-formed steel buckling distortion 

Cold-formed steel sections can be made light and strong by choosing the optimum folded form. 

Rectangular flat regions on the surface of cold-formed steel buckle under in-plane compression. 
Breaking up flat regions with folding adds strength to sections. Long slender sections also 
buckle between points of restraints under applied axial and bending forces. 

Buckling of chord members under combined axial force and bending moment was a feature of 
five out of ten of the full-scale truss tests. Lateral restraints and torsional restraints described in 

sections 6.1.4 and 6.1.5 of Chapter 6 were successful in providing lateral and torsional restraints 
to the chords. In the truss tests these restraints were applied at positions where it was thought 
that lateral and torsional restraint would be required. The use of up to three clinches at each 
connection node caused concentrated axial forces and bending moments to build up in the 
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chords. This high loading combination induced lateral displacement and torsional buckling 

between the positions of restraint. 

The truss beam chord sections can be made stronger in resisting lateral and torsional buckling if 

both types of restraint are applied to all available positions in all tests along the length of the 

truss. These positions are top and bottom nodes at the ends, loading positions and central 

positions, 10 locations in total. 

Effects of tie slack and eccentric compression strut details on truss behaviour 

Tie slack and the effect of bending of the chord flanges under direct eccentric compression 
between top and bottom chords greatly reduced the initial stiffness of trusses 9 and 10. The 

potential stiffness of the truss was reached at large displacement values when the slack in the 

diagonals was taken up and there was significant axial force and bending in the chords, affecting 

the suitability of the test data for analysis. 

Slack was introduced in trusses 9 and 10 with double outside compression struts by clinching the 

diagonal tension struts to the parallel chords in one phase and clinching the vertical compression 

struts to the parallel chords in a second phase. The chords were then brought together creating 

the slack in the diagonals. 

In the truss 1 to 8 method of fabrication all internal members are joined to either chord in series, 

allowing slack to be taken out of the truss. Emphasis should be placed on removing slack from 

the internal components in all cases. The arrangement of outside compression struts bearing on 

the top and bottom chord flanges was also unsuitable, causing a loss of compression resistance at 

the ends of the compression struts. Slack in the diagonals in trusses 1 to 8 was avoided by: 

  Clinching all the internal members to one of either top or bottom chords 

" Opposite ends of the internal components were mechanical clinched to the remaining top or 
bottom chord parts 

Finite element tests for the second of type of truss in trusses 9 and 10 did not show the close load 

- mid-span deflection relationships with the experimental tests in comparison with the longer 

trusses 2 to 8. The double outside arrangement of compression struts in the experimental tests 

were unable to resist structural compression loads effectively, bearing on and bending chord 
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flanges - only a small elastic vertical displacement of the chord flanges was necessary to weaken 
the reaction to the ends of the struts. Using a 3m half-length beam for trusses 9 and 10 did 

reduce the axial force and bending moment combination in the chords and allowed force to be 

concentrated in connections and diagonal members in addition to chord central spans. However 

initial slack in the diagonal members and the weakness of the double outer compression struts 
bearing on the chord flanges in the experimental tests provided an unsatisfactory truss beam 

design for experimental investigation. 

6.5.4 Finite element modelling 

ABAQUS finite element models were used to model the experimental tests, giving a source of 
data for predicting experimental behaviour and also for comparison when irregularities such as 

steel buckling and fabrication errors occurred in the experimental tests. 

2D beam elements 
Comparison of experimental and finite element mid-span deflection in trusses 1 to 8 gives a good 

correlation over the full non-linear range. Struts and ties were modelled with axial rod elements. 
Chord section moment of inertia was established in a hand calculation using the parallel axis 

theorem; chords section finite element properties were defined with a moment of inertia and a 

cross section area. 

The design of trusses 9 and 10 was flawed - double outside compression struts lost compression 

resistance through splaying of the chord flanges. Truss 9 and 10 finite element models did not 

model this localised flange behaviour, giving a method of contrasting experimental truss 
deflection and the intended truss deflection. 

3D shell elements 

Shell elements modelled cold-formed steel parts in several simulations of experimental tests, 

allowing elastic and plastic deformation and buckling in the experimental tests to be analysed. 
Buckling behaviour was simulated in the finite element tests by modelling the cold-formed steel 
with shell elements allowing plastic yield to be determined at five section layers through the 
thickness of the shell. 
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Combined axial force and bending moment envelopes were generated for the center and end 

spans of the chords in the truss tests in 1.5 and 2.0mm thicknesses in Section 6.3.2. Moment and 

axial force were applied in the chord shell sections through special boundary constraints at the 

ends. Chord sections failed by local buckling in the flanges, a mode of failure observed in the 

truss tests. Axial-bending envelopes were plotted on graphs with buckling limits established 
from the local capacity and overall buckling checks in BS5950-5 and experimentally recorded 

axial-moment limits. There was a good correlation between experimental, finite element and 
BS5950-5 buckling limits, especially for the end span where moment was applied at one end 

only. In the longer center span the finite element tests gave lower axial-moment limits in 

comparison with BS5950-5 buckling checks. Large displacement geometric warping and 

splaying of the chord flanges was observed in the center spans in the experimental tests that did 

not occur to a great extent in the end spans. 

6.6 Chapter summary and conclusions 

10 lattice trusses were fabricated from cold-formed steel sections and connected with clinches to 

investigate the behaviour of the connections in full-scale tests. 8 trusses were fitted with strain 

gauges and a load cell to monitor the response to loading up to failure. Analysis of the computer 
logged test data and comparison against finite element tests gave insights into the influence of 

clinch shear deformation on deflection behaviour in the trusses. 

2D finite element models were generated that included the effects of shear deformation at the 

connection nodes. A second set of theoretical 2D finite element models were also generated 

using pinned connections in place of clinch deformation elements at the connection nodes. In 

these second finite element models two of three sources of non-linearity in the exeprimental truss 

tests were eliminated in the finite element tests - clinch shear deformation and buckling (the 

third source of non-linear behaviour was large displacement geometric effects). This gave an 
idealised load-deflection path for each truss that was used to estimate the effect of elastic clinch 

shear deformation on truss deflection by comparison with models including clinch shear 
deformation. 

In the Truss 2 experimental test the shear resistance of the connection node at the top left end 
was weakened by misalignment of one of two clinches. By recreating the misaligned connection 
and testing in shear in the Instron testing machine the stiffness of the misaligned connection node 
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was established. The connection stiffness model was then simplified and applied in the 2D finite 

element model. Similarly when the clinch splice deformed in shear in the experimental test the 

same behaviour was observed in the 2D finite element test when the simplified clinch splice 

stiffness was applied. This demonstrated the robustness of the analysis method in modelling 

non-standard experimental behaviour. 

Axial force and bending moment buckling limits in the top and bottom parallel chords were 

estimated by reference to BS5950 Part 5 and by carrying out 3D finite element tests on shell 

element models of chord lengths between positions of lateral and torsional restraint. Local 

buckling, lateral buckling and finite element axial force and bending moment envelopes for the 

1.2mm and 1.5mm thick chord sections were plotted in Figures 6.23 and 6.24. Forces in the 

chords at failure of the trusses were superimposed for comparison. 

Conclusions 

1. The number of clinches at each connection node in similar trusses had a significant effect on 
failure load. By applying a single clinch at each connection of internal strut or tie to chord 

section, stresses in components of the truss remained in the elastic range and truss peak load 

was determined by the non-linear shear resistance of the clinch 

2. When two clinches were applied at each connection, the connection node shear resistance 
was doubled. At load levels close to the peak applied load the truss had three non-linear 
influences - steel yield strength inducing local buckling, large displacement geometric 
buckling, and non-linear shear resistance characteristics of clinches 

3. By increasing the number of clinches to three per connection node, the influence of material 

yield strength and large displacement geometric effects were more significant in determining 

the peak load. However the change in response from 1. to 2. above had a greater influence 

on peak load, causing a ̀ phase change' type effect in the influence of connection shear 

resistance on truss behaviour 

4. Increasing the number of clinches above three will push the connection node shear resistance 
towards the idealised pinned connection model which was investigated in theoretical finite 

element tests, giving an increasingly reliable and predictable method of connection 
5. In truss 3,4,6 and 10 experimental tests the recorded force in the clinch at failure of the 

clinch connection node was less than the predicted failure force. Taking the non-linear 

clinch load-displacement response in Figure A3.0.7 as an example, at the end of the 
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approximately linear response, near the first point on the simplified clinch path, clinch shear 
deformation begins to affect the deflection response of the truss. As the truss deflects 

buckling is induced in the chords and the truss fails. This effect is particularly pronounced in 

trusses 3,6 and 10, where a single clinch was applied at each connection node and the peak 
force recorded in the clinches was approximately N of the predicted peak force 

6. Shear capacity of clinches can also be affected by transverse shear between half chord 

sections in the compound chords. This shear was introduced when lateral and torsional 

warping occurred in the chords. Chord warping can be in the elastic range and can also lead 

to lateral torsional buckling 

7. By applying lateral and torsional restraints it was possible to restrain lateral and torsional 

buckling of the top and bottom chords in the trusses. This induced failure of clinches at 

connection nodes 
8. Shear deformation in the connection nodes reduced the elastic stiffness of the trusses by 11 to 

28% in trusses 3 to 8 from the idealised f inite element pinned models. The number of 

clinches at each connection node affected the reduction in elastic stiffness 
9. Load-deflection paths in 2D finite element models showed a close match to experimentally 

measured load-deflection paths for truss tests 1,2,3,4,6,7 and 8. This was achieved by 

applying a simplified set of the clinch load-displacement data at connection nodes. 2D finite 

element models did not allow lateral, torsional or local buckling which affected truss tests 5, 

9 and 10 significantly 

10. Load-displacement response of clinches in shear was non-linear at loads past'/ of peak load. 

The initial response was idealised as linear in the simplified clinch stiffness model. By 

simplifying the clinch stiffness curves it was possible to include a simplified clinch shear 

resistance model in finite element tests giving an equivalent non-linear response to models 
including a detailed clinch model 

11. The design of the truss must carefully match the relative strength of the chord, tie and 
connection 

12. Chord sections of trusses 1,4,5,8 and 9 showed axial force and bending moment load 

combinations within the range of limits established in the DS5950 checks and 3D finite 

element tests 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

An extensive experimental and numerical testing programme was carried out to investigate 

clinch connections in cold-formed steel load bearing trusses. Clinching was demonstrated to be 

consistent in shear resistance and a reliable method of connecting cold-formed steel providing 

connections with high stiffness and deformation characteristics. Clinching is particularly 

suitable for use in cold-formed framing systems where clinching tools can be automated in the 

cold-formed steel assembly process. 

Static and cyclic loading shear tests were carried out on clinches in different steel thicknesses in 

two and three layers of mild galvanised steel. Results of the shear tests add to existing test 

results on the shear resistance characteristics of clinch connections and provide a reference for 

cold-formed steel designers and fabricators. 

7.1 Shear resistance of clinching 

The characteristic shear resistance of clinches can be calculated using a simple, dimensionally 

correct equation presented in this thesis. The Instron testing machine was used to carry out shear 

tests with an electronic extensometer attached directly to the sample accurately measuring shear 
deformation and producing results to extended the current data-base of clinch shear resistance. 

The following conclusions on clinching in cold-formed steel have been made: 

  Shear resistance and deformation capacity of clinches increases with increased thickness of 

steel being joined. Both initial stiffness and peak load increase in with thicker steel layers 

  In two layers of different thicknesses shear capacity of clinches is influenced greatly by the 

thickness of the steel layer on the punch side and to a lesser extent by the thickness of steel 

on the die side of the clinch. Steel on the punch side is deformed into the steel on the die side 

when a clinch is formed. Failure of the clinch is initiated on the punch side when the punch 

side steel pulls out or tears. This gives steel on the punch side a more significant influence in 

determining shear capacity. 

  Shear resistance characteristics of rectangular clinches are greatly affected by the orientation 

of the applied load to the short edge of the join. At the 0° orientation the maximum shear 

resistance is achieved while at 9011 with the applied load perpendicular to the short edge of 
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the join, the least shear resistance is obtained from the join. Peak loads at 9011 are 

approximately 2/3rd of peak loads at 0° for the same clinch configuration 

  Peak load varies linearly at angle between the maximum peak load at 0° and the minimum 

peak load at 90° 

  Clinch peak loads were normalised and a linear regression was carried out on the data-base 

of results from the University of Edinburgh. Equation 4.6 was developed from a linear 

regression to predict the peak load of an S-type clinch with steel thickness, steel UTS and 

angle of applied loading as variables. Comparison was made between Equation 4.6 and 

equations developed by other researchers by applying clinch variables in the equations. 

  The characteristic resistance Equation 4.9 was developed from the average resistance 

equation 4.6, taking into account the different standard deviations observed between the 0° 

and 90° clinch shear resistance sample populations. The characteristic design resistance 

Equation 7.1 is developed in Section 7.8 by applying a partial factor of safety of 0.8 to 

Equation 4.9. 

" H-type clinches achieve a higher initial stiffness and peak load in comparison with the S-type 

clinch. The H-type clinch has less deformation capacity and reaches the peak load at a 

smaller displacement, giving less shear resistance in flexibility 

7.2 Simplified clinch model 

The behaviour of cold-formed steel trusses using mechanical clinches can be accurately 

predicted using FE techniques provided an appropriate model for the connection is used. Clinch 

shear deformation was included as an essential part of the finite element models in special clinch 

stiffness elements. Each clinch element joined in-plane displacement degrees of freedom at two 

nodes with the non-linear clinch stiffness characteristics. The two nodes being joined 

corresponded to the location of the clinch connection in the layers of steel. 

In the moment-rotation tests in Section 5.1 the clinch stiffness was modelled with the exact 

clinch load-displacement response established from the Instron clinch shear tests. This gave a 

complex non-linear moment-rotation response in the finite element tests that corresponded well 

to the experimental results where buckling of cold-formed steel did not occur. In the six clinch 

cantilever test in Section 5.2 the non-linear behaviour of the clinch group was analysed where 
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two clinches in the clinch group failed, transferring moment to the remaining four clinches and 

shifting the center of rotation. 

Buckling of the cross beam occurred before the clinch group non-linear response was utilised in 

the experimental and finite element H-frame tests in Section 5.3 in this work and in [16 and 62]. 

The clinch stiffness model in both experimental and finite element tests affected elastic mid-span 

deflection stiffness of the H-frame crossbeam. 

All forces were applied in the strongest direction at 0° to clinches in the truss tests in Chapter 6, 

an orthotropic stiffness model was not required. A simplified model of the clinch stiffness was 

applied in 2D finite element truss tests. Four points determined the non-linear response over 

three phases - elastic, yield plateau and unloading deformation. The close correlation between 

experimental and finite element truss mid-span deflection in Chapter 6 demonstrates the 

suitability of using a simplified clinch model to simulate clinch shear defonnation in 

experimental tests. This also indicates that a simplified method of shear resistance prediction 

such as application of the clinch shear capacity equation 4.6 in a hand calculation can be applied 

to estimate the shear resistance of a clinched frame. 

7.3 Cyclic shear tests 

Shear resistance of clinches was not greatly influenced by cyclic loading up to 10,000 cycles 

with the cycle load less than 50% of clinch peak load. Cyclic tests were carried out using the 

Instron testing machine on clinches in two and three layers of steel. Connection samples were 

cycled 10,000 times between zero load and 50% of peak load at one full cycle every 2 seconds. 

Following the cyclic loading phase samples were tested in shear to failure. These final static 

tests on cycled samples were compared to shear tests on similar connection samples with no 

cyclic loading. Cyclic loading affected the shear resistance of the clinches causing some plastic 

deformation over the 10,000 cycles and creating a marked difference in the load-displacement 

paths. 

The process of forming a clinch is non-linear - the area of steel local to the connection is forced 

and interlocked by plastic straining from pushing and shearing of clinch tool parts in two 

controlled forming phases. The material stress-strain curves in Appendix 1 show that there is 

little additional stress generated in the steel from plastic deformation and steel hardening in 
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comparison with the stress generated in the elastic range of straining. Residual stresses and 
forces in the connection are caused by the interlocked steel parts pushing against each other after 
formation of the connection. This restrains the parts of the connection in a static elastic state, 

giving a tight clinch with no play or shear deformation between the parent sheets of steel when 
the clinch is properly formed. 

Cyclic loading to 50% of peak load caused localised plastic straining of the interlocked join, 

pushing small regions of the steel into the steel hardening range of strain and altering the shear 

resistance characteristics of the connection. Altered shear resistance characteristics can be seen 
in the cyclic clinch test load-displacement graphs of Appendix 1. In all cases the initial stiffness 

gradient of the clinches were increased. In most cases a similar or slightly higher peak load was 

achieved and ductility was not significantly affected. 

7.4 Variability of clinch shear resistance characteristics 

Mechanical clinches demonstrated a low variability of shear resistance characteristics between 

similar tests, with variability not much greater than the variability in the material. In Table 3.2 

the standard deviation of the Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS) of six 1.0mm thick steel samples 

was 2.72%. Table 4.6 lists standard deviations of peak load of four types of clinch connection 

samples. The six 1.0mm thickness test samples at 0° have a standard deviation of 3.49% and the 

90° samples have a standard deviation of 3.90%. The difference of standard deviations between 

material samples and clinch samples was approximately 1% in both cases. Taking the 

assumption that the variation in steel UTS in the clinch variation tests accounts for 2.7% of the 

coefficient of variation of clinch peak loads, the remaining 1% can be attributed to variability 
inherent in the clinch connections after formation. 

The coefficient of variation of UTS of six 2.0mm material samples was 2.77%, similar in 

magnitude to the 2.72% achieved with the 1.0mm thick material samples. Table 4.6 shows the 

standard deviation of peak loads of six clinch samples in 2.0mm steel thickness to be 1.5% at 00 

and 2.55% at 90°. As for the 1.0mm equivalent samples the standard deviation of UTS is higher 

at 90° in comparison with the stronger 0° applied load orientation. The difference in standard 
deviations between 0° and 90° orientations has been taken into account in developing the 

characteristic clinch resistance equation 4.9 in Section 4.5.2. 
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7.5 Clinches compared to other connections 

Mechanical clinches also demonstrated a low variability of shear resistance characteristics when 

compared with screw tests in similar thickness arrangements. Variation analysis of screw shear 

tests in Section 4.2.3 of Chapter 4 show a coefficient of variation in the screw samples in 1.0mm 

thick steel of 8.05%, and in 2.0mm thick steel 3.81%. Coefficients of variation of the screw test 

samples are significantly higher in comparison with the equivalent clinch peak loads joins as the 

peak is reached when the screws are being pulled along the treads in the large displacement 

range of response. Variation in material properties for the screw samples can account for a small 

proportion of the variation in peak loads for the 1.0mm and a high proportion of variation for the 

2. Onn steel thickness tests. 

While self-tapping screw peak loads are variable in comparison with mechanical clinches, the 

initial stiffnesses are regular but weaker in comparison with clinching. This weakness can be 

attributed to the mode of elastic deformation in a screw shear test - the screw rotates from the 

moment applied by the small eccentricity between the sheets being pulled apart. The eccentricity 
is equal to the average thickness of the sheets of steel being joined. 

Henrob self-piercing rivets achieve higher peak loads in comparison with clinches -- typically 2 

to 2.5 times greater than the equivalent clinch at 0° peak shear resistance. Initial stiffnesses 

gradients measured from the shear tests for self-piercing rivets are less than those of the clinches, 

especially in the less thick 1.0mm steel samples. In the mode of shear displacement and failure 

of the Henrob self-piercing rivet, the rivet part acts as a structural link between the layers of 

steel, causing deformation and tearing of the parent material close to the connection until the 

connection is pulled apart. In the initial elastic stage of shear there is some twisting of the rivet 

component to a lesser extent than the self-tapping screw samples because of the squat curved 

shape of the rivet. 

Shear test on pop-rivets give peak loads between the 0° and 90° peak loads of equivalent clinch 
tests. In 1.0mm steel thickness the elastic stiffness gradient was similar to the clinch sample at 
90° ad in 2.0mm thick steel the elastic stiffness was slightly less than the clinch at 0°. Pop rivets 

show less ductility in comparison with clinches with the connections failing in shear at a shear 
deflection of 1.0mm. 
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7.6 Rotational resistance of clinch groups 

Clinch groups showed strong rotational behaviour with rotational deformation capacity under 

applied moment. The rectangular arrangement of four clinches subjected to moment and no 

applied axial force was a severe loading arrangement because of the direct leverage of forces 

evenly to each join and also because of the small distances between the clinches. Moment- 

rotation paths were similar to clinch load-displacement paths where the clinch group inherits 

shear resistance characteristics of the individual clinches. 

In the clinch group moment-rotation tests where the clinches were spaced at the wider 25mm and 
50mm distances, a higher moment was generated in the clinch group in comparison with the 

15mm and 25mm spacing combinations. Because of a lack of restraint from the testing frame 

and the flexibility of the cold-formed steel c-sections, buckling and twisting of the c-sections 

occurred in some tests at higher applied moments. In the finite element moment-rotation tests 

the cold-formed steel c-sections in the experimental set-up were modelled with shell elements. 
Special orthotropic clinch connection elements were developed using the clinch load- 

displacement data from the Instron clinch shear tests. In several of the finite element moment 

rotation tests the non-linear orthotropic clinch connection elements gave a similar moment- 

rotation response in the finite element tests in comparison with the experimental moment- 

rotation tests. This was especially true for the experimental tests where there was no significant 

twisting of c-sections. 

The non-linear moment-rotation behaviour of a group of six symmetrically arranged clinches 

was analysed in a cantilever finite element test in section 5.2.1. The non-linear orthotropic 

clinch shear resistance model established in Chapter 4 was applied in each clinch connection 

element in the finite element model. 

The peak moment in the finite element test was compared against an analytical solution. In the 

analytical solution the angle of force applied to the clinches in the group was established. The 

force angle was then used to determine the clinch peak resistance by linear interpolation between 

0° and 90° clinch shear resistances. To predict the peak moment the clinch group would 

generate, the peak force was multiplied by the lever arm distance between the centre or rotation 
and each clinch. 
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While there were six clinches in the group, the closest match between analytical and finite 

element peak moments was obtained by considering only the four outer clinches in the group in 

the analytical solution. The lever arm to the four outer clinches was greater than the lever arm to 

the two central clinches. This suggests that the outer clinches will had greater shear deformation 

in comparison with the inner clinches for a given rotation of the group, and that the outer 

clinches reached their peak shear resistance before the two inner clinches. However the below 

peak resistance of the two inner clinches were excluded in the analytical solution and further 

experimental and numerical investigation of the rotational behaviour of larger groups of clinches 
is recommended. 

Following the peak moment, two of the clinches in the group of six failed before the remaining 
four, transferring load to the remaining four clinches. The center of rotation of the clinch group 

shifted to the center of the remaining four clinches and the moment sustained by the clinch group 

reduced to approximately 2/3'd of the peak moment sustained by the six clinches. 

Full-scale clinched H-frame experimental tests carried out by Davies in [16] were modelled with 
finite element tests in this work. There was a close agreement between experimental and finite 

element load to mid-span deflection paths and peak loads. The clinch shear resistance model 

was applied to the clinch connection groups at the ends of the cross-beam in the H-Frame. 

Stiffness increase from moment resistance at the clinch connection groups was evident in the 

experimental and finite element tests. Failure of all 11-frame experimental and finite element 
tests occurred through plastic failure in the H-frame cross-beams. 

7.7 Clinch connections in full scale trusses 

Lattice type parallel chord truss beams up to 6m in length were fabricated into cold-formed steel 
and connected by clinching in groups of 1,2 and 3 clinches at connection nodes. Trusses were 

simply supported in a rigid testing frame with lateral and torsional restraints along their length. 
Vertical downward loading was applied equally through a spreader beam to two positions on the 
trusses and testing was carried out to structural failure. Strain gauges were applied at twelve 

positions on the trusses and strain was recorded to a data logger with corresponding 
measurements of applied load. Readings of vertical deflection at mid-span and corresponding 
applied load were taken by hand in each truss test. 
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Clinches were applied singly and in groups of two and three at connection nodes connecting 

internal vertical struts and diagonal ties to the top and bottom chords of the truss. At each 

connection node clinches were oriented with the short edge of the join parallel to the applied load 

- the stronger 0° clinch orientation. In the truss tests the clinching method proved to be a strong 

method of connection with good deformation capacity. In many cases trusses buckled between 

lateral and torsional restraints while clinch connections held truss components together. 

By measuring strain on the external surfaces of the internal struts and ties it was possible to 

obtain the magnitude of force in the internal components. The internal component force is 

equivalent to the shear force in the connections at either end of the component. Analysis of 

graphs of internal component strain against applied load in the truss tests showed how shear 
force in the clinch connections varied with applied load: 

  Clinch failure initiated overall failure of the trusses in trusses 2,4,6,7,8, and 10 

  When clinch failure was the primary cause of the truss structural failure there was a linear 

relationship between the applied load on the truss and the force in the clinches during the 

tests, up to a point close to failure of the connections 
  In tests with one and two clinches/connection node the point of clinch connection failure was 

balanced with buckling failure of the chords 

Experimental tests were set-up with special emphasis on analysing forces at the connections. 
There was little static indeterminacy in the trusses apart from bending resistance in the chords 

and so in the truss tests forces are generally directed into the connection nodes. In an industrial 

parallel chord or pitched chord truss application it is likely that there would be more redundancy 
in the frame arrangement, and that there would be several clinches at each connection node. This 

would make the contribution of clinch shear deformation in reducing the stiffness of the structure 
less than the 15% estimated from the finite element truss tests. 

The measured resistance of the clinches in the truss tests was approximately 0.8 times the 

predicted clinch resistance in the truss tests. This can be explained by two influences: 

" Eccentricity between the line of the diagonal ties and the vertical struts meeting at the chords 
caused additional bending in the chords in the region of the clinch connection nodes, 
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  Lateral bending in the chords caused differential displacement between the two half chords in 

each member, creating shear forces in the cinches joining the chords. 

In half of the experimental truss tests carried out, buckling of the top and bottom parallel chords 

caused the structural failure of the trusses. Methods of lateral and torsional restraint against 

buckling were devised and applied as the tests were carried out. The positioning of strain gauges 

on the upper and lower fibers of the top and bottom chords gave strain data from which the 

bending moment and axial forces in the chords could be established. Graphs of applied load 

against bending moment and applied load against axial force in the top and bottom chords were 

analysed with reference to buckling behaviour noted in the experimental tests. 

The general lattice arrangement of trusses 1 to 8 gave a satisfactory response under concentrated 

loading, partly because internal members all connected with chords along the central plane of the 

truss, as shown in Figure 6.43, avoiding out of plane eccentricities. Lateral and torsional 

buckling of chords occurred in many tests. Lateral and torsional restraints were added and 

improvised. By providing lateral and torsional restraint at supports and at regular lengths along 

trusses, buckling behaviour was restrained. Buckling limits of the trusses gave an additional 
dimension to the experimental investigation by allowing the behaviour of clinches to be analysed 

in a steel structure with realistic shear resistance limits. 

ABAQUS Finite element models of the trusses were generated using beam elements with 

bending and axial force resistance for the chords. This first set of finite element tests were 

effectively in two dimensions with no consideration of lateral and torsional buckling of chords. 

Rod type axial displacement elements were used to represent internal components. The shear 
deformation of the clinch connections in the truss finite element tests was represented by a 

special clinch shear deformation connection element, joining all the internal components to 

chords. A simplified version of the clinch load-deflection data from the Instron clinch shear tests 

was used to define the stiffness characteristics of the clinch elements. There was a good 

agreement between the applied load to mid-span deflection paths of the experimental and finite 

element tests in the cases where there was no significant buckling of the chords in the 

experimental tests. 
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A second run of each of the two dimensional truss finite element tests was carried out with each 

of the clinch connection elements joining internal members to chord members being replaced by 

a pinned connection. This gave the theoretical effect of a truss with no shear deformation at the 

connections. By comparing the mid-span deflection to applied load stiffness relationships of the 

tests with clinch shear deformation against the tests without connection shear deformation, it was 

possible to estimate the effect of clinch shear deformation on overall stiffness of the trusses. The 

shear deformation at the clinch connections reduced the initial stiffness tangents of the trusses by 

approximately 15%, with a lesser reducing effect for trusses with greater numbers of clinches at 

each connection node. 

A further set of three dimensional finite element tests were carried out modelling two 

unrestrained lengths of chord sections under combined axial force and bending moment. Cold- 

formed steel chord sections were modelled with shell elements. Plastic and steel hardening 

material properties established in the Instron material tests were applied to the shell elements, 

allowing plastic steel buckling to occur. A bending moment and axial force resistance envelope 

was established for the two unrestrained lengths of chord and for the two steel thicknesses used 
in the chord sections. BS5950 buckling checks and finite element chord strength envelopes were 

used in the analysis of the bending moments and axial forces in the chords measured in the 

experimental tests. 

A lot has been learned about design of cold-formed steel trusses that can be applied to cold- 
formed steel trusses with many types of primary connection: 

  The connection of internal components transferring compression to external components was 

sensitive to buckling in Truss 1 

  In Trusses 9 and 10 compression struts were arranged to press down on the outside of the 

chord flanges where there was little stiffness 
  Connections in cold-formed steel can be subjected to out of plane forces caused by section 

warping and buckling in addition to shear from direct tension and compression in the 

connected truss parts 

7.8 Design considerations 

In designing cold-formed steel framing systems it would not normally be acceptable for a truss to 
fail at the connections rather than through buckling. Failure of chords in the truss tests 
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represented the maximum possible load - the application of three or more clinches was sufficient 

to ensure failure at connections was unlikely. 

BS 5950 Part 5 Section A1.4, `Calculation of shear capacity in tilting and bearing' for screws, 

blind rivets and powder actuated fasteners gives the shear capacity of a connection in two equal 

steel thicknesses as the lesser of- 
Ps =2.1 t3dpy 

and 
Ps = 3.2 (t33d)112pr 

where: 
Ps is the shear capacity of the connection 

t3 is the thickness of the steel in contact with the connection head 

d is the diameter of the connection shaft 

py is the design strength of the steel 

A design factor of 2.1 is being applied to the bearing strength of the steel at the connection shaft. 

It is also recommended that the shear capacity of the fastener itself should be greater than 1.25Ps, 

in clinching there is no fastener with the connection being formed from the parent metal. 

In the full-scale truss tests local major axis bending moments were induced at connection nodes 
by the eccentricity between the diagonal ties and vertical struts meeting at a connection node. 
Lateral bending in the chords occurred under concentrated compression and major axis bending. 

With distortion of the layers of steel forming the clinches, measured clinch resistance in the truss 

tests was typically 0.8 times the predicted average clinch resistance in tests where clinch failure 

initiated the failure of the truss. By applying a partial factor of safety of 0.8 to the characteristic 

clinch resistance equation in Equation 4.9, the following characteristic design equation is 

obtained: 

F, ý = (4.89 - 0.023.0) .t. UTS 

... Equation 7.1 
Where Fc is the characteristic normalised design resistance of a clinch. 
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The overall load factor, yf, applied in cold-formed steel design is typically 1.55, and the material 

strength factor, 7m, is 1.25. In Equation 7.1 the characteristic design clinch resistance is based 

on the average clinch resistance over the sample population less two standard deviations in 

Equation 4.9. Equation 4.9 also takes into account different standard deviations obtained from 

clinch tests at 00 and 90°. 

In a cold-formed steel frame design where yi, = 1.25 and yf = 1.55 are applied, clinch resistance 

can be obtained from Equation 7.1 and applied directly as the variability in clinch resistance is 

taken into account. 

7.9 Suggestions for further research 

Designers responsible for innovation in commercial framing systems need to have the analysed 

results of tests on clinched frames available to have enough confidence in clinching shear 

resistance to apply it in industry. Further clinch testing research will push the range of clinch 
design guidance from research publications into international design codes. Industrial partners 

can benefit from investigations in how the clinching system can be applied in the manufacturing 

process to give efficiencies over other connection techniques. 

The current database of clinch shear resistance can be verified and extended with further shear 
tests covering: 

  Clinches in two, three and four layers 

  Different layer/load direction arrangements 

  Different thickness combinations of steel 

  Upper and lower ranges of steel UTS 

" Combinations of steel and sandwiched plastic thermal breaks 

  Different commercial clinch types 

  Cyclic performance of the extended range 

  Corrosion resistance 

  Combination of clinching with adhesives to improve stiffness without loss of ductility 

  Effect of out of plane forces on shear capacity 
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More data is also required on the non-linear moment resistance behaviour of clinches in groups 

greater than 4 and in unsymmetrical layouts. A simple analytical method for the determination 

of the moment resistance of groups of more than 4 clinches has yet to be established. 

Shear resistance of clinches is the core influence affecting the suitability of the technique for use 
in framing systems compared with other more commonly used connections. This can be 

investigated in: 

  Testing and numerical modelling of other cold-formed steel connections 

  Full-scale frame tests taking account of bracing effects in framing systems 

  Cyclic performance of clinching in braced frames 

  Sensitivity of clinched trusses to design details 
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Abstract 

In this paper a comparative investigation carried out on the shear behaviour of mechanical connections in thin gauge steel is 
described. The connection techniques considered are press joining, Henrob fasteners, pop rivets and self-tapping screws. Samples 
joining two strips of steel of 1.0-, 1.2-, 1.6- and 2.0-mm thickness are reported. Press joins are applied at orientations of 0°, 45°, 
and 90°. Peak loads of all types of join tested are tabulated. The variability of the peak loads of press joins and screw samples in 
1.0-mm and 2.0-mm thick steel are established with six tests on each configuration. A variability analysis is also carried out on 
peak stresses obtained from elasto-plastic material tests on 1.0-mm and 2.0-mm steel samples. The load displacement responses 
of the four types of connection in the small displacement range of < 0.1 mm are plotted and compared. m 1999 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 

j ywords: Mechanical connections; Steel; Cold formed 

1. Introduction 

There is tremendous pressure on the construction 
industry to reduce cost, improve quality, and build 
faster. Cold-formed steel elements exhibit a combi- 
nation of low cost, quality assured material, which 
utilises the benefits of mass construction. With proper 
design highly efficient structural forms can be pro- 
duced. To date most of the benefits of cold-formed 
steel have lain with the production of simple elements 
such as purlins and sheeting rails. Recently there has 
been a growth in the use of cold-formed steel in 
fabricated structures such as trusses and stud frames. 
An essential aspect in the efficient fabrication of cold- 
formed steel structures is the type of connection used. 

The choice of which connecting technique should be 

most suitable for a particular cold-formed steel appli- 
cation will be influenced by several factors including: 

" The strength of the connection or connection group 
at a discreet location in terms of 
1. initial small displacement response and 
2. ductility. 

" The availability of a generic analysis and design 
method. 

" The reliability of the join and availability of quality 
control methods. 

" The cost of the connection technique. 
" Manoeuvrability of the joining equipment. 
" Local environmental effects associated with the 

joining process, e. g. fumes from welding galvanised 
steel. 

*Corresponding author. +44-0131-667-9238. 
UK design guidance for connections in cold-formed 

steel [1] specifies that the join should be capable of 

0950-0618/99/S - see front matter © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
p11; S0950.0618(99)00018.5 

* 
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transmitting the forces and moments calculated in the 
design. In this paper, the initial displacement and plas- 
tic shear behaviour of four types of mechanical connec- 
tion will be investigated. The load response character- 
istics of connections defined by mechanical interlock, 
welding and bonding has previously been researched [21 

and press joining and mechanical clinching have been 
compared to spot welding connection techniques [3]. 

2. Types of fasteners considered 

of a press join is defined by the direction of the load 
applied to the connection. 

The orthogonal strength and deformation character. 
istics of press joins have been demonstrated previously 
by Pedreschi et at. [5,61. The potential of press joining 
in cold-formed steel structures has been investigated 
[41, and some advantages of using mechanical clinching 
for connecting light gauge steel have been highlighted 
[7I. 

The press join configurations tested are joins at 0° 
and 90° in two strips of steel of equal thickness and for 
four different thickness. 

ZI. Mechanical clinching 

Fig. 1 shows three stages of forming a press join. All 
three views are a half vertical section of the die part 
(below), the layers of steel being connected (centre) 

and the punch part (above). To begin the connection 
process two or more layers of steel are arranged and 
positioned between the punch and die parts of the 
press joining tool. In Fig. la the punch is sheared 
through the steel sheets. Note that the sides of the 
punch are aligned with the sides of the die parts to 
produce a concentrated shear reaction when the punch 
is initially brought down. The sides of the die parts are 
also sprung laterally (Fig. 1b) to allow lateral expansion 
of the steel between the punch and die under concen- 
trated pressure in the second phase of joining. In Fig. 
lc the vertical force is removed from the punch, the 
steel sheets are removed from the die, and the sides of 
the die part return to their vertical positions. 

The pressure used to deform the layers of steel in 
the second stage of mechanical clinching influences the 
strength. and behaviour of the join loaded in shear. 
Several tests were carried out with varying pressures on 
different steel thickness to obtain the optimum join 
strength for each sample. The lateral spread of the 
deformed steel on the die side of the sample gives an 
indication of the efficiency of the join. The orientation 

:r yl 

, $ 1 ý 

Y 

a) b) c) 

2 Z. Self piercing rivets 

Henrob 5-mm nominal stem diameter self piercing 
rivet samples were tested in four different thickness of 
steel. The process of forming a Henrob self-piercing 
connection involves driving a separate rivet component 
into the layers of the parent metal, piercing and clinch- 
ing in a single operation. A cross section view of a 
formed Henrob connection is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

2.3. Pop rivets 

The pop rivet joins were formed by applying a hand 
held lazy tongues apparatus with the rivet inserted at 
the tip to a pre-drilled hole in the plates. The rivet has 
a shaft diameter of 5 mm and a 5-mm diameter auto- 
matic drill is used to prepare the hole. An advantage of 
using pop rivets over other types of mechanical 
fastener is that a rivet can be applied to layers of steel 
where the rivet operator has access to only one face of 
the steel surface. A hole must be drilled in the parent 
metal before a rivet is applied. 

2.4. Self tapping screws 

SFS Stadler Self drilling and tapping screws SD3- 
T16-6.3 x 25 and SD5-T1S-5.5 X 25 were tested. Screws 
are commonly used to sew steel roof sheeting to purlins 
and to join cold-formed steel structural components. In 
the shear tests screw samples are clamped and joined 
using an automatic drill with a single self tapping and 
drilling screw, 

Fig. 1. Forming a press join. Fig. 2. Cross section of a Ifenrob join. 
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Fig. 3. Stress-strain relationship for 2.0-mm thick steel. 

3. Experimental procedures 

3.1. Materials used in the tests 

Galvanised mild steel was used in all samples. Each 
type of connection was tested in 1.0-mm, 1.2-mm, 1.6- 
mm and 2.0-mm thick steel. Material tests were carried 
out on all steel thickness used in the shear tests. In the 
material tests, the test sample is a single steel strip. 
The extensometer provides a travel distance of 50 mm 
allowing the extensometer to measure the elastic, plas- 
tic and failure behaviour of a sample. There is con- 
siderable narrowing of the sample in the central region 
at failure. ' 

An additional set of six tests were carried out on the 
1.0-mm and 2.0-mm steel thickness to establish the 
variability of the parent metal material properties used 
in the mechanical connection tests. Table 1 shows 
average peak stress levels and standard deviations of 
yield stresses over each set of the six samples for the 
1.0-mm and 2.0-mm steel thickness. The stress strain 
curves for the six tests of 2.0-mm thickness are illus- 
trated in Fig. 3. 

3.2. Test procedure for mechanical connections 

A series of shear tests were carried out on each 
connection type. The test samples consist of two strips 
of mild steel, 200 mm long x 50 mm wide, with an 

overlap length of 80 mm (Fig. 4). The connected 
samples were clamped into the grips of the Instron 
testing machine. A 100-mm gauge length extensometer 
with a travel distance of 50 mm was attached to the 
samples with wire clips that provide a knife edge con- 
nection to one side of the sample. The extensometer 
and load cell were calibrated and balanced. 

The test was started by applying a tensile force to the 
sample in the direction of the bold arrows in Fig. 4. 
The force was regulated by the tensile testing machine 
to produce a rate of displacement specified by the 
machine operator. When mechanical fasteners were 
being tested, 'a rate of displacement of 1 mm/sec was 
specified. Values of displacement at the 100-mm gauge 
points on the sample were recorded at rate of five data 
samples per second and measurements of applied load 
were recorded simultaneously from a load cell. The test 
was carried out until the join had failed. In the connec- 
tion sample tests, it is assumed that all displacement 
takes place at the connection, and the elastic defor- 
mation of the steel strips is negligible. 

4. Results and analysis 

4.1. Experimental results 

Average peak loads for all connection types con- 
sidered are listed in Table 2, the corresponding load 

Table I 
Mechanical properties of mild steel samples of 1.0-mm and 2.0-mm thickness 

Steel thickness Number of samples Average yield stress Standard deviation Coefficient of 
(mm) in population (N/mm2) variation (ß'o) 

1.0 6 315.5 8.6 2.72 
2.0 6 306.5 8.5 2.77 

02468 10 12 14 16 18 
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Fig. 4. Connection shear test arrangement. 

displacement paths are illustrated in Figs. 5-8. Initial 
displacement responses of < 0.1 mm for all connection 
types in steel thickness of 1.0 mm and 2.0 mm are 
illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10. 

4.2. Mechanical clinching 

The effects of the angle of orientation of the join 
and the thickness of steel joined on the shear capacity 
of the press join can be seen in Fig. 11. The join is 
strongest in shear at 0° and weakest at 90°. There is an 
approximately linear relationship between the angle of 
orientation and shear peak load, as shown in Fig. 11. 
Peak load also increases with increased thickness of 
steel being joined. 

The failure mode of a press join is greatly affected by 

the orientation of the applied load to the parallel slits 
that are sheared into the connection parent metal in 
the first stage of forming the join (Fig. 1). If the applied 
load is parallel to the slits (90° orientation), the parent 
metal components slip away from each other in a 
squeezing action. Any resistance to displacement is 
provided by lateral deformation against the slits, there 
is little plastic deformation of the connection parent 
metal and consequently a lower peak load is achieved 
in comparison with press joins at 0° and self-piercing 
rivets. 

In the case of press joins at 0° orientation, the 
applied load is perpendicular to the sheared slits in the 
connection parent metal. When the load is increased, 
the two parent metal components lock and failure is 
caused by local bending, tearing and pulling out. Con- 

Table 2 
Shear test peak loads 

Type of join Peak load (kN) Peak load (kN) Peak load (kN) Peak load (kN) 
steel thickness 1.0 mm steel thickness 1.2 mm steel thickness 1.6 mm steel thickness 2.0 mm 
Test Average Test Average Test Average Test Average 
value value value value 

press join at 0° 2.06 2.04 2.65 2.68 3.81 3.91 5.03 5.09 
2.02 2.71 4.00 5.15 

press join at 45° 1.69 1.64 2.17 2.13 3.10 2.99 4.32 4.23 
1.59 2.08 2.89 4.15 

press join at 90° 1.38 1.37 1.95 1.92 2.68 2.70 3.09 3.14 
1.37 1.89 2.72 3.18 

pop rivet 2.50 2.51 2.74 2.83 3.20 3.23 3.59 3.64 
2.52 2.92 3.26 3.70 

Self-piercing 5.38 5.28 6.04 6.17 9.32 9.11 11.11 11.27 
rivet 5.19 6.31 8.90 11.43 

Self-tapping 2.74 2.91 3.58 3.75 6.00 6.28 9.33 9.48 
screw 3.09 3.91 6.56 9,41 
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Fig. 5. Average load displacement paths of connections in 1.0-mm thick steel. 
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113 

sequently greater energy is required to displace the 
joined steel plates and higher initial stiffness and duc- 
tility are achieved in comparison with press joins at 90°. 
The failure mode of a press join at 45° is a combination 
of modes for 0° and 90°. 

Davies et al. developed equations to predict the 
initial stiffness, unloading stiffness, peak load and plas- 
tic limit of a press join in 1.6- and 2.0-mm thick steel 
for any angle of applied loading [6]. An equation [51 
that uses the ultimate tensile strength of the steel, the 

angle of applied loading in degrees and the steel thick. 
ness to estimate the peak load of a press join is: 

Peak load - ((6.34 - 0.022 x 0) x U. T. S. X thickness), 

where 0° S0S 90°, the U. T. S. is in N/mm2 and thick- 
ness is in mm. The press join peak loads listed in Table 
2 show a close correlation to the peak loads predicted 
using this formula. The initial displacement responses 
of press join connections illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10 
show a high initial stiffness. 

71 
Self piercing rivet 

6 Pop rivet 

5 
g4 Self tapping screw 

u 

Press join at 0 degrees 

Press join at 90 degrees 

0 
0123456789 

Displacement (nun) 
Fig. 6. Average load displacement paths of connections in 1.2-mm thick steel. 
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4.3. Self-piercing rivets 
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Peak loads for all self-piercing rivet samples tested 
are listed in Table 2 and the load displacement paths 
are included in Figs. 5-8. Unlike the press join the self- 
piercing rivet is circular and dose not have a particular 
orientation. It has a separate rivet component driven 
into the layers of the parent metal to complete the join, 
as illustrated in Fig. 2. In a shear test when the parent 
metal begins to deform, the rivet component acts as a 
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Fig. 7. Average load displacement paths of connections in 1.6-mm thick steel. 
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link between the shearing strips of metal causing local 
deformation and tearing. High peak load and ductility 
are achieved in comparison with all other join types 
tested. 

4.4. Pop rivets 

In the pop rivet tests although the shear behaviour 
was irregular between similar samples, peak load gen- 
erally increased with increase in steel thickness (Table 

Self tapping screw 

Pop rivet 

Press join at 0 degrees 

! -- Press join at 90 degrees 

1i3456789 
Displacement (mm) 
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2). The samples failed by the rivet head sliding down 
the rivet shaft after some local deformation except for 
the 2.0-mm steel sheet thickness where in some cases 
the rivet shaft failed in shear (Figs. 5-8). 

4.5. Self-tapping screws 

The characteristic failure mode for self-tapping 
screws in shear tests begins with a rotation of the screw 
as the load is applied. This is followed by an irregular 
pulling out mode when the steel in the plates around 

Table 3 
Variation of peak loads for selected samples 

Press Join at 0 degrees 

""""""""" Self Piercing Rivet 

Press Join at 45 degrees 

--- Screw 

Press Join at 90 degrees 

-"-"-" Pop Rivet 

f connections In 2.0-mm thick steel. 

the screw is deformed locally and dragged over the 
screw threads. This type of load displacement be- 
haviour creates high ductility but low initial stiffness 
(Figs. 5-8). Fig. 9 shows that where screws are applied 
in 1.0-mm thick steel the load displacement path shows 
a low initial stiffness. 

4.6. Variability (screws and press joins) 

An additional series of mechanical clinching shear 
tests were carried out on press joins at 0% press joins at 

lIype of join Steel thickness 
(mm) 

Number of 
samples in 
population 

Average peak 
load (kN) 

Standard 
deviation 

Coefficient of 
variation (%) 

Press join at 90° 1.0 6 1.41 0.055 3.46 
Press join at 0° 1.0 6 2.09 0.073 3.49 
Press join at 90° 2.0 6 2.98 0.076 2.55 
Press join at 0° 2.0 6 5.12 0.077 1.50 
Screw 1.0 6 4.905 0.395 8.05 
Screw 2.0 6 8.875 0.338 3.81 

0 0.05 0.1 
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nA A__ sponse. Press joins at 0° consistently showed a higher 
peak load in comparison with press joins at 90° in 
different thickness of steel tested. 

" Self-piercing rivets and press joins at 0° orientation 
showed a high initial stiffness in comparison with 
the other types of connection tested. 

" Self-tapping screws showed a low initial stiffness in 
1.0-mm thick steel. The ductility of all self-tapping 
screws samples tested was high due to the parent 
metal dragging on the screw threads in the large 
displacement range of response, 

" The initial stiffness and peak loads of pop rivets in 
comparison with the other connections tested was 
highest in the 1.0-mm and 1.2-mm steel thickness. 

" Self-piercing rivets show a high peak load and high 
ductility as the rivet part of the connection links the 
parent metal components through the large dis- 
placement range of response. 

" The variability of yield stress of the mild steel used 
in the shear tests cannot account directly for the 
variability of peak loads from press join or self-tap- 
ping screw shear tests. 

Press Join Orientation (Degrees) 

Fig. It. The effect of the angle of orientation on press join peak 
load. 

90° and self tapping screws, in 1.0-mm and 2.0-mm 
thick steel. Six of each configuration were tested, to 
examine the variability of test results on similar con- 
figurations. Table 3 shows the average peak load and 
coefficient of variation for each set of six tests. 

A comparison of Table 3 and Table 1 shows that the 
coefficient of variation of peak loads obtained for press 
joins in 2.0-mm thick steel was lower than the material 
tests yield stress coefficient of variation for that thick- 
ness. As the steel thickness is decreased to 1.0 mm, the 
variation of press join peak loads becomes greater than 
the variation of yield stress. Screw samples show high 
peak load variability, approximately twice that of a 
press join for a given steel thickness. 

S. Conclusions 

Shear tests have been carried out on rectangular 
press join mechanical clinching connections, self-pierc- 
ing rivet connections, pop rivet connections and screw 
connections in similar thickness of two layers of steel 
1.0,1.2,1.6 and 2.0 mm thick. The following con- 
clusions can be drawn from the results: 

There is a large variation in the responses to load- 
ing of the various connection types tested. In the 
small displacement range of loading press joins gave 
a non-linear load-displacement response while 
self-piercing rivets gave an approximately linear re- 
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Factors Influencing the Strength of mechanical clinching 

by 
Remo Pedreschil, Braj Sinha2, Russell Davies3 and Rory Lennon 

Abstract 

The use of cold-formed steel in fabricated structures is increasing. A major factor in the 
efficiency and economics of fabricated cold-formed steel structures is the nature and design of 
the connections. Mechanical clinching, also known as press joining, uses the parent metal of 
the sections to form a structural connection and has advantages over conventional connection 
techniques. The paper describes the key characteristics of mechanical clinching, illustrated 
using some typical, practical applications. The strength of the connection is influenced by a 
number of factors which include: Ultimate tensile strength, thickness of steel, number of layers 
of steel connected and where, dis-similar layers of steel are connected, the pattern of lay-up of 
the steel in relation to the joining tools. 

Introduction: 

During the last two or three years there has been a rapid increase in the use of cold-formed steel in 
residential applications. Builders are replacing traditional timber studs with cold formed steel C sections in 
the construction of both stud wall panels and roof trusses. Dedolph and Jaselkis (1997) attribute this 
change to the following: 

A general decline in the quality of timber 
Fluctuating timber prices 
Limited reusability of timber studs. 

The nature of 'steel production and supply tends to avoid these problems and hence becomes a more 
attractive alternative to the contractor. The transition from timber to steel does not. seem to present great 
difficulties to the carpenter. Appropriate documentation on the structural design and construction of steel 
stud framing is becoming available with the publication of the Prescriptive Method for Residential 
Buildings (NAHE' 1996). 
A key factor in the efficient fabrication of cold-formed steel structures is the type of connection used. 

Self tapping screws are most often specified for site assembled stud frames and their design and 
application is covered in the Prescriptive Method. Other forms of connection such as rivets, bolts and 
welding are also used, mostly in pre-engineered stud frames. 

Conventional techniques such as these have disadvantages which may contribute to the overall inefficiency 
in the fabrication process 

rivets and self tapping screws are sensitive to operator enpr and require accurate fit of the components 
before installation. 
the strength of bolted connections is generally governed by bearing failure in the relatively thin cold- 
formed sections and therefore the bolt is never used to its full capacity. 
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Department of Civil Engineering, University of Edinburgh 
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welding destroys galvanised steel coatings, producing fumes and by-products which may contaminate 
welds and also requires skilled labour 

Mechanical clinching techniques have been used in general manufacturing processes, such as automobiles 
and air conditioning for a number of years. These techniques offer a number of potential benefits over the 
conventional methods for cold-formed steel structures that are likely to lead to improved fabrication 
efficiency. There are a few variations in the detailed configurations of mechanical clinching, also known as 
press joining, but the key aspects are the use of pressure and controlled cutting and deformation to push 
one layer of steel through another and form a strong mechanical clinch between the steel layers. The 
process of forming a press join is illustrated in figure 1 and described in more detail elsewhere (Pedreschi 
et al 1996) and (Davies 1996). The advantages offered by these methods over conventional techniques can 
be summarised as follows: 

galvanised and painted coatings are left intact. 
the process uses very little energy, approximately 10 percent of an equivalent spot weld. 
the process can be readily automated 
it requires only semi-skilled operatives 
it uses only the parent metal of the elements to be connected and therefore eliminates the need for 
consumables such as screws or rivets. 
it can be easily checked for quality by non-destructive methods. 

Mechanical clinching is now being used in buildings in a number of different applications. Figure 2 
illustrates the use of press joining in a fabricated steel truss. The truss is manufactured off site and uses a 
semi automatic production process for all the node point connections. 
Figure 3 shows the use of mechanical clinching to produce a more efficient form of steel stud with closed 
triangular boxed flanges. Clinching is applied during the roll-forming process. 
Figure 4 illustrates a fabricated beam which uses clinching to connect, the flange to the. web. The beam can 
span upto 50 feet (15 metres). The web uses 0.039 ins (1.0 mm) thick steel whilst the flange uses 0.078 
ins (2.0 mm) thick steel. Tests have been carried out on depths of the beam between 11.8 and 23.6 ins 
(300 and 600 mm). To date most applications of press joining have concentrated on factory produced 
elements however at least two tool makers have developed small tools specifically intended for in the field 
fabrication of steel stud frames, figure 5. 
The original applications of press joins Were essentially either non-structural or semi-structural and 
consequentially the attention of earlier researchers such as Leibig (1987)and Bober (1987) and others was 
focused on production parameters rather than a detailed understanding of the structural behaviour of the 
press joins. Understanding the structural behaviour and the development of predictive methods for 
calculating the strength of press joins are essential for the further application of the technique. There is an 
ongoing programme of research into the structural behaviour of mechanical clinching in cold-formed steel 
structures at Edinburgh University, details of this research have been reported elsewhere (Pedreschi et al, 
1996, Davies et al, 1996, Davies 1996). This paper discusses the some key factors that influence the 
strength of mechanical clinching in cold formed steel structures. These include: 

steel strength, thickness and orientation of applied shear 
multi-layer joints 
dis-similar thicknesses 
variability of press join strength 

Although considerable progress has been made in understanding the structural behaviour of mechanical 
clinching there are areas where further research is in progress or needed and these are identified. 

Steel strength, thickness and orientation of applied shear 

The most common form of connection is between two layers of steel of the same thickness and ultimate 
tensile strength. A considerable amount of research has been carried out on this particular arrangement and 
has been reported elsewhere, (Davies et al 1996, and Davies 1996). This work has shown, as would be 



expected, that the shear strength of the connection increases as the ultimate tensile strength and thickness 
of the steel increases. The most typical form of press join, figure 6, displays orthotropic behaviour and 
the strength is significantly influenced by the orientation of the applied shear to the connection itself. The 
normal convention for defining the angle of shear to the orientation of the connection is also shown in 
figure 6. As the angle changes from 0 to 90 degrees there is a progressive reduction in shear strength. The 

mode of failure changes as the angle of applied shear changes. When the direction of applied shear is 0 
degrees failure occurs by shearing across the two protruding parts of the punch side layer as they pass 
through the die side layer. When load the load is applied at 90 degrees failure occurs by deformation of the 
punch side steel leading to tearing and eventual pull-out from the enclosing die side layer. Typical results 
showing the influence of angle of applied shear are presented in figure 7. Various expressions have been 
developed to predict the shear strength of press joins taking into account the influence of ultimate tensile 
strength (UTS), thickness and angle of applied shear. These are reviewed in more detailed elsewhere 
(Davies 1996). Recent work by (Pedreschi et al 1998), reviewing results of a number of researchers and 
combining these results with the research carried out at Edinburgh University has shown that there is 
consistent behaviour across all the available data that indicates a linear relationship between shear strength, 
UTS, steel thickness and angle of applied shear. The following expression was shown to provide an 
accurate prediction of the shear strength of press joins for two layers of steel with equal thickness and steel 
strength. 

FP2 = (0.25 - 0.00086.0) UTS. t for 0S 0-: 9 90 equation 1 

where UTS and t are in psi and inches. 

(FP2 = (6.34 - 0.022.0) . UTS .t (UTS in N/mm2 and t in mm)) 

Equation 1 is based on over 140 tests results covering a broad range of materials including thicknesses 
ranging from 0.0236 - 0.0787 ins, (0.6 - 2.0 mm) and ultimate tensile strengths ranging from 640287- 
99280 psi, (280 - 690 N/mm2). Figure 8 compares the predicted and experimental results and good 
agreement can be seen. A statistical analysis of the results (Pedreschi et al 1998) indicated that over 80 % 
of the predicted results were within 15% of their corresponding test result. 

Multi-layer connections 

In the design of some structural systems advantages can be obtained by connecting through more than two 
layers of steel. The trusses shown in figure 2 incorporate a triangular shaped closed section. This is made 
possible by the simultaneous clinching of four layers of steel. Research into this particular form of 
connection (Pedreschi and Sinha 1997) has shown that the same basic relationships between UTS, steel 
thickness and angle of applied shear, previously demonstrated in two layer joints, also apply in multi-layer 
connections. The results are presented graphically in figure 9. 
An expression for predicting the shear strength of the connections was developed and it can be it can be 
seen that it takes the same form as equation 1. 

Fp4 = (0.67 - 0.003.0) UTS .t for 0: 5 0S 90 equation 2 

(Fp4 = (17.1 - 0.089.0) UTS .t in SI units) 

If equation 2 is re-written in terms of the combined thickness of steel on either side of the connection it 
becomes: 

Fp4 = (0.335 - 0.0015.0) UTS .t for 0: 9 0S 90 equation 3 

(Fp4 = (8.55 - 0.045.0) UTS . tin SI Units) 

The coefficients of the equations now more closely resemble those of equation 1. Equation 3 implies that a 
stronger connection can be obtained if the total combined steel thickness in the connection consists of four 



layers rather than two. This has yet to be proven conclusively as the mechanical clinch used to develop 
equations 2 and 3 is a modified version of that used in the development of equation 1, to provide improved 
penetration and spread of the steel. 

Equation 2 was used to predict the shear strengths of a separate series of tests, conducted by Pei and 
Kinney (1998). The results are compared in table 1. The experimental figures are the average of between 5 
and 7 tests for each of the variables considered. It can be seen that, although equation 2 uses statistically 
derived coefficients, based on a separate data set and tested in a different test laboratory, there is good 
correlation between the experimental and predicted failure load. 

angle of 
applied shear 

Ultimate 
tensile strength 
psi (N/mm2) 

thickness 

inches (mm) 

average 
experimental 
failure load 
lbs 

predicted 
failure load 

lbs 

expcrimental 
predicted 

0 65091448 0.027 0.685 1196 5319 1177 (5293) 0.99 
30 65091448 0.027 0.685 999 (4443) 1019 (4422) 0.99 
45 65091448 0.027 0.685 1033 4594 940 (4226) 1.10 
60 65743 453 0.0265 (0.673) (3763 846 853 3811 0.98 
90 65091 448 0.027 0.685 _ 736 3273 702 (3158) 1.05 
45 68000468 0.035 (0.889) 1406 6253 1273 (5500) 1.10 
60 68000468 0.035 0.889 1180 (5248) 1166 (5220) 1.01 

Table 1 
Comparison between experimental and predicted results using equation 2 

to predict the results of Wei et al (1998) 

Further work on the behaviour of multi-layer connections is currently in progress. 

Dis-similar materials 

In 'many applications the layers of steel to be connected may be of differing thicknesses. Using 
conventional mechanical connections the strength is generally determined by the thinner of the layers. In 
mechanical clinching the orientation of the layers relative to the punch and die of the forming tool has a 
significant influence on the strength of the connection, figure 10. Some test results are presented in table 2. 
The values presented are the average of at least two test results for each configuration. Table 2 is divided 
into three separate sections. For a combination of two dis-similar materials the greatest strengths are 
obtained when the thicker material is placed on the punch side, irrespective of the direction of applied 
shear. Failure of the mechanical clinch tends to initiate on the punch side layer and therefore the strength is 
influenced more by the punch side material than the die side material. Also shown in table 2 is the 
corresponding shear strength for press joins formed of two equal layers of the thinner material. With the 
exception of one result the strength of press joins formed with two layers of dis-similar materials is 
stronger than the corresponding press join formed with two uniform layers of the thinner steel. 

Thicker steel on punch s ide Thinner ma terial on unch side ual steel t hickness 
Angle 
of 
applied 
shear 

punch 
side 
ins (mm) 

die 
side 
ins (mm) 

peak load 

lbs (kN) 

punch 
side 
ins (mm) 

die 
side 
ins (mm) 

peak load 

lbs (kN) 

thickness 

ins (mm) 

peak load 

lbs (kN) 

0 0.078(2.0) 0.059 1.5 1013431 0.059(1.5) 0.078(2.0) 872 3.88 0.059 1.5 88ß 3.95 
90 0.078 2.0 0.059 1.5 638 3.04 0.059(1.5) 0.078(2.0) 548 2.44 0.059(1.5)1 474(2.11) 
0 0.059(15) 0.039 1.0 717 3.19 0.039(1.0) 0.059(1.5) 433 1.93 0.039(1.0) 400(l. 78) 
90 

L 

0.059(1.5) 0.039(1.0) 3981.64 0.0391.0 0.05915 2961.32 0.0391.0 2871.28 
0 0.078 2.0 0.039(1.0) 813 3.62 0.039 1.0 0.078 2.0 422 1.88 0.039 1.0 400 1.78 
90 0.078(2.0) 0.039 1.0 438 1.95 0.039 1.0 0.078 2.0 317 1.41 0.039 1.0 287 1.28 

`. " Table 2 Strength of mechanical clinching in multi-layer joints 



Variability of the strength of press joins 

An important aspect in safe structural design is the inherent variability of the process. In order to study the 
variability of mechanical clinching ten samples of two different steels were tested with the load applied at 
both zero and ninety degrees. The results are summarised in table 3. 

steel no. 1 
UTS 69470 psi 
(479 N/mm2) 

thickness 0.059ins 
1.5 mm 

steel no. 2 
UTS 54288 psi 
(378 N/mm2) 

thickness 0.079 ins 
(2.0 mm) 

0 degrees 
peak load 
lbs 

90 degrees 
peak load 
lbs 

0 degrees 
peak load 
lbs 

90 degrees 
peak load 
lbs 

926 (4.12) 550 2.45 1013 4.51 683 3.04 
1014 431 584 2.60 1036 4.61 656 2.94 
982 (4.37) 595 2.65 1005 4.47 645 2.87 
959 4.27 584 2.60 1014 4.51 645 2.87 
1056 4.70 550 2.45 1014 4.51 661 (2.94) 
959 (4.27) 541 2.41 991 (4.41) 650 2.89 
977 4.35 541 2.41 1013 4.51 638 2.84 
1016 4.52 573 2.55 1036 4.61 683 3.04 
926 (4.12) 528 2.35 1016 432 649 2.89 
959 (4.27) 515 2.31 1036 4.61 706 3.14 

Mean 964 4.29 557 2.48 1018 4.53 663 2.95 
Standard 
deviation 

30.3 
(0.1347) 

24.7 
0.1102 - 

13.8 
(0.0613 

20.2 
(0.0901) 

variance % 3.14 4.45 1.35 3.06 
characteristic 

strength 
W 

915 (4.074) 517 (2.30) 996 (4.43) 629 (2.80) 

Table 3 Variability of press join strength. 

The results indicate consistent behaviour. The standard deviation was calculated in accordance with British 
Standards (BSI 1987). The standard deviation is low, a maximum of 4.45% variance. During the forming 
process the steel layers are clamped in position and then subjected to an applied force and controlled 
deformation. The maximum deformation is limited by the shape and depth of the die. Thus if sufficient 
pressure is applied a consistent and repeatable join will be formed. Also presented in table 3 is the 
characteristic design strength of the press join calculated in accordance with British Standards and is within 
7% of the mean strength of the connection. . 

Summary and conclusions 

The research to date on the strength of press joins indicates the following: 

The strength of mechanical clinching is primarily influenced by the thickness and Ultimate tensile 
strength of the steel being connected and the angle of applied shear. 
In connections consisting of four layers of steel comparable structural behaviour to two layer 
connections was observed. 
It has been shown that the strength of press joins in shear can be accurately predicted using 
expressions that assume a linear relationship between ultimate tensile strength, thickness and angle of 
applied shear. 



Consistent structural behaviour has been observed across the work of a number of researchers and the 
expressions developed to predict the strength of press joins have been shown to accurately predict the 
results of tests reported by other researchers. 
In connections using dis-similar thicknesses of steel, the steel layer on the punch side of the connection 
is more critical. The connection is strongest with the thicker layer positioned on the punch side. The 
strength of connections using dis-similar materials is generally stronger than the corresponding 
connection using two equal layers of the thinner steel. 
Mechanical clinching demonstrates consistent behaviour. The maximum coefficient of variance over a 
range of different samples was 4.45%. 

Research into the strength of mechanical clinching in cold-formed structures forms part of an ongoing 
research programme into the structural behaviour of cold-formed steel structures at the University of 
Edinburgh. The broad aim of the current research is to develop a consistent and reliable method for the 
structural design of mechanical clinching. The scope of the investigation includes: 

" Further study of multi-layer joints including three and four layers of steel 
" Further testing of dis-similar materials to include a wider range of materials and thicknesses 
"A comparative study of alternative forms of mechanical clinching 
" An experimental study of mechanical clinching subjected to cyclic loading 

As part of the programme a series of full scale test structures will be constructed to verify and develop the 
design methodology. 
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Appendix - Notation 

p2 the shear strength of press joins formed using two layers of steel 
p4 the shear strength of press joins formed using four layers of steel 

t thickness of steel 
0 angle of applied shear 
UTS ultimate tensile strength of steel 

, _; , 
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Fig. I Process of forming a press join 
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The use of mechanical clinching in cold- formed steel trusses. 
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The use cal mechanical clinching in steel studs 
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